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Briefly 
Inside 
Gimme a ride: 
Phi Kappa Psi fraternity 
is providing a chauffeur ser- 
vice for its members who 
may be too drunk to drive. 
»• See story page four. 
Housepeople: 
So, what do Greek house- 
boys and housegirls really 




The Bowling Green State 
University Graduate String 
Quartet will play at 8 p.m. 
Saturday, Oct. 19 at 
Grounds for Thought, 174 S. 
Main St. as a part of its con- 
cert series. 
Commuters informed: 
The Off-Campus Student 
Center is developing an 
emergency housing list in 
case inclement weather 
prevents commuter stu- 
dents from returning home. 
Students on the list will be 
provided with housing in the 
case of such an emergency. 
For more information, 
stop in the off-campus stu- 
dent center in Moseley Hall 
between 7:30 a.m. toft p.m. 
Monday through Thursday 
and 7:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. on 
Friday, or call 372-2573. 
MBA brunch: 
The University's Masters 
of Business Administration 
program is celebrating its 
30th anniversary. To help, 
the MBA association will 
host a brunch in the BA 
Building's student lounge 
between 10 a.m. and noon 
Saturday. 
Student, faculty and 
alums are invited to a 




The Northwestern Ohio 
chapter of the American 
Marketing Association 
helped assist the Czech and 
Slovak Federal Republic in 
its quest to develop a free 
market economy by donat- 
ing about 300 business and 
marketing books from 
Bowling Green and the Uni- 
versity of Toledo. 
The CzechMate Project 
was established as part of a 
presidential challenge to 
private industry to assist 
Eastern Europeans in their 
pursuit of reform. 
The texts will be used to 
form an up-to-date business 
library in Eastern Europe. 
Lottery 
Lottery picks: 
Here are the Ohio Lottery 
drawing selections made 
Thursday night: 
Pick 3 Numbers: 5-5-0 
Pick 4 Numbers: 6-4-4-1 
Cards: Nine of Hearts 
8ueen of Clubs 
ing of Diamonds 
Three of Spades 




Today, partly cloudy. The 
high near 60. West winds 10 
to 15 mph becoming north- 
west. The chance of rain is 
20 percent. Tonight,partly 
cloudy and colder. The low 
in the lower 30s. Saturday, 
partly sunny with the high 
around 50. 






by Jacqueline Porter 
assistant city editor 
In a Bowling Green visit 
Thursday, Gov. George Voino- 
vich said the state needs to pro- 
vide increased attention and 
funding for higher education. 
The meeting was an attempt to 
fulfill   Voinovich's  campaign 
Eromise of paving close attention 
i problems in Northwest Ohio. 
This is the governor's fifth visit to 
the area. 
State Sen. Linda Furney 
i D-Toledo) said the whole situa- 
tion with the funding of schooling 
is a problem that must be con- 
fronted. 
She added that if Ohio truly 
wants a successful plan of re- 
gional economic development, 
they must look into further sup- 
plementation of education. 
Voinovich agreed. 
Prioritization of state educa- 
tion and further discussion should 
be implemented, the governor 
said. 
He also said he is committed to 
finding a solution to the education 
problem, and would make it a top 
priority in his administration. 
"There's a lot of good things go- 
ing on," he said. "There is no 
question we have to sit down and 
get a new formula — the answer 
to the education formula is not 
iust money, we need an educa- 
tional reform." 
Voinovich said there is a need 
to communicate to all residents of 
the state that "education is eve- 
rything" and all legislators need 
to work together to find a solu- 
tion. 
Legislators have to provide an 
environment which is encourag- 
ing to a means of improvement, 
but they have to appeal to tile 
public on several levels, Voino- 
vich said. 
"If we can't get to their heads 
or their hearts, we'll get to their 
pocketbooks," the governor said. 
If the country doesn't do some- 
thing about education — the coun- 
try's lost." 
Another issue discussed at the 
meeting  was  the  desired  im- 
provement of roads in the North- 
west Ohio area, at which time 
Voinovich deferred to Director of 
Transportation Jerry Wray. 
Wray said his department is 
working for a long-term im- 
provement plan for the state — 
including improved access from 
northwest to central Ohio and 
Columbus. 
"Every day we hear something 
from some community asking for 
aid," Wray said. "It's very hard 
to say no. 
"You can't just keep building 
highways," he said. 
The governor agreed with 
Wray, saying he is working to in- 
crease the amount of federal aid 
to the state. 
"We have got to make a com- 
mitment and say, 'this is what we 
want and this is how we're going 
to get it,'" Voinovich said. 
The BG Newt/Jay Mardoek 
State Rep. Don Czarcinski 
(D-Toledo) stressed the impor- 
tance of affordable health care 
during the discussion, saying how 
difficult it was for Ohio residents 
to maintain adequate medical 
benefits. 
Voinovich concurred with 
Czarcinski about the matter, add- 
ing it was partly the fault of the 
□ See VOINOVICH, page five. 
Ohio bill to allow 
post-move voting 
by Melinda C. Monhart 
contributing reporter 
With a new bill introduced in the statehouse, registered voters who 
move within the same county in Ohio may still maintain voting rights, 
even if they forget to register the change. 
State Sen. Betty Montgomery (R-Perrysburg) introduced a bill last 
Tuesday that would clearly explain the registering process for voters 
who move to another precinct within the same county and forget to file 
a change of address. 
Many voters do not realize that when they move within the county, 
they may be placed into another voting precinct, a Montgomery aide 
said. 
"With the hecticness of moving it's something that's overlooked," 
said Heath Patten, a legislative aide for Montgomery. 
The proposed bill would correct Ammended Substitute House Bill 
237 (Voter Residence Change), which Rep. Joseph Koziura (D-Lor- 
ain) introduced in the 118th General Assembly to set the guidelines for 
voting, Patten said. 
That bill became effective Sept. 27, 1990, but "problems surfaced 
after the bill came into effect,"Patten said. 
Following the November 1990 election, a committee was set up by 
Secretary of State Bob Taft to study the situation. The committee 
came up with nine recommendations, which were released in a report 
in April. 
The introduction of the Montgomery bill is based on the findings of 
the committee regarding the present Election Day voting process for 
voters who moved but never changed their registration. 
The proposed bill would enable residents to vote by absentee ballot 
or at the county board of elections as long as the date of their change 
of address is not more than a year before the election date. 
Voters who have forgotten to file a change of address will not have 
their right to vote infringed upon in any way, according to Patten. If 
registered voters move to another city within the same county, they 
will be able to vote in that city. 
BG fans rally at parade 
All prepare for Homecoming weekend festivities 
by Eileen McNamara 
general assignment reporter 
College Park was filled with the 
sound of at least 3,000 en- 
thusiastic Falcon fans last night 
for the annual homecoming par- 
ade and pep rally. 
"This is really good to see," 
said UAO graduate adviser and 
homecoming committee member 
Michelle Edenfield of the strong 
turnout. 
This year's parade featured 
everything from medieval war- 
riors to unicycle riders to red, 
white and blue Corvairs. 
The 1991 Homecoming court, 
chosen from an original field of 20 
students, will include: 
■ AmyDunaway; 
■ Christine Kendzora; 
■ Amy Kotnik; 
■ Amy Matcherz: 
I Karen Ravas; 
I Scott Chamberlain: 
I Benjamin Feinstein; 
I Rich King; 
I Marcos Rivera; 
I Doug Watkins 
The first place float, which 
received -$2O0 cash, was a joint 
effort between Lambda Chi Alpha 
and Gamma Phi Beta and fea- 
tured a jukebox theme. The Resi- 
dent Student Association won 
second place and $100 cash for its 
float. Delta Zeta and Phi Sigma 
Kappa worked together to earn 
third place and $50 cash. 
After the parade, students 
gathered around a bonfire for the 
annual pep rally, which was 
hosted by Steve Mason and Diane 
Scribnerof93Q. 
' "This is my fifth year of hosting 
this, but it's the first that the Fal- 
cons have also been undefeated in 
the Mid-American Conference at 
the same time," Mason said. 
Representatives from the foot- 
ball, hockey, volleyball, and soc- 
cer teams spoke at the rally, in- 
cluding head football coach Gary 
Blackney. 
"General Schwartzkopf used 
Patriots to shoot down rockets," 
Blackney said. "The only differ- 
ence on Saturday is that we're go- 
ing to use Falcons to shoot down 
Rockets." 
A raffle at the rally featured a 
spring break trip to Panama City 
Beach Fla., sponsored by UAO. 
Sports pools violate law 
University student code prohibits gambling 
by Michael Zawacki 
contributing reporter 
It's BG football: 
come one, come all 
When was the last time you 
can remember BG Football 
having a winning record — let 
alone a first place standing in 
the MAC? 
This weekend the Falcons 
— 3-0 in the MAC, 5-1 overall 
— are playing their archri- 
vals — the University of 
Toledo Rockets. Have you 
been to a football game this 
year? If not, and even if you 
have, this is the game to at- 
tend. 
In addition to being BG's 
70th Homecoming game, it's 
a must win game for both 
teams in the race for a MAC 
championship. 
20,000 people are expected to 
attend. Won't you feel stupid 
if you miss what could be one 
of the most exciting games of 
the year? Be there: 1:30 p.m., 
Doyt Perry Field. 
Good luck, Falcons! (An 
extra incentive for those still 
undecided about attending — 
the first 5,000 fans will 
receive a free poster.) 
Sports pools. They seem to 
cover every aspect of the sporting 
year, from baseball to college 
and pro football and right on 
through the basketball season. 
Bet a dollar or two and test your 
sporting knowledge and luck. 
Everyone does it — except 
there's one catch. Sports pools 
are illegal. 
According to the University 
student code, "playing a game of 
chance for money or for some- 
thing of value or selling, barter- 
ing or disposing of a ticket, order 
or any interest in a scheme of 
chance by whatever name on 
University premises or Universi- 
ty related premises is subject to 
the maximum sanction of strict 
disciplinary probation or any les- 
ser sanction authorized by this 
Code." 
Despite the illegality, such ac- 
tivity still takes place at the Uni- 
versity. 
One student, who wishes to re- 
main anonymous, started a foot- 
ball pool in his residence hall. 
"I didn't know what the student 
code said about the pools [and] I 
assumed that it was illegal but I 
wasn't sure," the student said. "I 
keep it small scale, a couple of 
floors. 
"By now I know who wants to 
play so I only give them one of the 
weekly pool sheets," the student 
said. "When I find out who the 
winners are I call them up and 
say 'come get your money.' The 
first place winner gets $20 and the 
second gets five. I take nothing 
from it, no cut or anything.'' 
The student, when informed 
about the code regulation, dis- 
agreed with the rule. 
"I don't see what's wrong with 
it," the student said. "I'm not 
forcing it on anyone or harassing 
people to play. If a person doesn't 
want to play they can throw it 
away." 
' 'It makes it more interesting to 
watch the games when there is a 
little money involved," the stu- 
dent said. "I think that if I ever 
got caught I would just plead stu- 
pidity. 
Derek Dickinson, director of 
the University standards and 
procedures, said gambling is 
prohibited by the university code 
and that code must be enforced. 
"Gambling is not allowed," 
Dickinson said. 
Dickinson said the penalty for 
this type of violation is strict pro- 
bation for the first offense and 
suspension for a second offense. 
As in any rule infraction, the 
severity of the punishment de- 
pends on the depth of in- 
volvement, according to Dickin- 
son.   Pool   organizers   would 
O See POOLS, page four. 
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Sex, Thomas, and Ball State 
The Clarence Thomas and Anita 
Hill scandal is over, but unfortu- 
nately, the issues raised about sexual 
harassment continue to plague women. 
As recently as last week, a scandal 
involving a columnist for the Daily 
News at Ball State University and a 
graduate student has illustrated sexual 
harassment does indeed happen — 
even at colleges and universities. 
According to Rebecca Ward, she was 
sexually harassed by a graduate stu- 
dent in his office when he massaged her 
back during a conversation and then 
proceeded to rub her breasts. The 
graduate student was not named in the 
column but court records showed Ward 
had filed a restraining order against 
46-year-old Sheldon Gurney. 
Several days after the column ran, 
Gurney was found dead in his car due 
to inhalation of a hydrochloric acid and 
sodium cyanide mixture after notifying 
a friend in Texas he intended to take his 
own life. 
This situation poses an interesting 
question about romantic involvment 
between University teaching staff and 
students. 
In September, the Faculty Senate 
Executive Committee at the University 
addressed the possibility of installing a 
fiolicy concerning amorous re- 
ationships between University teach- 
ing staff and students. However, the 
proposal faced opposition by many 
members due to legality and was sent 
back to the Equal Opportunity Com- 
mittee. 
Marshall Rose, affirmative ac- 
tion/handicapped services director and 
EOC member, also was weary of the 
policy. He was quoted in TfieiVewsas 
saying "It certainly prohibits sexual 
harassment, but this gets into an area 
which is not illegal as long as there are 
two consenting adults with no problems 
of coercion." 
A troublesome part of that statement 
is the word consenting. Ward was not 
consenting, she had no desire for her 
biology TA. She was violated and sexu- 
ally harassed. Yet Gurney was allowed 
to continue to teach at BSU without any 
reprimand by the administration. 
Perhaps the SEC should re-examine 
its stance. At what time is a stu- 
dent/faculty relationship acceptable? 
Definite ethical guidelines need to be 
drawn so instances similar to the one at 
BSU don't happen. 
The University discipline action for 
sexual discrimination action ranges 
from verbal reprimand to termination 
— depending on the severity of the par- 
ticular case, according to Rose. 
But action can only be taken if the in- 
cident is reported. 
Women should Lmmediatly report 
-any incidents of sexual harassment by 
University teachers (or faculty) to the 
Office of Affirmative Action. If the in- 
cident does not get reported, the haras- 
ser will continue to make women vic- 
tims. 
Ear to the ground... 
Gov. George Voinovich may be a 
politician, but he's still making 
good on at least one campaign promise. 
Voinovich stopped off in Bowling 
Green Thursday to make an appear- 
ance with local politicos and pledge 
support for northwest Ohio and prom- 
ise administrative help in stimulating 
economic development in the region. 
The visit was Voinovich's fifth since 
the November election. 
The governor is to be applauded for 
hiring a regional representative, Mary 
Sabin, to keep him informed on north- 
west Ohio issues and concerns, but 
jeers to Voinovich for ducking report- 
ers' questions and not giving any spe- 
cifics on how to revive an area hard-nit 
by the recession. 
The Toledo Chamber of Commerce 
did ask Voinovich about several specif- 
ic projects it would like to see com- 
pleted, but the governor backed out and 
did not propose any money for Portside 
or the Valentine theater development. 
In short, visit to Bowling Green — 
good; visit without discussing substan- 
tive issues — bad, bad. 
* * * 
Quote of the week: 
"Rockey Rocket is a geek" 
— Freddie Falcon,  elsewhere on 
these pages 
Hear, hear. We're talking Toledo this 
weekend — Saturday, 1:30 p.m. Be 
jthere or be square. And get this: the 
;first 5,000 fans will receive a poster 
: commemorating BG's 70th homecom- 
ing game! Just wait until Fresno this 
;December. 
• * * 
Jeff Merhige did his very best to win 
the city's support for a greek village at 
the last city council meeting, but he 
may have made his biggest mistakes 
before stepping into Council Chambers. 
Wearing his Sunday's best, the 
InterFraternity Council president sold 
the greek system as free from the Ani- 
mal House stereotypes of yesteryear. 
It may have fallen on deaf ears, and 
this is ironic, because Merhige could 
have grabbed council's collective ear 
with two giant fists. 
Greek officials said they would regis- 
ter 2,000 voters on their own and re- 
fused to affiliate with the campus-wide 
voting coalition. But when the forms 
were counted, the greeks probably reg- 
istered 600 students. 
The figure is disappointing. The Uni- 
versity's 3,500 greeks are probably the 
most involved, organized portion of 
campus; they couldnave chosen the ci- 
ty's next mayor with a little organiza- 
tion. 
Much of council is nowhere near sold 
on the greek village proposal. As things 
stand, a few complaints from neigh- 
borhood residents are likely to kill the 
idea — perhaps forever. 
Merhige looked and sounded good at 
the Oct. 7 meeting. But he had nothing 
backing up his request. 
It's a shame. The greeks blew an op- 
portunity to gain unprecedented lever- 
age — leverage the entire campus 
community would have benefited from. 
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Solving those time problems 
Students able to alter their academic course 
"You can't change the way the 
wind blows, but you can change 
the way you set your sails." This 
was one of the main messages of 
a managerial seminar on stress 
given by Dr. Stephen Shepherd, 
which my father recently attend- 
ed. 
At first glance you might think, 
"Give me a break!"and roll your 
eyes. However, if you actually 
think about the statement, it's 
true. There are many things in 
our lives that we can't control; 
however, we can control the way 
we react to them. 
This is especially true with 
mid-terms looming in the near fu- 
ture. The good news is that with 
eight weeks behind us, we're 
halfway through the semester 
and on the home stretch.' The 
bad news is that we still have an- 
other eight weeks left, including 
final exams and projects. 
We can't control how many 
exams we have to take or papers 
we have to write. We can't control 
when these due dates and dead- 
lines occur. (Although, some of us 
try to make up personal deadlines 
anyway.) However, instead of 
waking up at 6:15 am to make it 
to the Tech Lab the morning your 
project is due only to have the 
virus-ridden computer erase your 
disk ten minutes later, you can 
leisurely work on your projects in 
small increments throughout the 
remaining weeks and possibly 
have it completed the night be- 
fore it's due. It is not impossible. 
There is a way to lessen that 
overwhelming burden of work 
waiting to be done. 
The thing I have noticed about 
mid-semester most is that sud- 
denly everything is due at the 
same time. Two papers, a com- 
Letters to the Editor 
Stereotypes not a 
laughing matter 
The BG News: 
It is most often believed that 
one learns from past mistakes. 
However.The BG News is the 
unequivocal exception. Year 
after year since my arrival on 
campus in 1989, The BG News has 
been chastised for printing car- 
toons that stereotype, degrade 
and offend African Americans; 
and the year 1991 is no exception. 
As I flipped through the pages of 
the October 15 issue of The BG 
News, two particularly offensive 
cartoons caught my eye. 
The first cartoon I saw was one 
that supposedly depicted Clar- 
ence Thomas' Greatest Hits. 
First of all, the implication was 
that Clarence Thomas is guilty of 
the accusations against him 
(that's a different editorial), and 
second of all I found the state- 
ment or so-called song title 
("Ever do it with a horse?") 
printed right next to it to be ex- 
tremely tasteless. The statement 
was sexist and to be perfectly 
frank, it was outright disgusting. 
The second cartoon (or shall I 
refer to it as a caricature) of an 
African American appeared only 
a few pages after the first one 
(ironically in the same issue. 
Uhmmm...). The cartoon depic- 
ted a caricature of Clarence 
Thomas that I found terribly of- 
fensive. It was no different than 
the caricatures thatuhave depic- 
puter program, a group project 
and an exam all in one week can 
make you begin to question your 
sanity. 
Another thing I have noticed is 
that as each day passes, I have 
more and more to do and less and 
less desire. Getting started is the 
biggest obstacle I have to over- 
come. I'll lie on my bed, thinking 
to myself, "Ok, I'll rest for an- 
other half an hour and then I'll 
start my rough draft." Then I'll 
think, "Well, now it's almost time 
to eat. I'll start studying after 
supper." And on and on it goes, 
excuse after excuse. To combat 
this excuse system, I have set up 
SHARLYN 
AVINA 
a time management schedule for 
myself. I know it sounds like a 
waste, but it really works (for an 
hour or two anyway). Don't be a 
skeptic. Give it a try- If anything 
it'll give you an excuse to put off 
writing that response paper for 
another twenty minutes. 
First, I make a list of all the due 
dates and commitments I have. 
Then I prioritize them. Next I 
make a chart-I put the days of 
the week across the top of the 
chart and down one side I list the 
hours of the day. Then I system- 
atically fill the hours in. Every- 
thing that I have to do (class, 
work, meetings) I write in ink. 
ted blacks for hundreds of years 
— and this is 1991. In the so-called 
"drawing," Thomas is carica- 
tured as having huge white eyes, 
an exaggerated wide nose that 
spreads across an extremely 
black face and wide lips top off 
the caricature. 
When I looked at those draw- 
ings, cartoons or whatever you 
choose to call them I did not find 
them at all humorous. When you 
(those responsible for printing 
the drawing) look at an African- 
American man, woman or child, 
is that what you see? Well if it is, 
then you need seriously to re- 
evaluate your racist ideologies. 
And to the staff members of 
The BG News who are responsi- 
ble for printing such offensive 
and utterly degrading carica- 
tures of African Americans: you 
have the right to print what you 
may, but you do not have the 
right to humiliate, de-humanize 
and offend my people or any 
other people. You, the staff 
members, need to be more sensi- 
tive to the feelings and needs of 
others beside your own. If The BG 
News expects to be respected by 
African Americans on this cam- 
pus, then it should be a bit more 
selective about the cartoons it 
chooses to print. 
Michelle L. Ellison 
Junior 
Scientific and Technical Com- 
munications 
Things that are mobile or don't 
have to be done at a certain time I 
write in pencil. This way if some- 
thing better comes up (like a sale 
at the Limited) I can erase and 
reorganize my chart. 
One of the most important 
things to remember about the 
time management chart is to be 
specific. Break projects up into 
small, easy-to-do tasks. Instead 
of writing 'write rough draft of 
English paper or study for history 
exam,' write 'write introduction 
to rough draft or study chapter 
11.' When you finish a task, cross 
it off your chart. I have been 
known to write things on it after I 
already completed them, just to 
have the .satisfaction of crossing 
them off. (I know it's sad.) 
After completing your chart, 
fou'U be amazed at how much 
ree time you actually have in a 
day. If you don't want to study on 
Friday or Saturday night, then 
don't. Schedule around those 
nights. You can complete your 
projects in advance and still have 
fun. The key is to use your time 
wisely. (Scary I'm starting to 
sound like my mother.) 
I would like to say that if you 
use this method of organizing 
time, you'll never feel stressed 
out again, but I can't. Unfortu- 
nately, just because you take 
time to fill out the chart, it doesn't 
guarantee you'll actually ever 
look at it again. This technique 
might help lessen the occurrence 
of those last minute cram ses- 
sions or put your academic pres- 
sures into perspective, but I don't 
think it can eliminate mid- 
semester stress entirely-at least 
that's been my experience. 
Sharlyn Avina is a senior Eng- 
lish major from Bowling Green. 
(flap) UT Rockets 
are Scuds (chirp) 
Dear friends: 
First of all, I would like to 
thank all of you who braved the 
cold to be at BG's home game 
against Central Michigan. Now 
on to new business... 
The excitement that is sweep- 
ing across campus is incredible. 
The football team is 5-1 and 
ranked first in the MAC. The vol- 
leyball, soccer, golf, cross coun- 
try and tennis teams are enjoying 
outstanding success as well. 
But... 
My point is this: be a part of it 
all. Don't hang out at home, sit- 
ting on your hands with nothing to 
do. BG fans have not had an out- 
standing reputation these last few 
years, but we can change that 
right now. Even though this 
weekend is homecoming, the UT 
fans will be out in full force. 
Where will you be? 
Get all your friends together 
and go to the game! Help the 
team, cheerleaders, band and 
SicSic by being at the stadium 
and being loud! Take a special 
friend (fm taking mine) and 
share the excitement of a memo- 
ry in the making. Plus, as a spe- 
cial promotion, Frieda and I will 
have gum at the game this week, 
sodoiTtmissout. 
Freddie Falcon 
P.S. Rockey Rocket is n geek. 
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A note to Bargdill 
Life is hardly 
happy for all 
The BG News: 
Can those of you who feel that 
there are no unwanted children 
tell me why so many of them are 
abused? Are these abused chil- 
dren truly wanted? Why is our 
Eresident, George Herbert Wal- 
er Bush, ambivalently telling 
women across this nation that the 
government should not allow 
them the right to terminate their 
preenancy and should not pay for 
sufficient prenatal care for these 
women or health care for these 
"wanted" children? Does God, 
whom anti-choice people use so 
fervently as justification for their 
actions, really want children to 
be born into an unloving, abusive 
family? Is it fair to use children 
to teach a lesson in Judeo-Chris- 
tian morality to people who have 
sex when they do not want chil- 
dren? 
In Steve Bargdill's column on 
Oct. 4 he asked us, his readers, to 
imagine a scenario in which we 
think of our family and friends, 
past and present, college gradua- 
tion and our perfect life-to-be. 
"Then BANG!!" This perfect il- 
lusion is cut short, aborted, as it 
were. How would we feel? 
I wonder how Mr. Bargdill 
would feel if he had engaged in 
premarital sexual relations with 
a consenting adult, and while us- 
ing birth control, had become 
pregnant. What choices would he 
make? If he did not have an abor- 
tion, he would have to drop out of 
school for at least a semester. 
Would he keep the child or give it 
up for adoption? After being 
pregnant for nine months, he 
probably would not be readv to 
give up the child. So for the sake 
of our story, we shall assume Mr. 
Bargdill keeps his cuddly, little 
newborn. 
Imagine perhaps Mr. Barg- 
dill's family is not supportive, he 
is now going to have to pay, him- 
self, for the upbringing of the 
child. Perhaps his partner left the 
state, or quit her job so she would 
not have to pay her fair share. 
This would render impossible his 
chance of returning to school. 
Paying for child care (the Uni- 
versity still lacks a free child 
care program), health care and 
tuition would be too large a bur- 
den. Oh, but what about financial 
aid, he must have been receiving 
it before, if his family was not 
supporting him. Sorry, if you re- 
member correctly our new scen- 
ario, Mr. Bargdill dropped out of 
school and will be unable to 
receive any more financial aid 
until he makes up the classes he 
left unfinished, whether or not he 
is able to pay for them. Hey, he 
was lucky to get government help 
in the first place; the government 
does not give second chances. 
Of course, our compassionate 
Mr. Bargdill is not going to resent 
that child for setting his life back 
by a decade or so. He should have 
been more careful, or not have 
had premarital sex at all. Mr. 
Bargdill certainly has learned his 
lesson, don't you think? Of 
course, if he had resented this 
child, God forbid, do you not think 
that the child would be aware of 
it? People are not all as good- 
natured as our caring Mr. Barg- 
dill, and some of them in his situ- 
ation would not be so kind to this 
child who "destroyed" their per- 
fect life. 
So the children of these people 
are going around today wonder- 
ing why their parents did not real- 
ly love them. Some of these chil- 
dren are born into a poverty so 
deep that the expense of the birth 
and care for the child is the impe- 
tus that sets the family out on the 
GUEST COLUMN 
James Welker 
Senior   International   busi- 
ness/Economics major 
street. These are not children 
who fantasize about becoming 
science teachers. These are chil- 
dren who dream of having food 
that is edible, clothes that fit, and 
if they are really imaginative, a 
toy or two. Some of them can 
barely think at all; their brains 
are too fried by all the drugs and 
alcohol their mothers consumed 
while carrying the child they did 
not want. These children do not 
all dream of going to college; 
some dream, though, of becom- 
ing a big time drug dealer like 
that person down the street with 
the new car. Where are all the 
people who fought so valiantly for 
their right to be born, when these 
precious children are now fight- 
ing just to stay alive? 
My little scenario with Mr. 
Bargdill is flawed in several 
ways: 1) from his picture, our 
suave Mr. Bargdill looks like a 
man and men cannot yet become 
pregnant; 2) most men would 
never take the time to figure out 
what they would do if they did be- 
come pregnant; and 3) women 
cannot run away from the situa- 
tion if they become pregnant. 
This is important to consider 
while our predominantly male 
legislators and chief executives 
try to decide whether or not a 
woman should have the right to 
choose her future. 
I am truly amazed at these am- 
bivalent lawmakers who decide 
to limit abortion rights to ex- 
treme cases. If the reasoning be- 
hind the limitation is that abor- 
tion is murder, how can any abor- 
tions be allowed at all? Abortion 
either is or is not murder — it is 
not "murder, except in special 
cases." 
I would argue, though, that ear- 
ly-term abortion is not murder. I 
agree that it is cessation of life, 
but not of human life. A human 
being has thoughts and emotions 
and can breathe and eat. A fetus 
has neither thoughts nor emo- 
tions, does not breathe nor eat. 
Perhaps it can feel physical pain, 
but so can the fly you killed yes- 
terday "without a second 
thought." A fetus does not have 
the thinking capacity of that fly, 
given that babies do not start to 
think logically until fourteen days 
after birth, and would not even 
know how to interpret pain. 
Some anti-choice advocates 
would counter that God con- 
demns abortion —therefore it is 
immoral and should be illegal. 
Those who espouse the Christian 
God's views point to the Bible to 
justify prohibition of choice. I 
would like to point them to an- 
other fine piece of literature: The 
Constitution of the United States 
of America. As far as I know we 
still have a separation of church 
and state in this country preclud- 






Faces in the crowd 
In the Thomas/Hill hear- 
ings, which  side   seemed 
more convincing and why? 
Kelley C. Smith, senior elemen- 
tary education major from Mar- Dee Rotfeld,  junior political 
ysvllle, Ohio. science major from Chicago. 
"Clarence Thomas ... because "Anita Hill ... She is a very 
Anita Hill seems to be a naive credible woman and I haven't 
pawn in some larger political seen a reason not to believe her 
scheme. Her story Isn't convlnc- claims." 
ing and appears contrived." 
Cheedy Jaia, philosophy grad- 
uate student from Sierra Leone. 
"Professor Hill... I'm particu- 
larly impressed by the fact that 
one is not motivated by a sense of 
personal gain. 
The BG Newi/Karca Beader 
Brad Snedeker.  senior social 
studies   education  major. 
"Anita Hill... At first I thought 
it was just dirty politics...  But 
she Isn't lying and 
we need a Supreme Court Justice 
that Is above reproach." 
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Who's Teaching Who? 
Reading from bis first aid book, senior D. Simon Luke directs 
sophomore Ed Maynard on how to stabilize a fractured leg in an 
advanced first aid and CPR class in Eppler Center Wednesday 
The BG NewiVJiy Mardock 
afternoon. The pair are required to take the course to keep their 
first aid certification up-to-date for their lifeguard jobs at the 
Student Recreation Center. 
by Timothy Jacobs 
Contribuiing reporter 
i Sometimes, books and bars are 
hot enough. 
Some University students are 
Interested in more than the typi- 
cal college pursuits. Helping the 
elderly, cleaning up the commu- 
nity and serving as role models 
(or children are among the activi- 
ties of these students — members 
pftheBG University Y. 
The organization is a branch of 
the Toledo YMCA and does com- 
munity service in Bowling Green 
and the surrounding areas. 
Dave Thompson, president of 
the campus service organization, 
said the purpose of the group is 
"to serve as many different as- 
pects of the community as we 
can." 
According to University Y pub- 
lic relations Director Michelle 
Freshly, the organization's goals 
are to  work toward a   better 
For Homecoming 1991 
Score Big Savings 
at 
EBLUE RIBBON PHOTOE 
WE ARE 
Bowling Green's only 
Full-line photo store 
that features: 
1 Hour Film Processing 
• Corners • Lenses • 
1  Batteries 
community and toward growth of 
the group's individual members. 
Five specific programs offer 
members opportunities to get in- 
volved in community service. 
Through the Hand in Hand pro- 
gram, members help the elderly, 
clean up the environment and do 
various social work projects. 
In Kid's Klub, University Y 
members work with children by 
tutoring, operating day care 
centers and sponsoring retreats, 
while members involved with 
Teen Team work with teenagers 
— acting as role models and 
offering assistance in solving any 
problems they may have. 
Other members are involved in 
Adventures in Action, a program 
that encourages involvement in 
outdoor activities such as white 
water rafting, canoeing and rope 
climbing. University Y members 
plan trips and outings open to all 
University students. 
The organization's public re- 
lations program is designed to 
teach members to do advertising 
for the programs and other public 
relations work for the organiza- 
tion. 
The organization is an "excel- 
lent way to gain experience in a 
variety of ways tor different 
majors," Freshly said. 
According to Thompson, Uni- 
versity Y members also receive a 
great deal of leadership experi- 
ence. 
BG University Y meets at 9 
p.m. Tuesdays in 110 Business 
Administration Building. Stu- 
dents of all majors are welcome 
to attend. 
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Co-op office aids 
student progress 
by Eileen McNamara 
general assignment reporter 
Students in search of more than 
textbooks and term papers to 
help them get ahead need look no 
farther than the University Coop- 
erative Education Program of- 
fice. 
Field Coordinator Susan Young 
said the co-op office has been 
helping students gain valuable 
career insights and job contacts 
for the past 16 years. 
This year, October has been 
designated National Cooperative 
Education Month by the National 
Commission for Cooperative Ed- 
ucation, the Cooperative Educa- 
tion Association and a number of 
regional co-op associations. 
"Around here, October already 
is co-op month because that is 
when most of the employers come 
in to interview students," Young 
said. 
The co-op office sets up the 
interview between employer and 
student and also helps the stu- 
dents prepare for the interview 
for the month beforehand. 
"The co-op office is an excel- 
lent tool," senior production and 
procurement major Brian Cipre- 
sse said. 
Cipresse acquired an intern- 
ship with General Electric's cen- 
tralized motor plant in Fort 
Wayne, Ind. through the co-op of- 
fice. 
Since the internship was from 
June 1990 to January 1991, Cipre- 
sse was not able to attend fall se- 
mester classes in 1990. He said it 
was worth an extra year in col- 
lege to acquire the on-the-job ex- 
perience. 
"My classes seem less ab- 
stract," Cipresse said. "I'm able 
to relate what I learn in class to 
real work experiences." 
Andrea Tanner, a senior 
broadcast journalism major, has 
had two summer internships with 
the Eaton Corporation in Cleve- 
land through the co-op office. She 
wrote for business publications 
produced in and for the communi- 
ty relations, government affairs 
and corporate communication 
departments of Eaton. 
''There are so many different 
possibilities open to me now," she 
said. 
Tanner said she is considering 
everything from attending grad- 
uate school to joining the Peace 
Corps. If she does go to graduate 
school, she said she hopes to earn 
a master's degree in government 
affairs and go on to work on the 
personal staff of a U.S. Senator or 
representative in Washington, 
D.C. 
According to Young, the co-op 
office provides services that are 
crucial to students who will soon 
find themselves out in the real 
world. 
POOLS 
University Y benefits community 
□ Continued from page one. 
receive a more severe punish- 
ment in the form of a longer ex- 
tended probation. 
The players involved would 
receive a strict probation, be- 
cause knowing that this type of 
activity is going on is considered 
an accessory to the crime. 
In the case of the residence hall 
pool, one of the players was not 
aware that it was illegal. 
"I figured it's a good way to 
make a little money. I have a 
good knowledge about football 
and that has helped me," the par- 
ticipant said. "It gives me an in- 
centive to watch the games on the 
weekend. I've won $21 already 
and that's not bad for a dollar 
bet." 
According to University Stu- 
dent Legal Services, gambling is 
not just a violation of University 
rules. 
"Gambling is a crime. This 
type of gambling on campus is a 
crime and a violation of campus 
policy," said Greg Bakies, 
managing attorney tor Student 
Legal Services. "Depending on 
the circumstances and the 
amount of money involved, this 
type of activity can be considered 
a first degree misdemeanor or a 
fourth degree felony." 
While it is not illegal to have a 
penny-ante poker game in a home 
if there is no house cut or bought 
seats, sports pools in the resi- 
dence halls take place on state 
Eroperty, and are in direct viola- 
on of state law and campus poli- 
cy. 
"This is state property," said 
Michael Vetter, assistant vice 
president of student affairs. 
"Gambling in any form is illegal 
and our staff has to confront this 
problem and stop those who are 
attributing to it. 
Many University students, 
however, do not think gambling is 
harmful and do not agree with 
University policy — including at 
least one resident adviser who 
said sports pools create floor 
community. 
"When I was a freshman, I re- 
member gambling (on campus) 
that was on a larger scale. It 
dealt with bookies and hundreds 
of dollars and dipping into sav- 
ings accounts," the RA said. "I 
see that particular type of gam- 
bling as having a potential to be- 
come a large problem. I feel that 
small-time, one dollar a week 
football pools are harmless." 
Other pool participants agree. 
"I did it tor the fun, for the 
competition. The prizes aren't 
that big," one player said. "I 
didn't know anything about pro- 
bation or expulsion. It's a little 
scary. I don't know if I'll be play- 
ing anymore." 
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Greeks make a statement 
Open house to educate faculty and community 
by Amy Applebaum 
greek reporter 
The University greek commu- 
nity wants to make a statement of 
its commitment to philosophies 
other than partying through an 
all-greek open house geared 
toward faculty, staff, and city 
residents next week. 
According to Zeta Beta Tau 
President Damn Broadway, the 
open house is one program the 
greek community has decided to 
6resent in an attempt to educate 
le public and the University fac- 
ulty about what greek life is real- 
ly about. 
Broadway said the goals of the 
program are twofold. Through 
"If it all goes well and the open house is well 
attended, it will be a major step forward in 
terms of faculty relations." 
—Bob Lewis, IFC faculty relations cabinet member 
displays focusing on subjects in- 
cluding athletics, philanthropies 
and scholarship, the first goal of 
the program is to demonstrate 
many dimensions of greek life 
and improve relations between 
the greeks and the faculty and 
community. 
The open house, to be hosted at 
the Zeta Beta Tau house this com- 
ing Thursday from 3 to 5 p.m., is 
an ideal initiation event for those 
faculty who are not familiar with 
the greek system, said Bob 
Lewis, Interfraternity Council 
faculty relations cabinet member 
and a member of the planning 
committee. 
The event, Broadway said, will 
help show that greek life is not all 
partying. 
Hung Fong, former IFC faculty 
relations cabinet member and a 
member of the planning commit- 
tee, said the greek system would 
like to show the faculty it does put 
an emphasis on academics 
through scholarship standards 
and scholarship chairpersons in 
charge of programming. 
The greek community, he add- 
ed, can be a productive part of the 
community through community 
service and philanthropies and he 
believes the open house will help 
demonstrate this. 
"If it all goes well and the open 
house is well attended, it will be a 
major step forward in terms of 
faculty relations," Lewis said. 
Fong said 1,246 memos were 
sent out to University full-time 
faculty and staff members, and 
he hopes many will attend. 
u 
th 
The second goal,  Broadwa 
said, is to familiarize greeks wi 
alternative member development 
programs — as opposed to the 
pledge period. 
Brothers designate drivers 
by Sherry Turco 
contributing reporter 
Phi Kappa Psi fraternity has 
launched its own anti-drunk 
driving campaign. 
Brothers Against Drunk Driv- 
ing allows Phi Psi members to 
call the fraternity's house if 
they need a ride home from a 
party or a bar on Friday and 
Saturday nights. 
"Rather than have our broth- 
ers risk their lives and drive 
after they've been drinking or 
ride with someone who has, we 
want them to feel that they have 
an alternative," BADD coor- 
dinator Aaron Ley said. 
The program will begin this 
weekend. Each Friday and Sat- 
urday night a fraternity mem- 
ber will be on duty and ready to 
pick up anyone who calls. 
Cards are handed out at Phi 
Kappa Psi chapter meetings 
with the name of the driver for 
each of the weekend nights. 
"The card can easily be put 
into a wallet where it can be 
pulled out later if the need 
arises," Ley said. 
The idea came from a trans- 
fer student who attended Kan- 
sas University last year. 
"When we heard about how 
successful the program was 
there we decided to set up our 
own BADD program," Ley- 
said. 
Not only can one fraternity 
benefit from a ride service pro- 
gram at the University, but Ley 
said they would like it to be- 
come campus-wide. 
"I'm going to be talking to 
[Panhellenic Council] in the 
upcoming weeks," he said. 
"We're hoping, though, that not 
only will other fraternities and 
sororities begin programs simi- 
lar to BADD but the University 
will also begin a ride service for 
its students." 
Grievance policy reviewed 
Fong said there are six frater- at ™w CSC executive board must now approve re-wording use alternative pledge programs 
Zeta Beta Tau fraternity is cur- 
rently using an alternative pro- 
gram and Broadway said this 
year the program is finally "on 
the road" and working. The pro- 
gram is called the brotherhood 
program and concentrates on 
reinforcing the rituals and ten- 
ants of the fraternity. 
by Aaron Dorksen 
administration reporter 
Computer hackers halted 
Mainframe passwords altered to assure protection 
by Doug Baker 
general assignment reporter 
University Computer Services 
is trying to stay one step ahead of 
eki computer crac ers. 
Crackers, also known as hack- 
ers, have been able to use a secu- 
rity hole to obtain passwords to 
mainframe computer systems, 
which enable users with accounts 
to run a variety of software. 
The actions of the crackers has 
caused a need for the change of 
passwords that make it possible 
to sign on to the computer. 
According to Dale Schroeder, 
director of academic computer 
services, the changed passwords 
will affect individual accounts 
rather than class accounts. 
"Class accounts are set up for 
everybody in a class by a profes- 
sor, Schroeder said. Individual 
accounts are for faculty, staff and 
graduate students doing 
research." 
On Tuesday, mainframe indi- 
vidual account users began using 
new passwords, which can be 
found on UCS Personal Renewal 
Cards. 
A lost personal renewal card 
may by replaced in room 241 of 
the Math Science Building. A va- 
lid University identification card 
is required. 
Computer mainframe accounts 
will also be renewed during late 
fall or early spring instead of this 
time of year, Schroeder said. 
"Our office is very busy at the 
beginning of fall term," 
Schroeder said. "I wanted to 
move renewals to a time of the 
year we are not so swamped." 
The new renewal deadline is 
Feb. 18,1992. 
Computer Security Adminis- 
trator James Hoy said these 
computer crackers have been a 
Student Recreation Center 
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logo   office 3rd floor Union or call 372-2343 
J>°' It? 
nuisance. 
"A cracker ... is a person who 
maliciously does things to a com- 
puter system or network that are 
unwanted," Hoy said. "Some- 
times they cause destruction or a 
simple nuisance." 
According to Hoy, these crack- 
ers have not destroyed anything 
yet, but passwords must be 
changed before that happens. 
The re-wording of the classified 
staff's grievance policy was the 
main order of business at Thurs- 
day's Classified Staff Council 
meeting, which also included a 
5uest appearance by Trustee 
udge Ellen Connally. 
The revised grievance policy 
will be reviewed Tuesday by 
CSC's executive board for final 
approval before being sent to 
University personnel, CSC secre- 
tary Meagon Shaffer said. 
In the past, a revision such as 
this was sent directly to person- 
nel, but it was requested that a 
copy of final action on a griev- 
ance panel be sent to the panel 
chair first, Shaffer said. 
The overall procedure for filing 
a grievance will not change 
much; it will just be clearer, 
Shaffer said. 
"I think basically [the re- 
vision] will read a lot easier," 
Shaffer said. "It will be easier to 
understand." 
Connally, a Cleveland Munici- 
pal Court judge, spoke on the re- 
sponsibilities of being a trustee 
and answered questions from 
staff members. 
being of the University and aspire 
to act in the best interest of Uni- 
versity employees in making ap- 




The trustees have interest in for any position and get app 
the physical and financial well-  before hiring them, she said. 
Trustees have to account for 
the money and long-range plans 
of the University, she said. 
One staff member asked her if 
the trustees hired the University 
president and the vice presidents. 
The trustees hire the president 
who in turn hires his own admin- 
istration, Connally answered. 
However, the president does- 
need to recommend candidates 
roval 
 
"The ley haven't gotten any par- 
ticular sensitive administrative 
files that 
said. 
I'm aware of," Hoy 
VOINOVICH  
□ Continued from page one. 
state administration. 
Voinovich said he believes peo- 
ple truly want health insurance, 
but that it is just too far out of the 
small businessmen's price range. 
"What blows my mind is that 80 
percent of people who don't have 
medical coverage are working," 
he said. "We can't afford to have 
health costs go to three times the 
rate of inflation — we need to re- 
duce our costs down from three 
times inflation to maybe a little: 
over inflation. 
"If people had the option to buy. 
it [medical insurance] and it waft 
reasonable — they would buy it.'^ 
TRIOS 
PIZZA • RIBS • CHICKEN 
1610 East Wooster 
353 RIBS 
FREE DELIVERY 
OPEN M - F 4pm 
Sat. - Sun 12 noon 
I    {I A— $5.00 
1/2 SLAB 
BBO RIBS 
w/ roll & butter 
choice of side order 
with coupon Call Us For Tailgate 





w/ roll &  butter choice of 




1 /4 SHEET 
PIZZA 
(regular or roman style) 





Treat yourself to our lavish 
Sunday Brunch Buffet 
10am - 3pm 
Select from a wide variety of breodfast 
& lunch items. 
For only      S8.95 - Adult 
S4.50 - Chilren 10 & under 
140 W. South Boundary 
Perrrysburg, OH 
Phone: 874-1660 
Take Pt 25 North to W. South Boundary and 
turn right. Located in Country Charm 
Shopping Center. 
PHI SIGMA KAPPA'S 
3RD ANNUAL CANPOUT 
JefUCetky 
John & Kris 
Ron & Amy 
Liono & Cirtwoman 
Mark & Holly 
Krai) & Penny 
Fievel & Can 
Kevin & SheiU 
Mr. & Mrs. Lawler 
Cbad&Renee 
Darren & Rhon*a 
Jeff & Daria 
Dave & Ran 
Alex & Ske-ra 
Sean & Tammy 
Me Nasrie & Honey 
Matt & Michelle 
Rat&Kat 
Pat & Lisa 
Superman & Vrondewoman 
Bearman & Pebbles 
Aaron & Tonga 
Dan & Twinki 
Kelly & Erica 
.Verbs & Jam 
Garret & Uri 
Jeremy & Jem 
Mareo&lari 
STEAK & SEAFOOD 
WELCOME BACK ALUMNI! 
Brian 8 Ernie The Klepto Lush 
Lee & Sweenh Bikini' Team 
UAO  UAO  UAO  UAO  UAO  UAO  UAO 
EXPIRES 10/31/91 EXPIRES 10/31/91 
FAST LUNCH! JGOLDEH FRIED 
Why eat in your car? All-     f CUD||f D    nillAICI 
you-can eat Ranch Lunch Buffetf OfinilWIl      UINIICI 
'n' Sundae Bar ■      .    ■   ■ 
... ,        ,.       ,.      , . Includes baked potato and 






■ GOLDEN FRIED 
!! 
Coupon oooa lor any party s«Cannotoe   ■Coupon good lor any party Me Cannot Da 
LUMd m comt«nat«>n with •nyotlw coupon oC„^ „ combination with any other coupon ( 





Inclludes baked potato and 
Ranch Buffet  n' Sundae Bar 
>4.99 
Coupon good (or any party size Cannot be 
used In combination with any other coupon 
oftar  Tax not Inctuded 
"CHICKEN STRIPS! 
I DINNER 
I    Includes baked potato and 
Ranch Buffet 'n' Sundoe Bar 
$ 
Coupon oood tor any party size Cannot be 
■used in combination with any other coupon c 
NJdatoount oftar. Tax not inducted 
5.49 
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Local crusade kicks off  Habitat provides homes 
for many local families by Lucinda Robbing city reporter 
Bowline Green will be giving 
drugs and alcohol a swift kick to- 
day as the city sponsors the kick- 
off for the National Red Ribbon 
Campaign in northwest Ohio. The 
kick-off will take place at City 
Park from noon to 1:30 p.m. and 
will feature guest speaker Johnny 
Davis of the Cleveland Browns 
organization. 
The campaign lasts through 
Oct. 26 and is designed to pro- 
claim support for a Drug Free 
America and to promote aware- 
ness about alcohol and other drug 
abuse, according to Andrew El- 
Court blotter 
The grand jury of the Wood 
County Court of Common pleas 
issued the following indictments 
on Wednesday to the following 
people: 
■ Brian Kuril, Perrysburg, for 
trafficking in marijuana, a 
fourth-degree felony. A summons 
was issued. 
■Debra Ann Smigelski, Mar- 
ysville, for two counts of illegal 
Sirocessing of drug documents, a 
ourth-degree felony. A warrant 
was issued. 
liot, chairperson of the Wood 
County Red Ribbon Planning 
Committee. 
Mayor Edwin Miller said Bowl- 
ing Green is proud to sponsor the 
kick-off this year. He said he has 
attended past years' kick-offs and 
was asked if Bowling Green 
would hold the celebration this 
year. 
Miller and Elliot both said it is 
a "grass roots campaign" in 
which each community gets in- 
volved. 
Both Wood and Lucas counties 
will be holding many events 
throughout the week, including 
announcing red ribbon events at 
this weekend's homecoming foot- 
■Vaughn Phillips, 214 Na- 
poleon Road, for grand theft with 
specifications, a third-degree 
felony. A warrant was issued. 
■Bob Larsen, Kissimee, Fla., 
for passing bad checks, a fourth- 
degree felony, and theft, a third- 
degree felony. A warrant was is- 
sued. 
■Delores Parton, Northwood, 
for theft, a fourth-degree felony. 
A summons was issued. 
■Steven E. Barringer, North 
Baltimore, for carrying a con- 
cealed weapon, a third-degree 
felony. A summons was issued. 
■Sonny Henderson, Bloomdale, 
ball game, decorating the educa- 
tion building, and having a posi- 
tive alternatives weekend at the 
Woodland Mall next weekend, 
according to Elliot. 
This year's national campaign 
slogan is "Neighbors — Drug 
Free and Proud." The Wood 
County Red Ribbon Planning 
Committee has taken this a step 
further by proclaiming, "good 
neighbors get involved. 
In order to get involved, Elliot 
said, "People can wear red rib- 
bons to show signs of support and 
to  promote  healthy,  drug-free 
lifestyles." 
for two counts of breaking and en- 
tering, a fourth-degree felony. A 
summons was issued. 
Bills of information were 
received on: 
■Jayson Ellsworth. North- 
wood, for receiving stolen prop- 
erty, third-degree felony. A war- 
rant was issued. 
■Daniel Gusman, Jr., Perrys- 
burg, for receiving stolen prop- 
erty, a fourth-degree felony. A 
summons was issued. 
■Roy Rogers, Toledo, for theft, 
a fourth-degree felony. A sum- 
mons was issued. 
by Christina Wise 
social services reporter 
Tomorrow 1:30 
at Perry Field 
Sponsored by Food Town 
Free souvenir poster 
to first 5000 fans. 
Sponsored by Kodak* 
I CENTER ron CHOICE I 
COWlWNTiAl HfAlTN CAB( KM* WOMSN 
• Abortion through 
17 weeks 




16 N. Huron 
Toledo, Oh. 43604 
Phone 
(419) 255-7769 or 
I-8OO-589-6O05 
The streets in Wood County are 
not empty. 
Last year, 293 men, women and 
children requested assistance 
from the Wood County Depart- 
ment of Health and Human Ser- 
vices. 
The Wood County Homeless 
Task Force, trying to help alle- 
viate the problem, is getting in- 
volved in a program to provide 
affordable housing for qualifying 
families. 
Habitat for Humanity is a 
Christian-run organization that 
builds and renovates homes, sell- 
ing them to low-income families 
who otherwise could not afford 
housing. 
The organization operates with 
no government funding, depend- 
ing entirely on private donations. 
It is run by volunteers who review 
applications, search for housing 
sues and already existing struc- 
tures and help with renovations. 
This summer the Homeless 
Task Force spent time reviewing 
the project before making a 
commitment to the organization. 
They also reviewed other possible 
programs. 
According to Habitat's Infor- 
mation Coordinator Nancy Elliot, 
a decision has finally been made. 
"The Wood County Homeless 
Task Force decided to expand its 
endeavors and become associ- 
ated with Habitat indirectly by 
becoming affiliated as an umbre- 
lla chapter of Maumee Valley 
Habitat," Elliot said. 
An October press release stated 
that the Task Force is now 
searching for a housing site. 
Elliot said there has not yet 
been a decision on which of 27 
possible lots it will choose. 
Judy Kellermeier, a member of 
the Task Force's site and con- 
struction committee for Habitat, 
said the choices have been nar- 
rowed down to two. 
Rev. Bill Thompson, UCF min- 
ister and a member of the Home- 
less Task Force, said housing in 
Bowling Green is not a possi- 
bility. 
"The cost of land in Bowling 
Green is prohibitive due to the 
college population," Thompson 
said. 
Alex Teodosio is a Task Force 
member and founder of Reach 
Out, a University group which at- 
tempts to help the homeless. He 
said college students are re- 
ceptive to the idea of Habitat be- 
cause it is something that will al- 
low them to get involved and be- 
come more aware cf social is- 
sues. 
"A lot of students from Toledo 
and Bowling Green, from the high 
schools and the universities, are 
involved," Teodosio said. 
"[Habitat] is an organization 
that exists only through volunteer 
help." 
This summer, Reach Out 
President Adam Motter said the 
members of his organization 
would be willing to help if the 
Task Force entered this project. 
According to Teodosio, though, 
they may be too busy with the re- 
cently started Friday soup kitch- 
en. He is currently compiling in- 
formation for Reach Out to see 
how the organization can become 
involved, he said. 
Kellermeier said the Universi- 
ty's Circle K is also becoming in- 
volved by helping to raise money 
for the fund-raising committee of 
Habitat. 
Contractors are currently de- 
bating on a price for one of the 
housing sites and information is 
still being collected on the other, 
Kellermeier said. A decision 
should be made within the month. 
Kellermeier made it clear that 
this is only one of the current 
Task Force projects. 
The organization is also work- 
ing for homeless prevention, us- 
ing a grant received last year 
which became effective Sept. 1, 
she said. 
Voters to see levy renewal 
Ballot results to sway substance abuse, health services 
by Jackie Rosepal 
city reporter 
Voters will see renewal of a .6 
mill levy on the November ballot 
supporting alcohol, drug and 
mental health services for every- 
one in Wood County. 
The renewal levy will provide 
funds for six substance abuse and 
mental health service programs 
for Wood County residents. 
WELCOME ALUMNI 
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Stadium Seat Cushions 
Baseball Caps 
BGSU Decals 
, .   11 ,«f'..*-J-l—".M.   — 
A 
- 5:30 
Conveniently Located on Campus 
Main Floor Student Services Building 
Regular Hours: 8:00 - 6:00, Mon. - Thurs. 
8:00 - 5:00 Fri. 
9:00 - 5:00 Sat. 
The six agencies include: The 
Link. 315 Thurstin Ave.; Council 
on Alcohol and Drug Abuse, Inc., 
320 W. Gypsy Lane; Family Ser- 
vice of Wood County, 130 S. Main 
St. Suite 306; Family and Child 
Abuse Prevention Center, 130 S. 
Main St. Suite 313; Children's Re- 
source Center, 1045 Klotz Road; 
and The Mental Health Center of 
Wood County, 1010 N. Prospect 
St. 
Larry Mershman, executive di- 
rector for the Wood County Alco- 
hol, Drug Addiction and Mental 
Health Services Board said the 
levy needs students' support. 
"A partnership exists between 
University students and the 
groups the levy supports," 
Mershman said. 
University students use these 
programs by both working at the 
agencies and using the services, 
he said. 
According to Mershman, in- 
ternships,   counseling   services, 
and full-time jobs for University 
graduates are some of the bene- 
fits which have been provided to 
students — services that may 
otherwise be eliminated if the 
levy is denied. 
"Everything will be in Ieo- 
pardy if the levy is cut," he said. 
Originating in 1977, the five- 
year renewal levy will not be a 
new tax for Wood County resi- 
dents, with the exception of new 
construction in the county. 
The .6 mill renewal is accessed 
at the rate of six dollars for each 
$10,000 tax value. The tax value is 
35 percent of market value. 
ft the homeowner's house is 
valued at $50,000, the 35 percent 
tax value of this figure is equal to 
$17,500. The homeowner's .6 mill 
renewal cost for the year is 
$10.50, he explained. 
The levy will produce $537,000 
annually that will be utilized in 
the direction of need from the six 
supported agencies. 
IN CONCERT 
Prout Chapel, BGSU 
Fri., Oct. 18, 8:30 pm. 
Free Admission 
sponsored by Solid Rock Christen Fellowship 
FOP MORE INFORMATION. CALL: 669-3977 
People 
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Journalists named Fellows 
Top reporters receive awards for their services 
CLEVELAND (AP) — The Soci- 
ety of Professional Journalists on 
Thursday named Cable News 
Network correspondent Peter 
Arnett and two other reporters 
Fellows of the Society, the organ- 
ization's highest award for ser- 
vice to the profession. 
Arnett, CNN's correspondent in 
Baghdad during the Persian Gulf 
War, was joined by Lesley Stahl, 
co-editor of CBS' "60 Minutes'1 
and Richard Leonard, retired 
editor of The Milwaukee Journal, 
in receiving the awards. The 
three were nonored at the soci- 
ety's national convention. 
Before joining CNN, Arnett 
worked for The Associated Press, 
receiving a Pulitzer Prize in 1966 
for his coverage of the Vietnam 
War. 
Stahl, who joined CBS News in 
1972, was named co-editor of the 
network's news magazine in 
March. She previously served as 
White House correspondent and 
covered the Watergate scandal 
and the 1981 attempted assassina- 
tion of President Ronald Reagan. 
Leonard spent his entire career 
at The Journal, beginning as a 
reporter in 1947. He became state 
editor in 1952 and was named 
managing editor in 1962. He be- 
came editor in 1967, serving in 
that capacity for 18 vears. Leon- 
ard was president of SPJ in 1976 
and 1977, and received the Wells 
Memorial Key for service to the 
organization in 1978. 
SPJ awarded Dwight Teeter, a 
media law professor at the Uni- 
versity of Tennessee, the organi- 
zation's 1991 Distinguished 
Teaching in Journalism Award, 
and gave its Outstanding Campus 
Adviser award to Marsha Della- 
Giustina, a professor at Emerson 
College. 
Three Maryland journalists 
and a college newspaper editor 
were recognized for their efforts 
on behalf of the First Amend- 
ment. Jim Keat, assistant 
managing editor of The (Balti- 
more) Sun, Tom Marquardt, 
managing editor of The (Annapo- 
lis) Capital and Len Lazarick, 
managing editor of Patuxent 
Publishing in Baltimore chal- 
lenged exceptions in Maryland's 
open meetings law. They were in- 
strumental in the creation of an 
oversight panel to arbitrate dis- 
Eutes over which meetings may 
e closed. 
Traci Bauer, a former editor of 
the campus newspaper at South- 
west Missouri State University, 
sued the school after officials re- 
fused to make campus crime re- 
ports available, citing a federal 
privacy law. A federal judge 
ruled last spring that the records 
should be open. 
SPJ is an 18,000-member organ- 
ization of college and professional 
journalists. The convention, 
which runs through Saturday, in- 
cludes an awards banquet and 
speech by Arnett Friday night. 
Chunkendales styled sexy 
ALBUQUERQUE, N.M. (AP) — 
They're fat. They're 40-ish. And 
they're sexy! 
At least that's what people are 
saying as the "Chunkendale" 
dancers — a group of middle- 
aged Albuquerque men who par- 
ody the more muscular Chippen- 
dale dancers — lumber into the 
hearts of female audiences. 
Local disc jockey Phil Sisneros 
said he formed the Chunkendales 
in June after seeing an ad for the 
Chippendale dancers. "I thought, 
What do they have that we 
don't?'" 
When he asked his radio audi- 
ence if it would like to see big 
Suys like himself dance, he said 
le phones rang off the hook. 
So Sisneros, 39, made his debut 
at the American Rock Cafe night- 
club two weeks later with his five 
cohorts: Dave "Boom Boom" 
Riley, Tony "The Coach" Anaya, 
Jim "The Hardware Man" 
Gruessing, Frank "Mr. C" Cor- 
tinas and Terry Riley. 
Since then they've been fea- 
tured on the nationally syndi- 
cated Sally Jessy Raphael televi- 
sion talk show, in the supermar- 
ket tabloid the Globe and on CNN. 
People magazine is working on 
a spread on the dancers and a 
London talk show performance is 
reportedly in the offing. 
Ranging in age from 39 to 49 — 
School of HPER 
COLORADO STEAMBOAT 
January 4-12 
Organizational Meetmt October 24th 8:OOpm 
Campus room at University Union 
R. Conibear 372-8249/372-2876 
Campus 
Pollueues 
440 € Court 
352-9638 
fill - U - CRN - €flT 
only  $    3.50 
pizza & salad 
Friday 4 pm - 9 pm 
Saturday & 11 am - 9 pm 
Sunday 
Tom Gorman Tonight! 10 pm - 1 am 
WES HOFFMAN 
A Candidate For All Reasons 
GO FALCONS 
BEAT TOLEDO 
See You at Homecoming 
Compliment of 
Wes Hoffman 
candidate for Mayor 
Paid for by Hoffman for Mayor Committee, Bob Latta. Treasurer. 
1399 E. Court Si... Suite C. P.O Box 484. Bowling Green. Ohio 43402 
Candidate for president 
demands aliens' release 
DAYTON, Ohio (AP) — A Cali- 
fornia student running for 
president as a write-in candi- 
date says that if elected he will 
order the release of four aliens 
he believes are being held at 
Wright-Patterson Air Force 
Base. 
Kip Lee, 35, of Redding, Ca- 
lif., told the Dayton Daily 
News in a story published 
Thursday that through his out- 
of-body experiences and dis- 
cussions with friends he knows 
the aliens exist. 
"They are short, stout be- 
ings," Lee said. "They are very 
powerful. They can leave upon 
their own wish and they choose 
not to. 
"Why they choose not to, I do 
not know. I only know that if 
elected president, I would 
release them and incarcerate 
the people who kept them cap- 
tured under wrongful purposes, 
namely the U.S. Air Force." 
The Air Force says there are 
no aliens, remains or artifacts 
of extraterrestrials at Wright- 
Patterson. Such claims have 
been made since the 1947 crash 
of an object near Roswell, N.M. 
Some UFO investigators later 
obtained an FBI memo saying 
pieces of the object — publicly 
identified as a weather balloon 
— were flown to Wright- 
Patterson. 
Base officials conducted an 
investigation of the alien claims 
in the 1960s and said there was 
no evidence of aliens. 
Don Brownlee, an Air Force 
historian, said claims continue 
to surface that the base has 
aliens locked away in a base- 
ment, but he said: "We don't 
even have a basement.'' 
Lee, a full-time student study- 
ing child education at Shasta 
Community College in Redding, 
said the aliens are part of "a 
benevolent group of space be- 
ings that are monitoring our 
planet right now." 
"They are peaceful and lov- 
ing, and they want Earth people 
to return into the (intergalac- 
tic) alliance," he said. 
Lee isn't only interested in 
foreign affairs. He also has a 
domestic agenda, which in- 
cludes establishing a barter 
economy. 
"There would be no tax. 
There would be no money," he 
said. "People would contribute 
by producing a good and-or ser- 
*••••••••••••••••••••••••*•. 
—^r. 
and in weight from a wispy 230 
pounds to a robust 280 — the six 
performed again Thursday at the 
American Rock Cafe, this time to 
the cheers of some 200 en- 
thusiastic patrons. 
Even some men in the audience 
cheered. 
"It's about time the big guys 
got their turn," said a stocky Art 
Vazquez, 36. 
The Chunkendales' earlier per- 
formance raised more than $1,200 
for the Children's Hospital of New 
Mexico. They planned to donate 
eroceeds from Thursday's show 
i the Muscular Dystrophy Asso- 
ciation. 
THINK FALCON FOOTBALL! 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
GOOD LUCK FALCONS ! 
ChurcFufe 
The Supermarket with Homegrown Values 
For All Your Homecoming Needs ! 
6a.m. - 1a.m. Daily 
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5      DELTA TAU DELTA 
Sean McCosh & Mandy Middendorf 
Jamie Koehler & Jennifer Combs 
Christopher Stormann & Barb Groth 
Thomas Patterson & Jennifer Morse 
Aaron Cox & Lesley Cox 
Chris Long  & Andrea Smith 
Tony Manolatos & Dena Popovic 
Bob Morten & Lori Spencer 
Jon Caraccilo & Michelle Polomsky 
Jason Hummer & Tracy Hummer 
Adam Hentz & Beth Patke 
Robert Marckel & Kelly Spagnuolo 
Brad Kipllnger & Rhonda Ploskl 
Josh Gomez & Alfredo Pasquez 
David Honeycutt & Kelly Schauer 
Brad Bradshaw & Stacy Dodds 
Douglas DIM & Linda Ball 
Patrick Neorr & Megan Brockmeire 
Frank Manello & Candl Livery 
Dave Sabino & Hallee Arena 
Joe Maxwell & Maureen Bury 
Devon Daly & Amy Aseltyne 
Scott Willoughby & Erin Elkenberry 
Bryan Carter & Orrvllle Schmucker 
Bill Germond  & Jill Brown 
Shawn Peter Juenger & Letitla Ferrier 
Daniel Driskell & Megan Johnson 
Matthew Baechle & Cindy McCllntick 
David Willis & Leigh Ann West 
Kit Nickel & Kim Blckley 
Michael Hart & Debbie Bornhorst 
Jah Bell & Little Kelly 
Jeff Blelskl & Melissa Rosenberger 
Chris Woconish & Denlse Balough 
Christopher Brundage & Carol Willemse 
Steve Vanderlnk & Lucia Villari 
Chris Urbancic & Hillary Schwarzenberg 
Curtis Kneedler & Nichole Miller 
Scott Llnek & Meredith Schlano 
Salvatore Sciallo & Lauri Staas 
Rick Kanla & Allison 
Alex Munoz & Erin Garvln 
Brad Harold & Pete Rose 
H.T. Williams & Nikkl Flke 
Todd Miller & Mellnda McDanlel 
Brian Marlsch & Romone Ceasar 
John Pastlrik & Elizabeth Luther 
Scott Evan Goggln I A Heather Breeden 
& Jill Adrlene Brown 
ATA ATA ATA   ATA ATA ATA   ATA 
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by Amy Applebaum 
greek reporter 
On the third day of classes, a 
want ad for a Pi Kappa Phi 
housegirl ran inThe BG News . 
Housegirl ... now what kind of 
position is that? 
Of course, there are a consid- 
erable number of very creative 
possibilities. But in reality, "It's 
not like that at all," said Mary 
Nestor, the person who answered 
that ad and got the job. 
"(Fraternity members] are all 
really considerate," she said. 
And, in fact, Mary, as a house- 
girl, is a minority because house- 
boys are much more common 
than housegirls on the University 
campus. 
Nestor is the only housegirl on 
campus and she applied for the 
position because "It s a different 
kind of job." 
Both housegirl and houseboy 
duties involve similar tasks, in- 
cluding setting up and clearing 
food and dishes after both lunch 
and dinner, running the dishwa- 
sher and washing dishes, and 
sweeping and mopping. 
Most are not paid monetarily. 
Instead, housegirls and house- 
boys are allowed to eat their 
meals for free at the house where 
they work. 
They also get to know the 
members of the house. Nestor 
said she likes her job and she at- 
tends Pi Kappa Phi social events, 
too. 
"It doesn't even feel like 
work," she said. "They're like 
my big brothers." 
Nestor said it is pretty out of 
the ordinary to be the only female 
with all of the guys and some- 
times she stumbles into guy talk. 
"Sometimes they forget I'm a 
girl and [they] talk over my 
head," she said. 
Apart from occasional water 
fights and minor dishwasher mal- 
functions, the jobs of housegirl or 
houseboy are very routine, Nes- 
tor said. 
She said, sometimes "I cause a 
lot of havoc while I'm there." 
Bob Conley said he and co- 
worker Brian Kennedy, house- 
boys for Alpha Phi sorority, have 
been involved in snowball fights 
— the two of them against about 
15 sisters. 
Conley and Kennedy, members 
of Kappa Sigma fraternity, had 
their jobs passed down to them 
from two of their fraternity 
brothers. 
They perform basic kitchen du- 
ties including dishwashing, 
sweeping, mopping and general 
tidying. Bob said they also took 
the positions for the free food. 
He said he saves more than $600 
per semester. 
Brad Bolinski, houseboy for 
Kappa Kappa Gamma sorority, 
said he also does the job for the 
food and friends. 
"This year I live off campus 
and I tried to cook my own food," 
he said. "It didn't turn out." 
Bolinski said besides co- 
houseboy Bob Steller, there is a 
kitchen crew made up of sorority 
members that takes turns helping 
clear the dishes. 
He said houseboys work hard, 
but it is a nice job and he has got- 
ten to know the women in the 
house while spending time there. 
Many of the sorority women, he 
said, enjoy having a guy's per- 
spective. 
The houseboys all said the 
cooks do a tremendous amount of 
work. Mario Russica, Phi Mu's 
houseboy, said the sorority wom- 
en also help with the work. 
He said, basically a houseboy's 
job is "really like a second 
home." 
(above left) It's a dirty 
job, but someone has to do 
it. In this case houseboys 
Brad Bolinski (left) and Bob 
Steller clean pans after din- 
ner at the Kappa Kappa 
Gamma house Tuesday 
evening. 
(left) Work is not without 
play as Pi Kappa Phi 
housegirl Mary Nestor talks 
with Chad Burnett after 
work Wednesday evening. 
Nestor is the only housegirl 
on campus. 
(right) Alpha Xi Delta 
houseboy Jeff Grisez mops 
the kitchen floor to end his 
work Tuesday evening. 
Houseboys and housegirls 
are usually paid in meals, 
not money. Houseboys are 
responsible for cooking, 
cleaning and various other 
housework tasks. 
The BG News/Jay Murdock 
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Showdown in BG 
First-place Falcons try to retain lead in MAC against Toledo 
by Rob McCurdy 
sports writer 
Even though he's never been a part of the Bowl- 
ing Green-Toledo football rivalry, Falcon coach 
Gary Blackney knows all about big games. 
"I've been part of some rivalries, UCLA-USC 
and Michigan-Ohio State, so I know what it's all 
about," Blackney, a former assistant at UCLA and 
Ohio State, said. "When people tell me that Toledo 
is that kind of rivalry, it's not hard for me to un- 
derstand." 
Entering tomorrow's 1:30 p.m. contest at Doyt 
Perry Field, BG will be a slight favorite. The Fal- 
cons stand alone atop the Mid-American Confer- 
ence standings with a 3-0 record, 5-1 overall. 
Toledo is tied with Miami for second place in the 
MAC at 2-0-1,2-2-1 overall. 
"It's a special game, and we have to keep a lid 
on it," Blackney said. "People have been talking 
about Toledo and the importance of it for the past 
six weeks. 
"Our whole approach has been to take one game 
at a time. Now we can legitimately talk about 
Toledo and how important it is." 
It is a must-win game for both teams which are 
vying for a MAC championship. 
Blackney said it is important for the Falcons to 
win because it's a home game and also Homecom- 
ing, but most importantly, because it's Toledo. 
UT coach Gary Pinkel said: "If we can't get mo- 
tivated for this game, then something is wrong. To 
stay in the championship race, we have to go play 
the best team and win. That's the position we're in 
this weekend." 
Toledo's defense ranks eighth in the league in 
total yards, giving up 375 yards a game. The Rock- 
ets have allowed 24 points per contest, third-worst 
in the MAC. BG's offense, on the other hand, aver- 
ages 327 yards a game (second in the MAC), and is 
averaging 23 points (first in the MAC). 
UT's offense has had trouble putting points on 
the scoreboard. In five games the Rockets have 
only scored six touchdowns and SUE field goals, and 
were stopped, 48-0, at Washinton last Saturday. 
The Falcons, in contrast, have 18 touchdowns and 
four field goals to their credit in six games. 
"It doesn't matter who you've played in the past 
or who you'll play in the future. It doesn't matter 
where the game is played. Throw out the records. 
Throw out the statistics. This is a back-alley 
brawl," Blackney declared. 
GAME NOTES - Saturday will be BG's 70th 
homecoming game.... The first 5,000 fans through 
the gates will receive a free commemorative pos- 
ter. ... BG leads the UT series 29-22-4. ... UT has 
won six of the last nine games. 
FALCON NOTES — Among the 10 coaches in 
their first year directing a collegiate program, 
Blackney ranks first. He also tops all IB coaches 
who are in their first season with their present 
programs. ... BG has won 82 percent of its last 41 
MAC home games. ... BG ranks 17th in the nation 
in scoring defense, allowing only 14.8 points per 
game.... The Falcons have not fumbled in the last 
two games. 
Mark Szlachcic ranks 11th in the nation in pass 
receiving with 5.8 catches per game. The junior 
receiver leads the MAC in this category. 
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\ News/Tim Norman 
Running back LeRoy Smith prepares to collide with Central Michigan's DarraU Stinson two weeks ago 
during BG's 17-10 victory over the Cbippewas. The Falcons battle rival Toledo tomorrow at 1:30 p.m. in 
hopes of maintaining their lead over the Rockets in the Mid-American Conference. 
Cavs suffer setback as Battle undergoes knee surgery 
RICHFIELD, Ohio (AP) — The 
attempt of the Cleveland Cava- 
liers to add scoring punch to the 
team's backcourt was dealt a 
setback yesterday when veteran 
guard John Battle underwent 
knee surgery. 
The Cavaliers signed Battle, 28, 
as an unrestricted free agent 
from the Atlanta Hawks, on July 
17. 
In the early preseason, the 
6-f oot-2 Battle was starting in the 
Cleveland backcourt along with 
rookie Terrell Brandon. 
During a practice session 
Tuesday in Greenville, N.C., 
Battle complained of problems 
with his right knee. 
He underwent surgery Thurs- 
day at Cleveland Clinic Hospital. 
A team spokesman said Dr. John 
Andrish removed torn cartilage. 
Battle was able to leave the hos- 
pital after the surgery. 
He is to begin his rehabilitation 
Monday, but he will be out of ac- 
tion for from four to six weeks. 
Craig Ehlo, who was a starter 
at guard last season, started in an 
exhibition game Wednesday 
night in Battle's place. 
Mark Price, a point guard who 
may eventually team with Battle 
this season, is still recovering 
from a severe knee injury last 
season and is not expected to re- 
turn until the latter part of 
December. 
Battle last season with the 
Hawks averaged 13.6 points, a 
career high, in 79 games. His 
Sports Shorts 
scoring   average   through   six 
seasons is 9.3 points. 
D D D 
AP ALL-STARS — There are a 
lot of new faces on this year's As- 
sociated Press All-Star team. 
Third baseman Terry Pendle- 
ton of Atlanta, catcher Mickey 
Tettleton of Detroit, designated 
hitter Frank Thomas of the Chi- 
cago White Sox, left-hander Tom 
Glavine of Atlanta and reliever 
Lee Smith of St. Louis were voted 
on the team. None got a single 
vote last year. 
Outfielder Rickey Henderson 
and pitchers Bob Welch, Frank 
Viola and Bobby Thigpen, all 1990 
All-Stars, didn't get any votes this 
year. 
First baseman Cecil Fielder of 
Detroit and outfielder Barry 
Bonds of Pittsburgh were the only 
holdovers. 
Julio Franco of Texas, who got 
just one vote last year, won at 
second base, while Baltimore's 
Cal Ripken won for the fifth time 
at shortstop. Ken Griffey Jr. of 
Seattle and Jose Canseco of Oak- 
land completed the outfield. Bos- 
ton's Roger Clemens won at 
right-handed pitcher for the third 
time. 
The AP team was selected in 
nationwide voting by sports 
writers and broadcasters. The 
closest race was at catcher, 
where Tettleton beat Brian Har- 
per of Minnesota 41-36. There 
were no players on the team from 
the AL champion Twins or the A I, 
East champion Toronto Blue 
Jays. 
Only two clubs had more than 
one player. Atlanta, the NL West 
champ, had Pendleton and Gla- 
vine. Detroit, which finished tied 
for second in the AL East at 84-78, 
had Fielder and Tettleton. 
Just two National Leaguers, 
Pendleton and Bonds, made it 
among the position players. 
After catcher, the second- 
closest voting was for designated 
hitter. Thomas got 49 votes, beat- 
ing Paul Molitor of Milwaukee 
and Fielder by 10 each. But Tho- 
mas also got 48 votes at first base, 
and they didn't count toward the 
DH total. 
In the outfield, Bonds got 117 
votes, Griffey 80 and Canseco 79. 
Toronto's Joe Carter was fourth 
with 52 and Pittsburgh's Bobby 
Bonilla, the biggest star among 
the players eligible for free 
agency, was fifth with 40. 
Clemens, who led the AL in 
ERA (2.62), innings (271 1-3), 
strikeouts (241) and shutouts (4), 
beat the Twins' Scott Erickson 
10943 at right-hander. Smith, 
who led the majors with 47 saves, 
beat California's Bryan Harvey 
127-26 at reliever. 
D C C 
TOLEDO SIGNS GARDNER - 
Joe Gardner, a 6-foot-l point 
guard from Van Wert High 
School, has verbally committed 
to play basketball at the Univer- 
sity of Toledo. 
Gardner averaged 19.6 points 
and 7.8 assists per game last year 
as a junior. He helped lead Van 
Wert to the state tournament as a 
sophomore, when he averaged 
19.7 points a game. 
A second-team All-Ohio choice 
by The Associated Press, Gard- 
ner chose Toledo over Washing- 
ton State, Central Connecticut, 
Miami of Ohio, Navy and Ford- 
ham. 
□ DC 
TARPLEY GETS LIFE — Roy 
Tarpley was a talented player 
who the Dallas Mavericks felt 
could take them to a league 
championship. But the 7-foot for- 
ward "had become a distrac- 
tion." 
Tarpley, 26, who spent most of 
his five NBA seasons battling 
drug and alcohol problems, was 
suspended for life by the league 
on Wednesday after he refused to 
take a urine test. 
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HAVE A GREAT WEEKEND! 
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Tennis looking for 
plenty of competition 
in pair of Invitationals 
by Mlmi Ordonio 
sports writer 
With the weekend's highlight 
being the Homecoming football 
game, the Bowling Green tennis 
teams are seeking limelight 
elsewhere. 
The women journey north to- 
day and tomorrow to compete in 
the Toledo Invitational. They will 
square off against the Rockets, 
Kenyon College, Eastern Ken- 
tucky and Marshall. 
The invitational is a collabora- 
tion of the Falcon and the Rocket 
coaches. Each school will alter- 
nate hosting the event on its home 
courts. 
Coach Penny Dean says the 
weekend should be very competi- 
tive. 
"The other teams are definitely 
on the same level as us, but we 
want to prove we are a little bit 
better," she said. 
The matches will be in a tour- 
nament format and a compass 
draw. Players one through three 
will play in one flight, and four 
through six in another. Each per- 
son is guaranteed three matches. 
In doubles all three teams from 
each school will play in one draw. 
The toughest match will be 
against Kenston, as last season 
Dean's squad was beaten by the 
Ladies 5-4. The brown and orange 
were 4-2 going into the doubles 
matches, but lost all of them. 
"It was one of the most dis- 
appointing loss I've ever experi- 
enced," Dean said. "We want to 
get them back." 
CDC 
After a weekend playing in 
their own invitational, the men's 
tennis team hopes to continue its 
success when it participates in 
the Ball State Invitational today 
through Sunday. 
Twelve teams are included in 
"The other teams are 
definitely on the 
same level as us, but 
we want to prove we 
are a little bit better" 
—Penny Dean, 
Women's coach 
the strong field and they are ex- 
pected to test the Falcons. Some 
of the highly ranked teams are 
Kentucky, Ball State, Purdue, 
and Wisconsin. 
"This is a big opportunity for 
our program," coach Gene Or- 
lando said. "It gives us a chance 
to compete with the region's best. 
I think it's important to play the 
best competition. We might not 
have the greatest results, but 
there is no other way to find out 
what we have to do to play at that 
next level." 
He also said one of the team 
goals is to be ranked in the top 10 
in the Midwest region. With its 
performance last weekend and a 
good showing at BSU, it could 
possibly reach this goal early in 
the season, Orlando said. 
The lineup for the tournament 
is slightly different than in the 
past. Sophomore Todd Koehler 
(4-1) returns to the number one 
singles slot followed by Bob 
Zumph, a freshman, at number 
two. Others making the trip to 
Muncie include Jeff Westmeyer, 
Jason Homorody, Karl Crnko- 
vich, Jeff Huffman, and Dave 
Murphy. 
Tomorrow 1:30 
at Perry Field 
Sponsored by Food Town 
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Soccer battles E. Michigan tomorrow 
by Bob E. Lewis 
sports writer 
There is much to be said 
about a team that is 11-1-1 but 
not playing up to its potential. 
Irs awful scary to think that 
a team can have such a suc- 
cessful record, yet still have 
room for improvement. If the 
potential is utilized, who knows 
what could be in store for such 
a team in the near future. 
"I strongly believe we ha- 
ven't played our best game of 
the season yet," soccer coach 
Gary Palmisano said. "I would 
like to see us capitalize on the 
offensive opportunities we are 
creating. We are within reach 
of having the best record and 
least goals against in school 
history as wellas still having a 
chance for an NCAA tourna- 
ment bid." 
BG's first obstacle toward 
obtaining those goals will be 
tomorrow when the Falcons 
battle Eastern Michigan at 2 
p.m. 
The Falcons are strong 
favorites because of their 
commanding 10-0 all-time re- 
cord verse the Eagles, but 
Palmisano doesn't want his 
team to overlook their upcom- 
ing foes. y'It is important for our 
players to prepare themselves 
mentally and physically for 
every game," Palmisano said. 
"We shouldn't take any team 
for granted, especially because 
of successful past results." 
The team will be focusing on 
its goal production as it enters 
the second half of the season. 
"We need to work on our set- 
plays and generate more 
goals," Palmisano said. 
Because of a mild ligament 
separation goalie Greg Mur- 
Tb« BG Nf wi/Jty Mardock 
The soccer team, shown in its only loss of the season against Indiana, faces Eastern Michigan 
tomorrow at 2 p.m. The team is currently 11-1-1 overall. 
phy sustained in his shoulder 
during the second half of the 
Indiana game last Sunday, 
reserve Kevin Hughes will be 
relied upon for another effec- 
tive performance. 
"Kevin played well in our 
win   against   Detroit   on 
Wednesday," Palmisano said. 
"I am confident in his ability to 
have another good showing. ' 
Ripken AP's unanimous Player of Year 
Braves' dramatic improvement helps Bobby Cox earn Manager of Year 
BALTIMORE (AP) — Cal Rip- 
ken, who proved this season that 
he could play every day without a 
dropoff in performance, is the 
landslide winner as The Associ- 
ated Press Player of the Year. 
The Baltimore Orioles short- 
stop achieved career highs with a 
.323 batting average. 34 homers 
and 114 RBIs. He also won the 
Most Valuable Player award in 
the All-Star Game and became 
only the sixth American Leaguer 
in the last 50 years to get at least 
40 doubles and 30 homers in the 
same season. 
Ripken, 31, received 80 votes 
from a panel of sportswriters and 
broadcasters. Cecil Fielder of the 
Detroit Tigers was second with 37 
and Pittsburgh's Barry Bonds 
finished a distant third with 14. 
Atlanta's Terry Pendleton had 12, 
two more than Frank Thomas of 
the Chicago White Sox. Pitts- 
burgh's Bobby Bonilla got seven 
votes. 
"Obviously, it's a big^ honor and 
I feel very good about it," Ripken 
said. "Most people measure our 
season, at least I do, on how the 
team has done. It was not the best 
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year for the Orioles, but I got 
back to the consistency that I had 
before. That was the best thing 
about this season." 
Because Baltimore lost 95 
games, Ripken may have a tough 
time winning the AL's MVP a- 
ward. But no one was more con- 
sistent in hitting, fielding and 
durability. He led AL shortstops 
in fielding percentage for the sec- 
ond straight year and has played 
in every game for nine straight 
seasons, a string of 1,572 games. 
As good as he was this year, 
that's now badly Ripken fared in 
1990. He tried a variety of stances 
to snap out of a prolonged slump, 
but never got comfortable at the 
plate and finished with a career- 
low .250 average —including .215 
in September. 
He was dropped to as low as 
sixth in the batting order, and his 
detractors insisted that he was 
being worn down by the consecu- 
tive games streak. No one ques- 
tioned his fatigue level this year. 
He was named AL player of the 
month in September after hitting 
.348. 
Meanwhile, Bobby Cox went 
into this season believing the At- 
lanta Braves could win a few 
more games. 
They did, and because the 
Braves showed so much im- 
provement, Cox won something 
else. On Thursday, he was named 
the Associated Press Manager of 
the Year. 
"It's an honor, but I don't really 
know what I brought to the 
team," Cox said. "You can't do 
what we did without good players 
and good coaches, and we have 
the best." 
The Braves had one of base- 
ball's best records, going 94-68 
and winning the NL West after 
finishing last season with the 
worst record in the majors at 
65-97. Atlanta and Minnesota be- 
came the first teams ever to re- 
bound from last place to first. 
Cox received 91 votes in na- 
tionwide balloting by news- 
papers. Minnesota's Tom Kelly, 
who has the Twins in the World 
Series, was second with 49. 
Pittsburgh's Jim Leyland got 
15 votes for performing a tough 
task, keeping the Pirates in first 
place with no dropoff, and St. 
Louis' Joe Torre was fourth with 
13 after helping transform the 
Cardinals into contenders. Voting 
was completed before the 
playoffs began. 
TH€ GRCflT PUMPKIN 
GIV€ flUJflV 
Free Fall Decorations: 
Pumpkins, gourds, Indian 
Corn, and Squash. 
while supplies lost 
with anu dinner purchase get 
your choice FR€€ 
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440 €. Court 352-9638 
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*M     &      EX 
1991 Sorority Quarter 
Cup Champloml   A 
Second Year Of 
Excellence! 
"The Strongest" & "Most 
Powerful" Fraternity on 
Campus at the 1991 
Interfraternlty Bench 
Press Competition 
The Brothers of PI Kappa Phi Couldn't 
Have Helped The Handicapped 
Without You Helping Us. 
FALCON HOCKEY HOME OPENER 
Bowling Green vs. Ohio State 
One week from tomorrow! 
91    92 BGSb SI I HI \l IK hi 7 POLICY .. . 
PLEASE READ 
Students are encouraged io pick up an admission 
lickel ai the Memorial Hall Tickel Office for each 
home Falcon hockey game ihey wish to attend. 
rickets for each game will be distributed (exchanged) 
beginning the Monda) ol each game, or a week prior 
Io each game. Exchange will continue at the gate in ihc 
event the game is not a sellout. Students must present 
iheii studeni I.I), io receive ;i ticket. I oi more 
PICKUP BEGINS MONDAY FOR THE OHIO STATE GAME! 
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Clark ready to pick up where Voll left off 
Falcon forward Andrea Nord- 
'mann said it best after learning of 
coach Fran Voll's sudden resig- 
nation. 
"It's going to be strange to not 
have him on the court with us. 
None of us really know any 
different. When you see our team, 
you see coach Voll." 
When you see the women's bas- 
ketball this year, you will only see 
the permanent mark coach Voll 
has left on the program. He in- 
sisted he'd never leave the pro- 
gram unless it was "in tip-top 
shape." 
He made good on his promise. 
True, the Falcons may not be at 
the level they were in the late 80's 
with Jackie Motycka, Paulette 
Backstrom, and Megan McGuire. 
But given BG's 36-24 record over 
the past two years, it is apparent 
the pride of the women's basket- 





Wins and losses are ultimately 
what determines the success of a 
coach on any level. But now that 
Voll has stepped aside and as- 
sumed duties as an assistant ath- 
letic director, the impressive re- 
sume and long list of accom- 
plishments are only half the sto- 
ry- 
The words of new head coach 
Jaci Clark, who has worked side- 
by-side with Voll for the past five 
seasons, describe the coach bet- 
ter than a stat sheet ever could. 
"Fran always has the best in- 
terests of the players in mind," 
, Clark said. "Whether that means 
he had to be hard, or understand- 
ing. He's intense. Overall, he's a 
very, very good person. 
"He's done such a good job de- 
veloping the players on the bas- 
ketball court, as students, and as 
good all-around people," Clark 
said. "I've learned now he tries to 
involve everyone so that they 
know they have a place and a role 
on the team." 
The night Voll officially de- 
cided to take the administration 
job, athletic director Jack Gre- 
gory expressed how confident he 
was in Clark to take over the 
team and hold on to the winning 
tradition. 
He never would have hired Voll 
as his newest assistant if the 
above wasn't true. 
It would be unfair to imme- 
diately compare everything 
Clark does to what has gone be- 
fore her, although escaping the 
shadow of Voll's legend will be 
difficult to do right away. His in- 
fluence will be present even until 
every player from last year's 
team has played out their career. 
The toughest part of Clark's job 
may be handling the compar- 
isons. It's the same dilemma all 
new college coaches deal with. If 
you win early, it's with the other 
person's players. If you lose 
early, it's all your fault. 
Something tells me it won't 
take long for Clark to establish 
her own winning tradition. She 
has not been a casual observer in 
the massive success of women's 
basketball at Bowling Green. 
She's been recruiting, teaching, 
coaching, living, and dying with 
this team all along while Voll took 
all the credit and all the blame. 
Clark knows these players and 
they know her. That will go a long 
way this season. Another key is 
that Clark deserved this job — 
she didn't just get it by default. 
"I am prepared to be a head 
coach," Clark said. "I will con- 
tinue to learn as I did in my form- 
er position. I am fortunate that 
my turn comes at a program with 
so much tradition and that I think 
is so good all-around." 
The entire Bowling Green 
community has Voll to thank for 
seven seasons of fantastic bas- 
ketball, and Clark's future efforts 
to look forward to. 
Best of luck to you both — you 
deserve it. 
Q  D Q 
In other news about coaching in 
general, is it time for a fresh face 
along the Cincinnati Bengals' 
sidelines, or is there some 
redeeming value to an 0-6 season 
I'm failing to see? 
Wyche has proved he can take a 
team to the Super Bowl, Great. 
Way to go Sam. Hey Bengals' 
management — the man has lost 
control of his team, his fans, and 
his mouth. Get the guy out of 
there before someone kills him! 
When things were going good 
all you heard was how Sam does 
so many positive things for the 
community off the field. Fantas- 
tic. Someone get the guts to fire 
him before he's fired at from the 
stands. 
If he's such a valuable asset to 
the city of Cincinnati, he should 
be in a profession where he can do 
some good, not be an embar- 
rassment for all of Ohio. Bills by 
50 over the Bengals on Monday 
night. 
Matt D. Schroder is sports edi- 
tor of the News. 
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CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS 
"FIGHT THOSE WINTER BLUES!! 
Joan the Wellness Pursuit Program 
ThursOct 24 4 31   Nov 7414 
7 00   6 30pm 
For more Into /reservations can-- 
372-8302 or 372-8303 
•Correction to UAO 
■DAY BY DAY" Calendar* 
ALPHA LAMBDA DELTA 
INITIATION 
Sunday, October 20 
• 3:00 pm * 
The Union Grand Ballroom 
FALL CONCERT BAND AND WIND ENSEMBLE 
IN CONCERT 
MARK S KELLY. CONDUCTOR 
3 OOPM Sun   10/20KOBACKER -FREE 
GOLDEN KEY NATIONAL HONOR SOCIETY 
Sweeta For Your Sweetie • S.75 per begl 
October 16,17 and 18 In University Hall 
Don't lorget1  Membership deadline  October 
25th 
LAQA LAQA LAGALAQA 
Leso*an And Gay Alliance 
Information and Ref orral 
Phone Line 
Open 
Mon.. Wed., and Frl. 
7 p.m. to to p.m. 
352-LAQA ■ ■ 352-5242 
 LAGALAQALAQALAQA 
Meet the man who started 
POPULAR CULTURE 
DH RAY BROWNE 
Mon Ocl 21 
4 30 pm     104 BA 
National Student Speech Language 
Hearing Association 
Sweetest Day Carnation Sale 
ThursOct 17 9-5. Fh Oct   16 9-Moon 
University And South Hal 
Please show us your support 
Costume Sale 
9-4p.m. Thursday A Friday 
Unrv Hal. Theater Green Room 
Door is off perking lot 
Look tor the balloons 
Every Friday at Noon.All Graduate Students 
are invited to a soup and sandwich lunch, dona- 
tion $ 1 00 at UCF Center, corner ol Thurstin 
and Ridge This Friday there will be a concert 
by "FLASH YOUR BUDDHA" - a sound word 
community made up of BGSU students. 
Attention PHI ETA SIGMA (all initiates please 
send your banquet RSVP back by October 31 
Any   questions?   Call   Susie   Kanney   at 
3526822  
Car Wash 
Where at Almar Bowing Alley 
When October 19. 1991 Irom 10am-2pm 
Cost 2 dollars 
Sponsored by S C E C 
Student Council tor Exceptional Children 
Carrlbbean Asaoc's One Love Reggae 
Party is on SAT-Nov 2. Union Ballroom 
with The ArfcBand (fka ADO'S) 
Come and hear 2 speakers on 
Domestic Violence 
Wed .Oct 23 in the Community Suite 
In the Union 
A! Welcome' 
RALLY FOR LIFE 
Wednesday Ocl 23 7 30 pm 
Union Grand Bedroom 
Student Council for Exceptional Children 
(S.C.E.C.) 
There is meeting thlaSunday. 
October 20. 1991 
Time. 7 00 Place 114 Education BWg 
Be there' 
Also the car wash is Saturday. October 19 
'991  
WANTTOQUIT?-* 
Not school, not your job -- SMOKING! 
Group meetings Wednesdays 
Beginning Ocl 236 30-7:30p.m. 
Call 3728302 or 372-8303 to register 
NOFEEt  
Women tor Women 
Meeting Monday. Oct 21 at 5 pm 
Canal Rm. 3rd floor Union 
Open to at 
LOST & FOUND 
Lost Book   "Chocolate Dreama" - in Educ 
Blag REWARD Leave message 372-7330. 
PERSONALS 
RIDES 
I NEED A RIDE TO O U   OCT    18-20   WILL 
PAYGAS AARON 2-4347 
SERVICES OFFERED 
AVEBURY BOOKS 
Old. used, rare out-of-print 
10-6, Monday - Saturday. 
143-CE WoosterSt 
College Financial Help   Scholarship Sources 
SAT    Preparation.    Career    Guidance 
1 -800-727-2266 Ext. 4376  
Horseback Riding and Hayndes. 
313-856-3973  
LSAT * ORE • OMAT 
Before you take the test, eel the expert Local 
classes   forming   now    Kaplan   Educational 
Center Cal for details 536-3701 
PREGNANT? 
We can help FREE pregnancy tests and sup- 
portive services   Confidential   BG Pregnancy 
Center Cal 354 HOPE 
UNIVERSAL WRITING SERVICE 
Resumes, cover letters, proposals, ads. revis- 
ing A editing Pick up or delivery provided Cal 
422-4721 
Z   B   T 
HOMECOMING 
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"926E WOOSTER" 
How sweet ills!" being a part of our fam 
Here's to many more good limes1 
(RATS not included) 
HAPPY SWEETEST DAY' SUGGIT" Alex 
PI KAPPA PHI " PUSH " Pt KAPPA PHI 
Way to go Sigma Chi' 
Strongest House on Campus 1991 
Enjoy the year and good luck next' 
PI KAPPA PHI ■ PUSH ' Pt KAPPA PHI 
Pt KAPPA PHI PUSH PI KAPPA PHI 
Wishes to thank 
Phi Mu's Amy Soufcere a Amy Seigei. Alpha 
Phi's Jennifer Brown & Dma Schaeler. Hard 
Bodies Gym. Karazz Ent Mark's Pizza. Mayor 
Edwin Miller & the people of BGSU and the city 
o< Bowling Green for making Push Week '91 so 
successful 
PI KAPPA PHI PUSH PI KAPPA PHI 
Sncokie Lumps 
Wei deer. It's been about a year and I love you 
even more than before 
Happy Sweetest Day! 
Love, your Piggly Wiggly 
SPRINGBRE AK SAILING BAHAMAS 
48 ft Luxury Yachts 
Groups of 6 
Seven Days Barefoot Saihng The Bahamas 
As low as $488 each Including cabin a meals 
CALL ANYTIME 
1 800-999 7245 (SAIL) 
Beat Toledo I 
Wear Your Letters to the Game 
Wear Your Letters to the Game 
Go Falcons!! 
* " Angela Murphy * * 
Who would've thought   A belated congratula- 
tions on your engagement to Brett I cant wait 
until your wedding' 
Love. Rita 
• Alpha Ormcron PI ' 
The Sisters ol Alpha Omicron PI would ake 10 
wish everyone a safe and fun-filed homecom- 
ing weekend1 We welcome back our AOTT 
Mum 
Gamma Phi * Ann Graney " Gamma Phi 
Your Bisters wish you the best ol luck In the 
Homecoming Attendant RacellM 
Great Job Gamma Phi Softball Team for winning 
All Sorority  Champa  and   Tennis  Doublet,'!' 
LET'S DO IT IN FOOTBALL"'  
Greek Sweatshirts 
initials & Names 
5333 Monroe St 
ToWeo. Oh 43623 
419-885-3039 
AGO ' U' Cheesbal ■ AGO 
Don't stress1 Let's bond more soon' 
Love. 
Bkj Cheese 
AGO " Ul Amy ■ AGO 
Now that the hunt is done. 
The good times and fun have just begun 
Hope you're excited. 1 know I am 
Always slay •• Happy as a clam" 
Luv. 
Big Cheryl 
AGD " Sigma Chi ' AGD " Sigma Chi 
Congrats to Ann Marie Liggett on her Sigma Chi 
lavalienng to Jell Dodge 
AGD * Sigma Chi * AGD ° Sigma Chi 
AGD * Theta Chi * AGO * Theta CM 
Way to go Wendy Anderson on your Theta Chi 
lavalienng to Tim Jacobs" 
AGD ' Theta Chi * AGD ■ Theta Chi 
AGD Chris Burlck and Lynn McKeon AGD 
Welcome to our awesome family • your Great 
Grand B*g loves you' 
Love Laura 
AGO FLAG FOOTBALL TOURNAMENT 
198111! 
OCT. 25 AT THE INTRAMURAL FIELDI 
Alpha Cht Omega welcomes back 
Our Beta Phi Alumni!! 
Homecoming 1991 
Alpha Chi Omega 
Coma together - Right Now 
* Homecoming 1991 * 
• • 'PHIMU • • " 
Get excited for another busy yet awesome 
weekend" 
THURS Great lea last night with SIGMA CHI 
FRl Homecoming Reception 7 pm 
SAT Homecoming Brunch 10 am 
Footbal Sisterhood 12 45 
* The sisters of Phi Mu welcome back all alumi 
and hope you al have a teffrlic weekend" 
• " PHI MU * ' 
FREE SOUVENIR BG'UT 
POSTER TO FIRST 5000 
BEAT TOLEDO" 
Gamma Phi Beta * FUI * Gamma Phi Beta 
The Sisters ol Alpha Ormcron Pi congratulate 
you on a successful philanthropy. Way to go 
AOTT on a great job1 
FUI" Gamma Ph. Beta * FUI 
Jen.MyRsgln'Cajun 
Happy Sweetest Day 
I love you with every ounce of who 1 am and al- 
ways will 
Love. Pat 
PS I guess it was meant to be. huh? 
£rwovgeo 'O Ihow OOfCh 
"Remember Sweetest Day" 
Have You Told Her Lately? 
If you haven t, here's a gift that will say it for you.  It spells... 
Each liter contributes 10 the unique design of this hand-crafted pendant 
by JSLC Ferrara.   We have it in two sizes. 
In Sterling Silver priced from $17.95 
eil f' In Verm il priced from $24.95 
All on matching chains 
For a special gift Hours: 
we have one with a 
sparkling diamond. 
125 N. Mala r---.jrw 




AGD AGD AGD AGD 
Grand Ul Renee 
I am so glad you are a 
pert ol our famUy"" 
Love. Grand Big 
Adnenne 
AGD AGD AGO AGD AGD 
Molly McGiniy A Theresa Chattos 
Welcome to the biggest, bestest. most wonder- 
ful family in the house" I'm so happy that you're 
1      my Grand Uttlea' 
Love. 
your Grand Big 
Maggy 
AGD AGD AGD AGD AGD 
AGO AGD III' Laura AGD AGO 
Vou are an awasome little ■
Welcome to the family! 
AGD AGD LH' Laura AGD AGD 
AGO Denlse Zaucha AGD 
Hey there. Grand-La"' 
Welcome to the family1 
AGD Love and mine. 
Grand-Big Melissa 
AGD AGD AGD AGD AGD 
AGO Ul' Kriati AGD 
Welcome to the family11 love my Lii' 
AGO Love and Mine. 
Big Tonya 
AGD " AGD ' AGD ■ AGD * AGD 
Great Grandbig Heather Etfron 
Grand Big Shen Beetle 
Big Kristin Swenson 
Little Lisa Dsksing 
Welcome to our family Lisa' 
AGD * AGO " AGO " AGO " AGD 
HAPPY SWEETEST DAY   DINKY'" 
ALL OF MY LOVE - 
STINKY 
Heather. 
1 hope you are excited for this weekend We are 
going to have the best lime together 
I love you* 
Brian 
HOMECOMING FOOTBALL 
THE BATTLE OF NORTHWEST OHIO 
BG FALCONS V UT ROCKETS 
SATURDAY. OCT   19 AT 1 00 P M 
SPORTSCENE WITH GARY BLACKNEY 
SUNOAY.OCT 20 AT 8.00 PM 
WBGU SPORTS 88 1 FM 
Hunnie. 
Happy Sweetest Day and Anniversary to the 
love of my Me' 
Love Always and Forever. 
Sweetpee 
INTRAMURAL CROSS COUNTRY OFFICIALS 
NEEDED APLLYIN 108 REC CENTER MUST 
ATTEND MEETING AT 5 00 p m ON OCT 23. 
1991 
• MIKE LONG - • - 
Don't tret and don't fee/. 
And don't lose anymore hair. 
Graduation Day is almost hare' 
Hope you have a good Sweetest Day- 
It you can decide who to celebrate with' 
You're the tope" 
 77777???????  
•• MATT DANEMAN - 
Happy Sweetest Day' 
Keep up the Jim's Journals' 
Get psyched cuz we krv U' 
The Class-Ad Womyn 
AGD ' AGD ' AGD • AGO 
The Staters of Alpha Gamma Delta would like to 
welcome  back  al   AJumm  for   Homecom«g 
1991 
AGD " AGD " AGO ' AGD 
AGD ' Cna Cna ' AGD 
Welcome to the termry" 
Love, 
 Ley^  
KOKDKDKDKDKD 
Announcing 
Megan Pie tc her 




Ladkw: lor al you Mary Kay. Glamour. & skin 
care needs, cal Pam, 352-4915 anytime 
Iff Usa Shatter • AGD 
We are proud lo have you as a member of our 
farmry We love you 
AGD Love, 
Big Jann a Grand Big Dawn 
LIZ RICH! 
Kappa Delta Sister of the Weak 
Oct 13IO20 
We love you, Liz! 
Major Toledo corporation needs HPER. Nurs- 
*ig. IPCO. Sports Mgmt or related major tor a 
'Weenesa" internship  Cal Co-op 372-2451 
lor details  
MISSING CHILD I aka Pat. 
I hope you've enjoyed BG so far this year 
You've been so tun to be with feeling the bass 
of Lenny through my floor playing card games I 
hardly remember be you stacked the deck, 
holding up the wa* at 'Goodtymea'' and wres- 
tling in the hay' My way to say Happy Sweetest 
Day' 
MISSING CILDII. Jen 
Happy Sweetest Day 
Becky Cotwm 
You make me mentaty. 
andphysicaty 
Love. Ringo 
Continued on p. 12 
Hey,     Groups! 
Only   4   weeks   left! 
All  group pictures for the  yearbook 
must be taken by November 14th. 
If you have not heard from us or 
would like to schedule a  picture, 
call us as soon as possible. 
372-8086 
Contact the Organizations Editor 
Office Hours: Tues./Thurs.: 1 -2 p.m. 
Wednesdays: 1:30-4:30 p.m. 
or leave a message. 
"Call Soonl" 
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Continued from p. V 
Craigie. 
I cant wait to* tomo*row 
Thankx lor doing it tor us 
I love you 
DAN ORISKELL 
Happy Sweetest Day Honey 
I LOVE YOU 
AJi my love ■ ■ 
Megan    
I know things are shaky 
between us right now, but 
I fust wanted to wish you a 
Happy Sweetest Day1 
"All of my Love"-Me 
Dear Mushy head. 
You are so cute and I love you so much be- 
cause your nose is always running and your 
•yes are always red and because I'm attracted 
10 your sneezing    I LOVE IT" FOREVER D 
Dearest Mushy head. 
I wanted to write you a poem 
to wish you happy sweetest day 
I'm glad we went home. 
Even it we didn't get to pyay 
There s some ludge in my apartment 
New let's just go see the animals m our tent 
This meter« s*y and the rhymes are dumb. 
So let's go back to Anbgom 
Cuz I like you a whole bunch 
Love your big. Crockett 
Dee Qee Christy Fralter Dee Qee 
Congrats* Your sisters are proud ot you- 
Good luck with the Leadership Conference! 
Dee Qee Christy F raiser Dee Qee 
DG DTO DO 
Steve-youVe made me the happiest gut m the 




DTD ' B.g C * DTD 
21 months ago we dectded to take it one day at 
a time   Look how far we've come' Welcome 
beck & Happy Sweetest Day* 
I love you. til T 
Congratulations 
Panhel's Greek Athlete ol the Week 
Wendy Wilkinson - Delta Gamma 
DTD * DG ' DTD • DG 
Fran. Cra*g. Steve. Shawn 
Dave. Mike & Jason 
For Saturday we can not wart 
Dell Homecoming wd be great 
Especially with DG's as you dates 
Love. Jackie. Tiffany. Lucia. Trtia 
Kelly Stephanie A Tracy 
Fry round-trip to L A . 
Albuoueroue. El Paso- 
OnlySieOMI 
Call Lisa -353-8649 
HeyWiggs. 
Get prepared for one hetackxis night on Satur- 
day Let's aee just how long we can go 
Love. 
 Scooter  
U AO UAO UAO UAO UAO 
Come to Monday Musicians October 21 
From5 00p m -6.00pm In 
Prout Cafeteria Listen to the 
Chris Nunley' ■ Group (quintet) 
Monday Musicians 
W   BRANDT D 
I'm Njst writing you th«a personal so you can 
wonder who It's from 
Happy Sweetest Day!??? 
Tiffany Anne Wise 
Looking forward to this weekend and homecom 
tag! 
Love. Cratg 
To the Downtowners Ck*>- 
Crab Races, Qroovemaster. Kenny Reeves. 
We R the best partiers that BG sees 
We have the best team name called the F-ing 
Puds 
Our parties R the best cuz they're no duds 
So how about this Friday, let's do It again. 
Cuz it's our senior year and well 
Party to the end!' 
P S Everybody must get ! 
Love. Heather 
To the mostesi goofiest mush-head: 
I'm not going to pretend that I can rhyme. 
And write you a cute little poem. 
I guess I'm |uat not as clever, 
As most Blg/Llttla pairs, 
So this Is all that you gal! (Not reallyl) 
Happy Sweetest OAy. my dear my sweet! 
I haven't changed my mind • yett 
Wuv and wots of Sherlock puppies, 
MMMMMMMWWWWWWWWWAAAAHHHH 
WEB 
The past month has changed my lite for the bet- 
ter Such as Bubbles. Bonding, magazines, and 
sate and lace   With Sweetest Day around the 
corner, the best Is yet to come I love you. 
PUDQE 
WEST HOLLYWOOD OPPORTUNITIES 
J- Please can me Thur. 10/17 between 1 -3 pm 
or Frl   10'18 between 9-11 30 am ONLY at 
353-8530 Love. Pat 
Stephanie 
Happy Sweetest Day' 
It's been a great 4 1 2 years •• 
Thanks for everything 
Love. Steve 
Ten* 
You're the best thing that's ever happened lo 
me Happy Sweetest Day' 
I LOVE YOU' 
Bob 
Need to extend your business across the coun- 
try with a 900 number' For more Info. cafl Kay 
Stewart al 354-8102  
ODK ODK   ODK ODK   ODK ODK   ODK ODK 
ODK 
Omicron Delta Kappa 
Would like to welcome all ot our alumni 
back to Bowling Green! 
ODK ODK ODK ODK ODK OOK ODK ODK 
ODK 
Omega Phi Alpha 
Big Tracy Urbeuer 
We are going to have a great year' 
O Phi A Love. 
Ul* Robin 
PHI SIG * '" O PHI A 
Brian. 
Can't wart to "raise eyebrows'' with you at 
Cam pout IN 
Love. Renee 
PHI SIG * ' * O PHI A 
PI KAPPA PHI PUSH PI KAPPA PHI 
Phi Mu's' We could never have done It without 
you! You have our undying gratitude and you'll 
have a tremendous celebration next Thursday 
at the Dating Game' 
PI KAPPA PHI PUSH PI KAPPA PHI 
Alpha S>g Alpha Sig Alpha Sig 
Brother of the week ■ Mike Saltz 
Pledge ol the week   Darren Dunn 
Officer of the week • Steve Gehr 
Athletes ot the week • The Golf Team 
Freeze Frame King ■ Male Saltz 
Alpha Sig Alpha Sig Alpha Sig 
Alpha Xi Meredith Alpha M 
Happy Sweetest Day 
To Xi very best Big' 
Love your Ul 
Use 
AOTT * AOTT ■ AOTT ■ AOTT 
ATTITUDE CHECKI 
AOTT PLEDGES ARE #1111 
AOTT * AOTT ' AOTT " AOTT 
Attention Students' 
AH you can get m a grocery sack lor SI 25 at 
Trinity Church rummage sale - 200 N Summit. 
Fn 9 00 am to 3 00 p m 
Attention All Greeks 
Wear your letters to Sat. Game 
Beat Toledo!! 
AZD AZD AZD AZD AZD 
Congratulations Kathy Matheny on your recent 
pearling to Brian' We're excited lor you' 
Love Xi best family. 
Poty, Melissa and Tammy 
AZD AZD AZD AZD AZD 
BEAT TOLEDO!I! 
FREE SOUVENIR BG/UT 
POSTER TO FIRST 5000 
BGC BGC BGC BGC BGC 
Black Greek Council 
Celebrates Homecoming Tonight 
The Annual Slompdown 
Eppler South 7 30 pm 
BGC BGC BGC BGC BGC 
BRAO FARNSWORTH 
Yesterday's was funny, but today there Is a 
"Wind of change'' You know I love you and I 
always have fun with you So. be ready lor to- 
night because you have a date' II pick you up 
at 6 30. so don't be late HAPPY SWEETEST 
DAY hon and you are great - Ol course' 
Love Alwaye. Kim 
Browns Vs Steeiera 
We have 8 tickets left 
$46 00 includes Bus Trip 
From Perrysburg Quarters 
Beer. Pop. Food and Seat 
Come lo MT Muggs lor tickets 
CARLAMARSHACK 
Congratulations   lor   breaking   the   record   ol 
matches won lor the varsity tennis team! We're 
very proud ot you' 
Love. 
Your Chl-0 Sisters 
Chi Omega ' Chi Omega 
LAURA BROWNELL 
We love you so much' Thanks for being the 
BEST Pledge Educator & friend ever' 
XOLove. 
Your Pledges 
CHI-0 CHI-0 Angw Hoover CHI-0 CHI-0 
Congratultaions Angle 
on being the Sig Ep 
Pktgde Sweetheart' 
We Love You' 
The Pledges 
Chris Foortch. 
I'm so glad we met this summer, because I real 
ry enjoy being with you' You're the best! 
Happy Sweetest Day' 
Love. 
Andrea Parker 
Thanks lor making this past week so special 
Happy Sweetest Day' 
Love. Karol 
Columbus corporation seeks Marketing Coop 
Pays $1480 month Contact Co-op Office. 
372-2451 lor details. ASAP' 
The BG News Classified Information      Mail-in Form 
DEADLINE: 
RATES: 
Monday prior to publication, noon 
I The BG News is not responsible (or postal service delays} 
per ad are 75* per kne  $2.25 minimum. 
60* extra per ad lor bold face 
Approximately 35-45 spaces per line 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY: 
1" or 2* ads 
t " (B ane maximum)        $6.50 per insertion 
2" (16 ane maximum)   $12 95 per insertion 
PREPAYMENT:   * "quired tor an non-university related businesses and individuals 
NOTICE: The BG News will not be responsible for error due to illegibility or incomplete Information Please come to 214 
West Hall immediately if there is an error in your ad. The BG News w* not be responsible for typographical 
errors m classified ads for more than two consecutive insertions 
The BG News reserves the right to release the names of individuals who place advertising in The BG News. 
The decision on whether to release this information shall be made by the management ot The BG News The 
purpose of this policy is to discourage the placement ot advertising that may be cruel or unnecesaarty 
embarrassing to individuals or organizations Cases ol fraud can be prosecuted. 
CLASSIFIED MAIL ORDER FORM 
NAME (print) 
ADDRESS   _ 
PHONE  # 
SOCIAL SECURITY # OR ACCOUNT #  
(For billing-purposes only) 
Please PRINT your ad clearly, EXACTLY how you wish it to appear. 
Circle words you wish to appear in bold type. 
ClaaaHlcatlon m which you with your ad lo appaar      Campus a Crty Evants*      Wantad  Loal and Found 
 Malp Wanted  RkMa  For Sala 
 SatWeaa Oftarad  For Rant        ParaonaM 
' First day. SI 00 sarvtce charge only •■ limit 35 words for a non-profit event or masting.  Subsequent days are charged at regular 
classified rales 
Dates to appear 
i 
Total number of days to appear 
Mill to: (On or Off-Cam pus Mail) 
The BG News 
214 West Hal 
BGSU 
Bowling Green. Ohio 43403 
(checks payable to The BG News) 
Phone: 372-2601 
PIKES PIKES PIKES PIKES PIKES 
Use. 
As far as I know, you wont need the stick and 
the crown, but make aure you are prepared for 
this Homecoming party The moonlight, the 
stars, the water Sandusky has Its hands lui' 
Let'a make Saturday one we'll remember" 
Love. 
Stephen 
PIKES PIKES PIKES PIKES PIKES 
PUMP UP FOR BQ VS. UTI 
Student Recreation Center 
Weight Training Carte 
Dale Saturday. Oct   19 
Time  11 am -1 pm 
PUMPKIN SALE 
VOLUNTEERS IN PROGRESS WILL BE 
HAVING THEIR ANNUAL PUMPKIN SALE ON 
THURSOAY, OCTOBER 24. THE SALE WILL 
RUN FROM 1100AM- 3:00 PM OUTSIDE OF 
THE UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE. ALL 
PROCEEDS WILL BE DONATED TO CHARITY 
PUSH T SHIRTS PUSH T SHIRTS 
We've sold over 200 and still teftng! They are 
100 percent cotton A XXL   Costs $7 • CaM 
372-2040 or 352 7083 Ask lor Brad 
PUSH T SHIRTS PUSH T SHIRTS 
PUSH T SHIRTS PUSH T SHIRTS 
We've sold over 200 and still seing' They are 
100 percent cotton & XXL   Costs $7     Call 
372-2040 or 352-7063 Aak for Brad. 
PUSH T SHIRTS PUSH T SHIRTS 
RALLY FOR UFE 
WEDNESDAY OCT 23 7 30 PM 
UNION GRAND BALLROOM 
REGGAE BAND AVAILABLE 
THE ARK (fka ADDIS) 
Call 614 253 6867 or 352 7143 
Running Bear 
You send me' 
Happy Sweetest Day1 
Little White Dove 
P S Haminna? Mercy1 
Send your SWEETHEART a dedication on 
Sweetest Day Write out a short message and 
WFAL wll read it on the air on Saturday. Oc- 
tober 19th Any questions? Cafl 372-2418 
Special prizes providedI by KLOTZ FLOWERS 
Shawn Gallager 4 Keith Oahn. 
The Brothers ot Alpha Sigma Phi wlah to thank 
you (or your support at our softoall games 
Thanks. The Alpha Sig's 
SHAWNATHON- 
I'm so glad we're stuck m thts reality together I 
could do It w/o you. but it wouldn't be any fun! 
HAPPY SWEETEST DAY! 
I Love You'   Alex 
SIGEP 




Athlete ol the Week 
Duane MUter 
SIGEP 
SIGEP SAM SEZ: 
Wlcome back Alumni' 
SIGMA CHI SIQMA CHI 
HOMECOMING 
We would like to welcome 
back al Alumni 
and 
wish everyone a safe and 
enloyable homecoming weekend' 
GOBGFOOTBALLMI 
SIGMA CHI 
The Brothers ol Sigma Chi would like to con- 
gratulate Adam McEtwain on his recent lavaaer- 
ng lo Lee Distel 
SJK ' SJK * SJK * SJK ' SJK" 
Sandra J- 
Thank   you   lor   nine   months   ot   Rainbow 
Bass.Love forever, Jeremy 
Happy Sweetest Day to the 
Hottest Girl On Campus!! 
Love. 
Thuter 
12 Step groups 
For meeting limes and tocahons, 
caH372-2130 
Jim's Journal 
PI PHI PLEDGES ARE AWESOME 
Happy Sweetest Day 
PI PHI PLEDGES ARE AWESOME 
Pi Phi   Big   Karen Ravas Pi Phi 
Congratulations on making top 10 for Home- 
coming I'm so proud ot you' 
Love, Rita 
The Latino Student Union win be aeHing tickets 
for the HISPANIC SCHOLARSHIP BANQUET m 
the Union Foyer Mon. thru Fn this week The 
banquet w4 be held Nov 2nd at Days Inn. E 
Wooster A hispanic dinner wll be served. Ron 
Anas from PEOPLE magazine will be the keyn- 
ote speaker and "Loa Untouchables" wll be the 
band to perform at the dance TICKETS CAN 
BE CHARGED ON YOUR BURSAR ACCOUNTI 
Earn up to S10.000 per aemester In your own 
bualneeal FREE details Send a S A S E to 
AWTR. Ine . P O Box 65326. Baltimore. MO 
21209.   
WANTED 
1 Female to sublease apt. 2 blocks from 
campus Utilities Included except gas. Call 
Lorl 352-3083.  
2 male roommates for Spring semester Two 
car garage, outside deck, two bedroom apt 
close to campus Call Derrick or Eric tor mroe 
info 354 8474 
2 roommates needed tor Spring Semester. 
Close to campus. Call tor more Information 
3536265  
ASAP- roommate needed to share nice 2 bed- 
room apartment Own room Non smoker, male 
or female CaM 352-61 36 
Desperate 
I Female to sublease for Spring '92 w/ 2 other 
great roommates   OWN ROOM!" Please cafl 
Michefla at 352-5369  
Female roommate to sublease apartment (or 
Spring semester Own room, close to campus. 
Cafl Luann at 354-6881 
Need a roommate until end ol school year. 1 
block Irom campus Please can 353-5288, 
leave message  
One non'Smoking female roommate to sublease 
apt. Available now Very close to campus 2 
bedrooms, 2 baths $150 e month (negotiable) 
Call Leah or Julie at 352-5663  
Persons interested in playing paint gun war 
games pktaae call Rick  352-6269 after 4 30 
pm 
ROOMMATE needed for SPRING - 
$162 50/mo One bedroom unturn apt - 
downtown Call Mtcheie or Wendy 352-6208 
Share an apt with a mature, energetic woman. 
Cafl 353-7921 nlghtsor 352-5918 days 
HELP WANTED 
$10 $400/Up WEEKLY. Maiing Brochures! 
Set Own Hours' RUSH Sett Addressed Enve- 
lope: 
Income. 
1660 Lakeside. Suite 301 -COE. 
Riviera. AZ 86442 
$2005300 (or selling 50 tunny T-shirts 
S/Larger quan avail No financial ob 
1-800-728-2063 
SLoansS 
AN types of loans. 
Personal, business, etc 
Come lor tree consultation 
with a loan officer today 
1-800-992-8450 
No credit or coltatoral needed 
ACTIVITIES DIRECTORS NEEDED 
NOW INTERVIEWING lor the Summer ofl992 
Need a summer Job? Don't wait til the last 
minute) Our campground. Yogi Bear's Jefly- 
stone Camp Resort, is looking for 2 creative, 
outgoing persons to coordinate & direct activi- 
ties (or a (amity camping resort Location' Aur- 
ora. Ohio, 5 miles from Sea World of Oh*> and 
Geauga Lake Park Experience preferred but 
not a must Male or Female living facilities pro- 
vided. H interested, send resume to Jeflystone 
Camp Resort. 3392 S.fi. 82. Manuta, Ohio 
44255  
ASSEM8ELRS. Exceflent income to assemble 
products   trom   your   home.   504-646-1700 
DEPT P6265  
BGSU students to write an appreciation letter 
about their parents to be submitted In the Par- 
ants ol the Year Content Contact the UAO of 
Itce lor more details 372-2343 Letter deadline 
is October 24 Prizes awarded 
Earn $3 per order hang for established firm 
Send large stamped envelope to XT Distributor. 
P.O. Box 406. Pme Beach, N.J. 06741 
Floor Walkers. Bouncers 
I 0 Checkers 
21 and over 
Apply In person 
Evemngs8pm tolOp.m. 
etSOP (tormerfyCassidy's) 
1 76 E Wooster 
3533030 
GRAPHIC ARTS 
Cromakm,    scanner,    customer    service    as- 
sistance   Part/Full time   Reply to Box 8770 
Toledol Ohio 43897 
NANNIES-spend a year as a nanny with good 
tamifces m NJ. NY. CT Up to $350 per week 
plus benefits  Airfare paid   Travel' Save' Help 
Finders 1-800-762-1762  
OVERSEAS JOBS $900-2000 mo Summer. 
Yr round. aH countries, all fields Free uito. 
Write UC. PO Box 52-OH03. Corons Del Mar. 
CA92625 
Part time help wanted, telemarketing In even- 
ings in Perrysburg. Possible earnings of 
$l0O0/hr Cafl after 5 00 pm (419) 
874 5662  
FOR SALE 
14 cubic It fridge, good tor x-tra refreshments 
Cafl 354 0132 for details  
1985 Mustang LX. 4 spd/4 cyl.. sunroof. 
power steering, power brakes, power door 
locks,    cruise.    Asking    $1750   obo    Cafl 
3726432. 
7 bear signs 
SI 5-40 Great for dorm/lrat rooma 
Radio   AM/FM   cassette   car   stereo    High 
power, dotby. autorev . autosearch. line In/out 
$100 Call Scott 353-5501         
Couch & Victorian Iron Bed 
For Sals 
Cafl 354 5269 or 364 6566 
For sale by owner Three Meadows oft Rt 20. 
Perrysburg. 15 minutes trom BGSU 901 
Bridgeton Lane 4 bdrms .21/2 baths, rec 
room, large lot near pond Newer Lenox Pulse 
gas furnace Mint condition $i20's Open 
Sunday 2 30 • 5 00 874-3261  
GREAT SAXI! 
Selmer Bundy II alto saxophone, excellent con- 
dition - fine instrument for a beginner or expert 
I'm crying, but bias abound. Asking $350 00. 
negotiable Call John at 353-1810  
IBM P/C Computer with hard disk plus Epson 
FX-80 printer and other goodies $500 
352-721 I 
Mountain Bike 1 991 Alpmestars. Aluminum XT 
205 Inches 21 speed XT equiped OS ft 
weight aluminum Irame Like new $1300 New. 
must sefl $775   Cal 41 9-536-0001  
NAD CD Player w' remote - $170. 
High power car sub woofer - $ 125. 
Tschnics 3-wsy home speakers  $ 100 
Call Jason at 354-9616 
Smith Corona typewriter with Spell-Right Dic- 
tionary, built-in correction and other features 
Best offer. CaM Shelly at 352-1619 
Sony Handy cam w case, battery packs, and 
more' $490/neg Cafl Tony 352-4030  
87 Toyota Corofla FX. 75.000 mi, new muf- 
fler, brakes, tires. CLEAN Must sell! $3,500 
obo 354-1477or 423-7311 ssk for Ron! 
FOR RENT 
Female subteaser needed lor Spring 92 close 
to campus Please call for more information 
3 53-0806 ask for Jan  
FOR RENT-Nintendo entertainment system and 
5 games ot your choice, only $6 00 OR rent 4 
games lor $2 00 Call 372-6706  
Male subteaser needed for Spring semsester 
1992 Cafl Pete at 352-7175  
Needed. 1 or 2 female, non-smoking room- 
mstes to sublease apartment for Spring Semes- 
ter CaN 352-6773 ASAP   Leave message 
One person apartment for rent Irom Dec. - May 
31, 1092 Good location, affordable Cal 
353-9308 lor more information 
Sublease 1-bdrm. unfum at University Court 
Apts Lease runs from Jan 1 to Jui 31 (Renew- 
able!) at $300 a mo No deposit required. I wtA 
pay deposit snd hook up charges for: phone, 
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VIDEO REVENGE: More BG TVfaves 
THERE'S LOTS BETTER WAYS 
TO SPEND MY DAYS THAN 
TALKING TO HEAR MYSELF 
THINK. 
BG COLD IS A DECEPTIVE 
KIND OF COLD. 
I'VE GOT BUCKETS FULL OF 
TIME. 
!! 111 
In keeping with the post-baby 
boom spirit of our Trash 
rVtheme this Issue, the crack 
staff at Insider Central has as- 
sembled a new TV lineup for the 
citizens of Falcontown. Check 
local listings for time and place. 
"THE REAL CHEERS" i Half 
hour comedy laughfest In which 
Sam, Norm, and crew are re- 
placed by the University cheer- 
leaders, who fight, bicker, and 
threaten their way to the front 
page of local newspapers while 
the football team they're support- 
ing enjoys Its best season In 
years. 
"COLLEGE BAR SLAMFEST". 
In this provocative new series, 
celebrity guests will attempt to 
perform simple tasks In BG s 
bars. The debut episode will fea- 
ture Tony Danza trying to use the 
bathroom at Brathaus, Gregory 
Hlnes trying to breakdance at 
Good Tymes. and Delta Burke 
searching for a convenient place 
to puke at Howard's. 
■IN SEARCH OF POLITICAL 
CORRECTNESS". This one's not 
for the kiddles. For sixty action- 
packed minutes. IFC and Panhel 
desperately search for a suitable 
cultural replacement for the exit- 
ing black greek organizations. In 
week one. the greeks' guilt-fueled 
quest drives them to confront the 
Wood County Future Farmers of 
America, the Society for Creative 
Anachronisms, and the estranged 
Yugoslav republics of Serbia, 
Croatia, and Montenegro. 
"PROUD TOBEBLACKNEY": 
Phone-in program where head 
football coach Gary Blackney, the 
man behind the revltallzatlon of 
the Falcon grid program, discus- 
ses the secrets of MAC domina- 
tion with callers while relaxing 
on the set of The Party Machine. 
"TO RECYCLE... TO DREAM". 
Spine-tingling talk show In which 
guest professors from the philos- 
ophy, English, and fashion de- 
sign departments extrapolate on 
the actual destinations of recy- 
clable materials once they leave 
the University Union. The series 
will debut with a fervent propos- 
al from English Professor How- 
ard McCord claiming that all of 
the Union's styrofoam Is sent to 
the grave of Ezra Pound In a bi- 
zarre modernist ritual. Don't wait 
for the Fourth of July, the fire- 
works are gonna be right here. 
"ORLANDO TAKES DOWN 
THE MAN": Hens a surreal 
offering loosely based on the 
landmark Chlco and the Man sit- 
com. The basic premise of the se- 
ries has Orlando, a bellgerent mi- 
grant bean worker, slezlng power 
from The Man. his tyrannical bi- 
got boss at an obscure comic 
book shop In metropolitan 
Toledo. Lets listen i 
The Man i Orlando! I told you 
we needed seventeen Issues of 
Green Lantern this month! Where 
are they?!? You better find 'em or 
else... 
Orlando i No. Man. 
TM : Whaddaya mean "No"?!? 
O : I no find them. I no work for 
you no more. I'm In charge now. 
TM : Listen you taco-catln' mis- 
fit! This Is my store! 
O : No It Isn't. My store now. 
TM.But. i 
O : Shut up, Man. 
As you can Imagine from this 
Incendiary snippet, the tension 
builds each week, leading to a 
season-ending conclusion that'll 
knock your socks off. Will Or- 
lando finally take down The 
Man...or will The Man put this 
spunky upstart In his place? Only 
The Insider knows for sure. 
Frank Esposlto Is a senior Eng- 
lish major from Warren, Ohio, 
and editor ofThe Insider. He's 
pleased as punch that John 
Amos, a long-overlooked popular 
culture Icon, finally gets his due 
later In this Issue. 
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It's time to go back. Way back 
to the days when Christmas 
existed for mass greed and Sat- 
urday mornings were for sugar 
highs. It's time to revisit those 
great shows you watched as a 
kid. Time to decide Just how great 
they really were. Get down and 
dirty with TRASH TV. Scott De- 
Katch, Tim Funk, Artis Moore 
and David T. Ring scope the tube 
on pages 6 and 7. 
Elsewhere... 
Debbie Blzjak makes her In- 
sider debut a global one on page 
3. Scott DeKatch. still pleading 
for obscenities, bonds with Dan 
Ouayle on page 3. Brad Craddock 
sneaks back Into the theatre on 
page 8. And we finally getcha 
some mo' music reviews on page 
5. 
God has smiled upon us this 
week. Dr. Dave returns. We're 




A PUBLIC SERVICE MESSAGE FROM JERICHO TURNPIKE 
Jericho Turnpike wishes to publicly apologize to any patrons of their Oct. 11 performance at Good 
Tymes, 153 E. Wooster. who were taken advantage of by greedy Good Tymes management. The manage- 
ment progressively raised the cover charge throughout the evening, thereby breaching an agreement with 
the band. Jericho Turnpike had nothing to do with this decision. 
- Tom Hayes. Nik Sormaz. Jim Morrison. Dave Bromeler. and Mike Allen of Jericho Turnpike 
TIM IKIDER Friday. Odober IB. 1BI1   I 
Hen's Dan Quayle. 
Quayle Quest:Veep 
lost in dandy posters 
by Scott D*Kcrtch 
ACME reporter 
He could be anywhere, doing 
ANYTHING. Whether It* vanda- 
lizing New York City, dancing In 
Red Square or clowning around 
In Congress, he Is a sly, unpre- 
dictable man. 
He 15 the Vice President of the 
United States. 
Celestial Arts, In association 
with Ten Speed Press, has re- 
cently Introduced Where's Dan 
Quayle?. a line of merchandise 
that Is a spin-off of the popular 
Where's 14ralafo?merchandlse. 
The merchandise consists of two 
posters and a picture book. 
Although this Is another one of 
those totally non-creative ven- 
tures that does nothing more than 
reap profits by exploiting some 
other guy's Ideas, It Is rather cute 
and will probably have more 
than Its share of aficionados. It 
would be a great attention-getter 
at parties. 
The poster depleting Quayle In 
the halls of Congress Is, In my 
opinion, the best. Aside from a 
mlschevlous-Iooklng Vice Presi- 
dent preparing to toss a paper 
airplane, there are also deple- 
tions of Congressmen dueling, 
vendors selling peanuts and 
National Guardsmen voicing 
support for the Vice President. 
Oh. what a wonderful world It 
would be. 
The other poster has two 
scenes. The first, with the Veep 
creating some graffiti art on a 
building In New York. Is OK. but 
the one where he's doing a Rus- 
sian folk dance with a group of 
Cossacks Is much better. 
Maureen Watts, director of 
publicity at Celestial Arts, ex- 
pects the merchandise to do well, 
but she acknowledges Its pro- 
spective trendlness. 
"These things kind of have 
their fifteen minutes of fame," 
Watts said. "The next few months 
will really tell." 
This hot, new Item does owe Its 
prospective success to the 
Where's Waldo?hysteria Ten 
Speed Press realizes this. The 
bottom line with Where's Dan 
Quayle Is humor. 
"The publisher really believes 
In having fun," Watts said. 
The book and posters are 
available at book stores and by 
mall order from Celestial Arts, 
P.O. Box 7123. Berkeley. Cali- 
fornia, 94707. 
HOWARD'S club H 
210 N. Main 352-9951 
Friday - Saturday 
October 18-19 
Eddie Shaw & The Wolfgang 
Saturday October 19 
Oktoberfest 
18-20 Welcome 
$2.00 cover after 9:30 
21 and Over 
$1.00 cover after 9:00 
HOURS: 
Mon.-Sst.:    Noon 'til 2:30 a.m. 
Sunday:   2:00 p.m. 'til 2:30 a.m. 
* Mini-Pitchers Every Day* 
World Champions 
Global Concerns group helps the world from their own backyard 
by Dobblo llzjak 
contributing writer 
The road to any social or en- 
vlornmental change begins with 
the raising of personal and public 
awareness."Awareness as an 
avenue" Is a belief held very 
strongly by the student members 
of Global Concerns. 
Global Concerns, a group spon- 
sored by St. Thomas More Uni- 
versity Parish, consists of stu- 
dents who believe that their con- 
tribution to raising public aware- 
ness of particular Issues can, and 
will, make a significant differ- 
ence. Host members agree with 
Charlotte Kldd, one of the newer 
group members, that It Is Impor- 
tant to take active participation In 
"attempting to enlighten the 
community In being sensitive to 
more than just their immediate 
envlornment" 
"All Issues are Interested.' 
commented Janet Hoy.a social 
work major and one of the origi- 
nal members of the group. "We 
are affected by Issues even If 
they don't occur right In our own 
backyards." 
The primary goal of the group 
Is to educate themselves concern- 
ing the Issues they Intend to 
tackle. According to Hoy. "The 
group Is taking a two prong ap- 
proach, we must educate our- 
selves before we can attempt to 
educate others." 
According to the Rev. Herb 
Weber, the best way to attain 
knowledge Is through experien- 
tial learning, or learning through 
actual experience. 
"Anyone can talk about an Is- 
sue such as hunger," Weber said. 
"Yet It Isn't until one actually ex- 
periences the hunger pains that a 
full understanding of the issue Is 
| 
:-,<■■,■>   •■■.■.ifcfa 
actually realized." 
When forming the group In 
1990, Weber was the natural 
pick for leader, with a back- 
"All issues are 
interrelated. We 
are affected by 
issues even if 
they don't occur 




ground of working with the Im- 
poverished of both Chicago and 
Central America. His role within 
this group Is not teaching, but In 
"learning along with the stu- 
dents." 
The group, which meets Infor- 
mally every Tuesday at 9 p.m.. In 
the upper room at St. Thomas 
More, Is developing many activi- 
ties for this year. A few of the 
different topics to be discussed 
will be the environment, world 
politics and Issues that affect 
people on a more local level. 
A Spring trip to Appalachla Is 
one of many activities In the 
works for the upcommlng year. 
The trip Is one way for the stu- 
dents to gain first hand experi- 
ence In working on a personal 
level with the poor. 
One activity already underway 
Is the planting of a peace garden 
In front of St. Thomas More. The 
garden features four paths lead- 
ing to a peace pole, located In the 
center where the paths meet. 
Each path Is made of a different 
material — sand, brick, bark, and 
grass — representing the way In 
which the many peoples of the 
world follow diverse paths but 
end up united In the common 
ground of peace. The paths are 
surrounded by four beds of 
seasonal flowers, with one 
blooming each season. 
The planting of the garden be- 
gan a couple of weeks ago. All 
went well until Herb's back gave 
out when wheelbarrelllng. 
"Its the price I paid for peace," 
heJoked. 
The group Is open to anyone 
Interested In promoting global 
awarness and encourages those 
Interested to attend the next 
meeting. 
JAZZ AT MUSICAL 
BOWLING GREEN CROSSROADS| 
Cal Collins Santiago Jimenez, Jr. 
Jazz Guitar Conjunto Accordion 
Thursday, Oct. 24 Friday, Oct. 25 
8 PM 8 PM 
Bryan Recital Hall Kobacker Hall 
Tickets: $7 adults & $5 students 
FOR TICKETS CALL 372-8171 
Moore Center Box Office open weekdays noon - 6 PM 
Sponsored in part by Bowling Green State University's College of Musical Arts and Resident Education 
Scries, and with grants from Arts Midwest and the Ohio Arts Council 
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Here's the deal: We've paired some of the 
most popular Apple* Macintosh* computers 
with some of the most popular Apple print- 
ers. Buy one of these combinations, and save 
big bucks. Got it? Good. Now get going. 
This offer is available only for a limited time. 
See your authorized Apple campus reseller 
today for details. - 
And discover the power of Macin-  M 
tosh. 'Hie power to be your best*        ^ky 
Macintosh Classic Macintosh LC Macintosh llsi 
Saw when )ou huv 
an affunUihle 
Mac intifiJi Cloak' 
computer uith eillier 
an Apple SlyleWnier 
or an Apple Personal 
LaserWriter* IS 
printer' 
Sat? even mow u hen 
\nu huya Ma<wr<"h 
If. computer—mr 
moil afford^1 
system—uith either an 
Apple Styled nter or an 
Apf4. IVrsonal laser 
Writer IS printer" 
m   - ■ x 
Affle Vi*>« nirr        A/flt Prnmal lav* rart IS Afplr 4ft«V» rter Affir rr^rnal tavVrnrf LS 
Sttiethc mas! uhen 
\im hu\ aInyh perfor- 
mance \Ukintiish Ihi 
mmpiiter mill either 
an Apph' 111 
luM'WnterLSnran 
Apple Personal laser 
Writer ST printer" 
Affdf Pmmkil iMtrrt'ntrr LS      Affilr Pm>*il UI<<*\1 nk-r V7 
•Oflrr*ppfcc*<rtytojM*in«i*<'U'.Mi»(ih J huilt intuiddok 
•*Man*» w*d wptrMeK/ 
Stop by the MACFEST TODAY 
Wednesday, October 2 
College of Education 10a.m.- 3p.m. 
or call Dave McCoy at 372-7724 
Micro Computer Buying Service 
O 1991 AppleCompwiw fcx Apple ihe Apple k«o LvcrVnet. kKinwnh. M»V*ma jnd Thep«wrtubeyiwbw «rr»McmliradenunWAppleGmpuief If- 
Cbwc s J rrgBietrd iridcmirli ktenwl m Apple G^npuw. Im 
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Sex Machine and Sexuality 
Jim Bob for Fruit Bat) of Carter USM. 




Noisy Brll duo (Jim Bob and 
Fruit Bat...no kidding) use and 
abuse guitars, synthesizers, and 
samples en route to forging a de- 
but that has Its ups & downs. 
At Its best, 101 Damnations 
sounds like the Clash working off 
old parking tickets by doing 
community service at a disco. 
"Twenty Four Minutes From Tu- 
Ise Hill" and "Midnight on the 
Murder Mile" bear this compar- 
ison out. Both are zany trav- 
elogues with breakneck rhythms 
and righteous vocs ft guitars. 
At the low points, the pop gets 
too minimalist ("The Taking of 
Peckham 123") and their Brltlsh- 
ness overplays Its hand (the 
wretched litany of "G.I. Blues"). 
These noise nymphos are prom- 
ising, though. Any crew that 
quotes Grandmaster Flash and 
samples Stan Freberg on their 
debut definitely have something 
going for them. Maybe all they 
need are some old Big Audio 
Dynamite albums. 
- Frank Esposlto 
Billy Bragg 
Don't Try This At Bom* 
Elektra 
The passing of the cold war has 
perhaps loosened the rigid folk- 
rock which frames our beloved 
socialist crooner. Some may call 
the western Influences of Don't 
Try This A t Home a great leap 
forward, or perhaps "two steps 
back." 
Here Bragg composes some 
fine ballads aside his patented 
political overtones, recalling the 
mood of Worker's Playtime. The 
gloom of'The Internationale occa- 
ALL NITE 
MONDAY NITES 
Cutting Edge Of 
DIXIE CUP NITE 
18&OverWithValidlD 
ADMIT ONE FREE! 
Doots Open al 8:00 
382-1876 
1532 S. Byrne Rd, Toledo 
ribdh? MUCCS 
Bowling Green, Ohio 
HOMECOMING BASH 1992 
• FRIDAY HAPPY HOUR    DEALS 
• SATURDAY PRE GAME PARTY 
REGULAR  & HOT DRINK SPECIALS 
SPECIAL DINNER MENUS 
• SUNDAY STEAK DINNERS $ 5.50 
OrH 
REVIEW 
slonally taints the new LP. 
however. 
The groundbreaking work here 
was composed with help from 
some of Bragg's tender comrades. 
Including co-producer Johnny 
Marr. The unmistakable Smiths' 
C INFMAKK   THLAIKIS 
;l CINEMA 5 M25, 
Influence on cuts like "Sexuality" 
adds a frlghtenlngly danceable 
flavor to Bragg. Peter Buck and 
Michael Stipe, the new hired 
muscle of pop music, scatter 
Georgia's mandolin pop over a 
new blend of Braggarlan folk and 
pop. 
Bragg only lags In his C&W fix- 
ation on "You Woke Up My 
Neighborhood." However. Billy 
Bragg's new spell makes the 
overall LP worth trying at home. 
- Tim Funk 
Just try Billy Bragg 
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WHERE ARE THEY NOW ? 
The Cheesy Stars Of The 70's Can Run But They Can't Hide 
by Tim Funk 
staff writer 
Riddle me this: If Lenny Kra- 
vltz can become sickenlngly 
wealthy In bell bottoms and the 
Dooble Brothers can still be con- 
sidered for a campus concert, 
why must the TV celebrities of 
the 70s live under a cloud of ridi- 
cule? 
The figureheads of 70s TV 
have either fallen from grace or 
reached other low-budget 
plateaus. As a minion of the 7n- 
slder. I am charged to document 
the fates of personalities no one 
else would touch, the unsung 
(and downright cheeseball) 
heroes of the 70s. 
DAN HAGGERTY, a.k.a. Griz- 
zly Adams (1977-78) retains his 
nature boy Image running a 
health food restaurant In Califor- 
nia. 
TONY RANDALL and JACK 
KLUGMAN. better remembered 
as Felix and Oscar of The Odd 
Couple, (1970-75) now pay the 
bills doing Eagle snack commer- 
cials as their old characters. 
MARIE OSMOND proved that 
she still has fine dental work 
singing for Parents' Day at the 
University last year. 
Some 70s TV singers have giv- 
en up vocalizing for politics. 
DON NY OSMOND has joined 
JOHN DENVER to fight the PMRO 
he also sings a flesty cover of the 
Bee Gees' "Staying Alive" on the 
latest DWEEZIL ZAPPA record. 
SONNY BONO entered the race 
for the California senate. 
Many program casts have yet 
to buy plots in the TV graveyard. 
Good Times' JIMMY "Dy-no-mlte" 
WALKER (1975-79) has shaken 
his jive role as J.J. Evans for 
stand-up comedy. 
Good Times' JOHN AMOS 
dropped the role of father figure 
James Evans for the sliver screen, 
starring In crude classics like 
Disney's The World's Greatest 
Athlete and the low-budget fan- 
tasy Beastmaster. Most recently 
Amos played the corrupt military 
commander In Die Hard 2. 
And don't forget that superstar 
JANET JACKSON began her ca- 
reer as Penny on Good Times be- 
fore tackling meatier roles such 
as Charlene (Willis' girlfriend) on 
DIITrent Strokes.. 
Thejeffersons (1975-85) have 
not abandoned us. SHERMAN 
HELMSLEY still carries George 
Jefferson's charm as Deacon 
Earnest Fry on Awe n. MARLA 
GIBBS, star of 227, has chilled 
since her role as Florence the 
maid, but still has attitude. 
ROXIE ROKER, Helen WUIls on 
Thejeffersons, has become a 
groupie for her son, polyester- 
garbed pop star LENNY KRA- 
vrrz. 
The roles of some 70s TV vet- 
erans have not clouded their tal- 
ents as major film directors. 
PENNY MARSHALL of Laverne A 
Shirley gave us the award- 
winning film Awakenings. RON 
HOWARD kept his alter ego as 
Richie Cunningham out of Back- 
draft and Parenthood. All In the 
Family's "Meathead," ROB 
REINER, directed the brilliant 
comedy of the heavy metal 
epoch, This Is Spinal Tap, and 
CORRECTAMUNDOl Henry Wlnkler 
and Ron Howard on "Happy Days'' 
WEE-ZA Y! Sherman Hemsley and Isabel San ford on "Thejeffersons." 
last season's sitcom, Morton 4 
Hayes. 
Astonishingly, networks have 
exhumed a handful of casts for 
new episodes of retired shows. 
Spare a moment of silence for 
the deceased stars of the 70s. 
FREDDY PRINZE, or Chlco of 
Chlco and the Man (1974-78). 
died at the series' peak of popu- 
larity. 
The prophecy of Fred Sanford 
of Sanford <* Son (1972-77) came 
true; REDD FOXX recently had 
"the big one," a heart attack on 
the set of CBS' The Royal Family 
at the age of 68.1 hope he and 
Elizabeth had a Joyous reunion. 
The hallmarks of the 70s could 
be seen as the "B-movles" of TV 
history. Perhaps the reruns will 
divert history's worst fashions 
from the predicted comeback. 
THEM DUKES: James Best. Sorrell Booke, John Schneider, Tom Wopat and 
Catherine Bach on "The Dukes ofHazzard." ,,-,-,. 
'""•" --"■■'■'     '    ■.-..■..      -- , . - -.     . . ,.•  
By Scott DeKatch 
This is my list of the best of the worst that has ever 
aired on television. Criteria for this category was 
tough, due to limited space, so I totally overlooked 
those totally terrible shows like The Adventures of 
Mark and Brian. Needless to say, It was not easy to 
come up with only five. Here goes. 
5.Buck Rogers In the 25th Century - This show was 
not only cheese, but the aerosol kind. Buck had that 
excellent Vltalls hair. Twlkkl was kind of like a futur- 
istic Porky Pig and Erin Gray... Hoo.boy! HOT! HOT! 
HOT! 
4. Silver Spoons -The plots were cheesy, bordering 
on sappy and Erin was STILL sooooo hot. 
3. After M' A 'S'H- We Just couldn't get enough. 
The war was over, the cast all moved to the same 
town and Father Mulcahy was drunk as a skunk. 
Yeccccch! 
2.B.J. and the Bear- A man living with a chimp In 
an elghteen-wheeler, on the lam from the bumbling 
Sheriff Lobo, who could never quite manage to catch 
him. PETA officials would have loved this one. 
1. The Dukes of Hazzard- Two cousins who drove a 
stocked-up Charger painted with a Confederate flag, 
lived with their old uncle and slept with their cousin, 
Daisy, who should have been played by Erin Gray. 
Racism, sexism and Incest - America at Its Redneck 
best. Amazing how nobody ever admitted to watching 
this show, but It always topped the ratings. 
Well, couch potatoes, that's It. If you don't like 'em. 
too bad. Till next time, never rub another man's rhubarb. 
■ . ■ i.   i i      .      i . ii.jll i  
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As If being forced to 
watch Who s the Boss four times a 
day wasn't enough, Independent 
stations around the area are 
pummellng us nightly with an 
endless barrage of mediocre, al- 
beit brand new, half-hour sit- 
coms. 
These sitcoms are brought Into 
our living rooms through a pro- 
cess known as syndication, 
which allows Independent 
stations to purchase certain tele- 
vision shows for broadcast on 
their station at whatever time 
they wish. 
Every Sunday night. WUPW 
Fox 36 from Toledo reminds us 
ever so gently that we all have 
Charles In Charge of our days and 
our nights. Harry and the Hen- 
dersons allows us to witness the 
joy of having a giant, smelly, 
missing link In our very own 
homes. Tarzanshows us that we 
all have a little "King of the Jun- 
gle " 1 n us. andSuperboy forces all 
of us, young and old, to climb 
high Into the tallest oak trees and 
scream at the top of our lungs, "I 
can fly! I can fly!" 
"These shows do extremely 
well for us," Dennis Kattel, Pro- 
gram Director for WUPW said. 
The whole concept of new 
shows In syndication is a depar- 
ture from the conventional way 
that the television Industry 
works. Charles In Charge which 
stars Scott Balo {Happy Days, 
Joanle Loves Chacht) and Willie 
ITS A BIRD! ITS A PLANE! Gerard Christopher as Superboy. " 
Aames (Eight Is Enough) is par- 
ticularly Interesting because It 
failed In Its original CBS run from 
1984-85. According to the con- 
ventional rules of network televi- 
sion, the show should have been 
dumped, never to be seen again. 
However, Charles In Charge Is 
now enjoying high ratings In 
syndication as new episodes 
compete with such tried and true 
reruns nsAll In the Family and 
M'AS-H. 
The same formula holds true 
for What's Happenln' Now. a con- 
tinuation of What'sHappenln'. a 
sitcom about life in a black 
neighborhood which ran on ABC 
from 1976 to 1979, brings us 
back into contact with our friends 
- Rerun, et al - friends we didn't 
know we missed. 
Friends some of us did actually 
miss are coming back as well 
(parts ofthem, at least). WKRPIn 
Clnclnattl Is back In syndicated 
form, with brand new episodes 
every week. It's just the same as 
the old show, a hilarious sitcom 
about a small Midwestern radio 
station which enjoyed a fairly 
succesful run on CBS from 1978 
to 1982, only Venus, Andy. Jen- 
nifer, Bailey, and Johnny Fever 
seem to have dlssapeared. 
" WKRP was a great show," Ben 
Miller, a Geology major from the 
University of Dayton and self- 
confessed WKRP Junkie, said. 
"Bringing it back In this generic 
format is blasphemy." 
Another departure from con- 
ventional television are the 
brand new shows, such as Harry 
and the Hendersons. Tarzan,and 
Superboy which have completely 
bypassed the networks alto- 
gether, premlerlng in sydicatlon 
as brand new shows. 
According to Kattel, syndicated 
sitcoms find their largest audi- 
ences In the young adult popula- 
tion. 
"Advertisers try to segment the 
18-25 age group with these 
shows," Kattel said. 
Some University students 
agree with the fact that these are 
indeed quality shows. 
"I like them. These shows are 
funny and relaxing," Todd Long, 
a junior Business major said. 
Whether or not you personally 
agree with the fact that these are 
worthwhile shows, or whether or 
not they should bring back old 
shows In a new format, these 
syndicated sitcoms are growing 
in number. And the local televi- 
sion stations don't seem to mind. 
"New shows are previewed 
every January at the Program- 
ming Convention," Kattel said. 
"We'll be getting a look at some of 
the brand new shows then." At 
least they're not trying to force 
The New JefTersons on us. 
THE INCREDIBLE SHRINKING TOONS 
By Amis Moore        Saturday Morning Has Big Problems 
Cartoons Just aren't as good as 
they used to be. They're Just not 
the same. Most of the cartoons 
now started off as toys, video 
games, movies, and real people. 
Cartoon writers have now resort- 
ed to taking our most beloved 
cartoon characters and turning 
them Into...kids. 
Imagine me, an old-school car- 
toon maniac. In front of the old 
19-Inch babysitter with a big ol' 
bowl of my favorite sugar-coated, 




Stay-Crunchy-In-Mllk?), corn and 
wheat derivative, all set to see 
199 l's cartoons. It took all of my 
willpower and fortitude to keep 
my Captain Crunchberrles from 
spewing out of my mouth at a 
speed which quite possibly 
would have redefined the term 
"projectile vomiting." 
On any Saturday morning you 
can see kid versions of The Flint- 
stones, Yogi Bear and his whole 
crew, Scooby Doo, Shaggy, Tom 
& Jerry, and more. Come on now! 
Yogi and Boo-Boo hanging out at 
the mall In which Augle Doggie 
owns a store? I left Scooby. Sha- 
ggy, Velma. Fred, and Daphne as 
teenagers, now they're all kids. I 
always thought Daphne was go- 
ing to get pregnant as many times 
as she and Fred left Scooby. Sha- 
ggy, and Velma and got lost In the 
dark. 
There is one bright spot In this 
dirge of uncreatlve. anythlng-for- 
a-buck cartoon hell: Tiny Toons. 
Instead of forcing our most be- 
loved Warner Bros.' Looney 
Tunes characters to shrink, Bu 
Bunny, Daffy Duck. Porky Pig, 
Wile E. Coyote, Yosemlte Sam, 
and Elmer Fudd are professors In 
a university for cartoons. The 
real cast Is the students, a wide 
array of new characters hoping 
to be as good as their Instructors. 
The jokes are definitely written 
for the generation that grew up 
with the Looney Tunes, but the 
ultra-violence that kept us watch- 
ing has been toned down for the 
more conservative parents of this   f~ 
generation. "' 
Other than Tiny Toons, this in- 
flux of shrinking cartoons is the 
beginning of the end of cartoon 
creativity. What's next? The Care 
Bear Fetuses? I'd suggest watch- 
ing the Yo! MTV Raps Saturday 
morning show Instead. 
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LET'S MAKE ROOM FOR VERONICA 
University stage offers creepy thriller 
Jeff Bond (The Man) who com- 
i El Doctor visita el mundo! 
by »rad Craddock 
theatre critic 
The University's production of 
Ira Levin's Veronica's 
Roompresents us with a creepy 
portrayal of Identities lost and 
found. This melodramatic story 
of Incest and murder Involving a 
brother and sister, keeps us on 
the edge of our seats. The rise 
and fall of the scenes give the 
feeling of riding a roller-coaster 
through the minds of the charac- 
ters. 
To begin with, the set. de- 
signed by Brian Keegan. Is as 
schizophrenic as the plot. The 
audience seems to be watching 
through the walls. Unfortunately, 
this upsets some scenes and the 
actors sometimes can't help but 
upstage each other. This can't be 
helped and does nothing to ruin 
the play. The decor and props 
don't seem old enough to deliver 
vintage 1935. The lighting design 
casts shadows which set the 
mood for this thriller. 
Mary Brucfcer's portrayal of 
The Woman, was energetically 
evil and thoughtfully con- 
structed. Brucker's focus was al- 
ways be In the play and on the 
other actors. Her demeanor In the 
first act was a bit cliche as the old 
Irish servant. 
Brucker's partner in crime was 
pllmented her well, especially In 
the last act. His threatening pres- 
ence was strong but scattered. 
Brooke Vlntrup, was awkward 
but compelling as The Girl 
brought Into all this madness. 
Her performance was also scat- 
tered, yet Intense In places. Dan 
Gibbons rounded out the play as 
The Young Man. His vocal quality 
and composure were commen- 
dable. 
Director Mike Lee's well- 
constructed tempo moved easily. 
His blocking, however, was stil- 
ted at times as the actors delayed 
their next moves. I kept wonder- 
ing why the characters didn't fol- 
low through with their apparent 
goals. 
Ira Levin's script was carefully 
executed. It Includes enough nail- 
biting tension to please any audi- 
ence. The original script down- 
plays some of the burlesque blz- 
zareness Included on Broadway. 
But one can hardly expect a nude 
scene on the University stage. 
Sad to say, Levin cut that part out 
of the original. 
On my grading scale I give 
Veronica s Room a B for a solid 
thriller with a few minor errors. 
The show runs Oct. 17-20 at 8 
p.m. and Oct.20th at 2 p.m. In 
room 405. University Hall. Tick- 
ets available at the door. Caution: 
limited seating. 
See you at the Theatre! 
by Dove iasklnd 
Incredible College ol Musical Knowledge 
Every week I sit In front of this 
computer and I wait. I wait for a 
burst of inspiration or a clever 
little thought to pop into my 
head. However, some days I find 
my brain flooded with creativity, 
and writing can be a frustrating 
struggle. This week, I could men- 
tion things like: What Is an ex- 
pert?, what's the difference be- 
tween dating and going out?, 
why are people ticklish?, why I 
like bluntness, washing 
machines, or why clowns with 
clarinet players are funny. 
However, I barely have the space 
to even list them. So, Dr. Dave 
will be delighted to discuss these 
topics with his readers In person 
(depending on who does the ask- 
ing). 
This week, "Dr. Dave's Incre- 
dible College of Musical Know- 
ledge" was ecstatic to see a barrel 
full o' entries to last week's alter- 
native quiz. So, one of the multi- 
talented BG News staff members 
randomly selected Amy Karllak. 
whose favorite game show Is 
Jeopardy (my choice, too), as the 
winner. The correct answers 
were: 
1 REM 2.U2 3Depeche Mode 
4.The Cure 5 Jesus Jones 6."So 
Alive" 7.Elvis Costello 8 Erasure 
9The Psychedelic Furs lO.Kate 
Bush 
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Dr. DAVE'S 
MUSIC QUIZ 
To enter our quiz this week, 
merely send your name, address, 
phone number, and favorite 
summer of 1991 movie to "Dr. 
Dave's Quiz." c/o 214 West Hall, 
BG, OH. 43403, or slam dunk It 
In the fine wooden box In 210 
West Hall before B a.m., Wed., 
Oct. 17.1991. 
Let us now embark on a Jour- 
ney, a musical Journey across the 
globe. To explore some of the 
foreign song titles that have ap- 
peared In the Top 40, simply 
close your eyes, click your heels, 
and escape on a magical trip 
within your mind (???): 
Freshman level-One point 
each. 
1 Who hit the Top 10 In 1991 
with "Rico Suave"? 
2.Who hit the Top Five In 1987 
with "La Isla Bonlta"? 
Sophomore level-Two points 
each. 
3.What band hit Number One 
with "La Bamba"? 
4. What band hit Number One 
recently with "I Adore Ml 
Amor"? 
Junior level-Three points each. 
5. What band-band went to 
Number One with "Kyrie"? 
6. Who hit Number Two In 1984 
with "99 Luftballooons"? 
Senior level-Four points each. 
7 Who hit the Top 10 earlier 
this year with "Sadeness Part 1"? 
8. What man's first Top 40 hit 
was 1987 s Number Two hit 
"CEstUVIe"? 
Graduate level-Five points 
each. 
9.What one-hit wonder act hit 
the Top Five In 1983 with "Der 
Kommlssar"? 
10. What man, who had six Top 
40 hits from soundtracks In the 
1980s. hit the Top40 In 1985 
with "Vox Humana"? 
If you win. you'll receive a 
prestigious OFFICIAL Dr. Dave 
diploma and a FREE promotional 
cassette from our friends at Fin- 
ders Records and Tapes at 128 N. 
Main. I bet YOU could use a new 
tape. 
Swinging Out 
[ Hidden Realms COMICS • GAMES • BOOKS 126 W. Wooster St. 333-5586 Open: Monday thru Saturday ,13-4 '.....;.i::—:..:. — 
He's captured the hearts of millions with his 
arrangements of big band classics and his own 
wonderful compositions. His discs rank in the top 
of the charts and tickets for his concerts demand 
big bucks. And now you can have a front row seat 
for all the toe tapping fun as WBGU-TV brings 
you 'Swinging Out With Harry" 
From the Majestic Theatre in Dallas, join us for 
a "Great Performances" with Harry t'onnick. Jr. 
Saturday at 8p.m.; Sunday at 1p.m. or Monday 
at 11:30pm 
•''<-     I 
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Zeb, the Ami Retentive Hippie by Tim Funk and Curtis MeCrory 
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352-8779 
Located behind the 
Stote Liquor Store 






CASH AND CARRY 
353-1045 4?B F WOQSTEE. 
HOT CUTS! 
Our stylists are just 
dyeing to meet you. 
•2.00 Off Any Service 
| What are you waiting for? Call now!| 
353-WAVE 
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63 Reading MacNeii/Lehrer Newshour Sandiego Childhood American Experience Cosmos Served Mystery' 
S3 Boss' Mama Married Night Court Movie:   Desperately Seeking Susan" Star Trek  Next Gener Married.. MfjN Court Mama Get Smart 
S) Boss? Family Ties Married.. Golden Girls Movie   Stripes News Married.. M'A'S'H Hunter 
ESPN Sports Up Close Sponsor Series Spec NFL Mon.    |schaap Tafk  Surfing: Pro Tour Powerboat Racing Powerboats SportsCenter                       INFL Great 
TMC Mone "Goiialh Awaits" Cont'd Movie  "UHF Movie    Sibling Rivalry                              JMovie; "One More Chance JMovie  "Uncommon Valor" 
TUESDAY EVENING       OCTOBER 22,1991 
6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 
O News CBS News Can Be Told Wofld Series Baseball: Game Three - Twins « Blue Jays at Braves or Pirates News Taxi Arsenio Hall 
o CBC News Newsmag On Road 5th estate Market PI Man Alive Journal CBC Ne*s SCTV Special Squad 
o News CBS News Wh. Fortune Jeopardy! Wortd Series Baseball: Game Three •- Twins or Blue Jays at Braves or Pirates News Eixe Shopping 
ID News NBC News Ent. Tonight Cur   Affair III Fry Away In the Heat ol the Night     |l_awS Order News Tonight Show 
S3 Love Con ABC News M'A'S'H Family Feud Full House   [Home Imp Movie: "Dynasty The Reunion" Arsenio Mall | Nigntkne Studio 59 
© Computeis Business MacNeii/Lehrer Newshour Nova Frontline Journal        jPoUtxs EaslEnOeis Sense ol Sixties 
09 Reading MacNeii/Lehrec Newshouf Sandiego Nova Frontline C Everett Koop, M.D. Served Masterpiece Theatre 
eg Boss' Mama Married... Night Couil Movie: "Masquerade" Star Trek Next Gener. Married. Night Court Mama Get Smart 
S3 Boss? Family Ties Manned... Golden Girls Movie "Amazing Stones The Movie News Married... M'A'S'H Hunter 
ESPN Running Up Close SportsCtr Auto Racing 0 ,nT Id                        |Exp**tion Earth Amazing Games - World Timber SportsCenter                   | Hawaiian 
IMC Movie: "When Harry MM Salty'' Mov*    An innocent Man Movie:  Puppet Master Movie: "Puppet Master II" 
WEDNESDAY EVENING      OCTOBER 23,1991 
6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 
O News CBS News Can Be Told World Senas Baseball Game Four - Twins or Blue Jays al Braves or Pirates News Taxi Arsenio Hall 
o CBC News Newsmag. Place Race lor the Bomb           | Nature ol Things                                  | Journal CBC News SCTV Secret Agent 
CD News CBSN»*s Wh Fortune Jeopardy1 World Series Baseball Game Four -- Twins or Blue Jays at Braves or Pirates News Scene ol the Cnme Shopping 
CD News NBC News Ent Tonight Cur   Affair Unsolved Mysteries Movie "Daddy News Tonight Show 
Q) Love Con ABC News M'A'S'H Family Feud Dinosaurs    [ Wonder Y. DoogieH Sibs Anything         Good & Evil Arsenio Hall Nightline Studio 59 
S3 Computers Business MacNeii/Lehrer Newshour So. Frontiers Moyers/Circle ol Recovery American Pie Journal Frontline 
Qi) Reading MacNeil/Lehier Newshour Sandiego So. Frontiers Moyers/Circle of Recovery American Pie Served Nova 
03 Boss? Mama Married Night Court Movie: "Back to School Star Trek. Next Gener. Married Nighl Court Mama's F. Get Smart 
ED 
ESPN 
Boss'' Family Ties Married Golden Girls Move    DA R YL " News Married M'A'S'H Hunter 
Inside PGA Up Close SportsCtr Baseball LPBT Bowling: Brunswick Open Billiards World Ch Bodybuilding Men SportsCtr Auto Racing: Off Road 
TMC Movie: "To Kill a Pnest Movie    Arachnophobia:"                                                 (Movie "Rainbow Drive Movie: "Montenegro" 
'irranaemen 
HAIR - SKIN - NRIIS 
• Hair Design • Perms •   Hair Coloring & Highlighting • Manicures & Pedicures 
Sculptured & Fiberglass Nails • Makeup Analysis, Demonstrations & Application « 
• Facials • Body Massages • Eyebrow, Up, Leg & Bikini Waxing • 
• Eyelash & Eyebrow Tinting • 
$14.00 in FREE HAIR CARE PRODUCTS 
with this coupon 
Valid for first time customers. Receive products specifically chosen 
for your hair type at the time of your appointment. 
352-4101 
Explrss: November 1, 1991 
181 S. Main St. 352-4143 
[ft   EASYSTREET   $ 
^jffl3 '        353-0988 104 S. Main St. 
Cutting Edge Band 
Friday fc Saturday 
Playing originals as well as college faves like: 
• INXS • THE CURE • 12 • REM • 
• The Police • Rolling Stones • Beatles • 
t Smithereens • Aerosmith • Led Zeppelin 4 
Saturday: College Football 
* North Carolina vs. Virginio * 
# Michigan vs. Indiana # 
Enjoy footboll on our 10 ft. TV tcr—n. 
TM MUOCR Friday. Oct II. Ill)    11 
THURSDAY EVENING       OCTOBER 24,1991 
6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 
o News CBS News Can Be Tokj World Series Baseball: Game Five •- Twins or Blue Jays at Braves or Pirates Ne*s Taxi Arsenio Hall 
o CBC News Newsmag Front Pago Adnenne Clarkson CODCO       |rtio>intlwrWi                | Journal CBC News SCTV Special Squad 
o News CBS News Wh Fortune Jeopardy! World Senas Baseball Game Five - Twins or Blue Jays at Braves or Pirates News Fly by Night Shopping 
CD News NBC News Ent Tonigfit Cur Affair Cosby Show [oif World Cheers        [funny Women ot Television: Tribute News Tonight Show 
m Love Con. ABC News M'A'S'H Family Feud Movie "The Terminator Primetime Live Arsenio Hall Nightlme Studio 59 
© Computers Business MacNeil/Lenrer Newsnour Wild Am        JArt Beat Mystery' Shape of the World An Beat American Masters 
80 Reading MacNeil/Lehrer Newsnour Sandiego Thursday Night Mystery! Mov»: "Room Hood and the Spell Thursday Night 
m Boss' Mama Married Night Court Simpsons Drexell Idols Star Trek: Next Gener. Married MgN cojt Mama Gel Smart 
SD Boss' Family Ties Married Golden Girls Simpsons Oreietl Idols Ne« Married M'A-S'H Hunter 
ESPN Tnbreds Up Close SponsCtr SpeedWeek Drag Racing: NHRA Boxing: Junior Jones vs. Rolando Bohol NFL Greal SportsCenter Motorcycles 
TNC Movie    Malo ne   Cont'd Movie: "Little Nrkita Movie   No Holds Barred                     |Movie: "Crocodile' Dundee Bas> el 2 
FRIDAY EVENING       OCTOBER 25,1991 
6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 
O News CBS News Can Be Told Brooklyn Princesses Walt Disney World Palace Guard News Taxi Arsenio Hall 
O CBC News Newsmag Ma< Click Tommy Hunter Street Legal Journal CBC News Good Rockm Tonite Temptation 
o News CBS News Wh Fortune Jeopardy1 Brooklyn Princesses Walt Disney Work) Palace Guard News Dark Justice Shopping 
SB News NBC News Enl Tonight Cur. Affair Matlock Dear John Flesh-Bid Reasonable Doubts News Tomghl Show 
m Love Con. ABC News M-A-S'H Famdy Feud Family Step by S. Strangers Baby Talk 20/20 Arsenio Hal Nightline In Concert 
m Computers Business MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour Wash Week Wall SI Business Adam Smith Doctor Who Mystery1 
m Reading MacNeil/Lehrer Newshour McLaughlin Wash. Week Wan St Talking With Oavid Frost Manan Anderson Served Frontline 
ED Boss? Mama Married Night Court America's Most Wanted Ultir-.ate Challenge Star Trek: Next Gener Married Night Court Mama Get Smart 
BD Boss' Family Ties Married NHL Hockey: Toronto Maple Leals at Detroit Red Wings News Marr.ed M'A'S'H Americas Most Wanted 
ECHN Motowork) Up Close SportsCtr Wake Up the Echoes          Harness Racing Breeders Crown Special SportsCtr Double Dutch Ch 
IMC Parenthood Space Movie    Krull                                                                   1 Movie    Moon 44' Movie:  The Dead Zone 
SATURDAY AFTERNOON       OCTOBER 26,1991 
11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 1:00 1:30 2:00 2:30 3:00 3:30 4:00 4:30 5:00 5:30 
O Future Waldo Riders Game Pro Earth Jrnl. Movie: "Hot Dog.. The Movie" Preview Lazervision Skate America -- Olympic Wmterfest 
O Sesame Street Homeworks Disability Gardener Fish'n Dnver's Seat PeopL-Dog  1 Sports Weekend 
CD Future Waldo Riders Storybreak Newsmakers Showcase Grade Movie: "Final Jeopardy" Skate America -- Olympic Wintertest 
SB Saved-Ben Saved-Beii lns.de Stuff School Qu-i Noire Dame College Football: Southern Calilomia at Notre Dame                                                             | Telecast       | Adam-12 
K> Bugs Bunny A Tweety Slimeri Weekend Earth Jrnl Laservrsion Streets Grade College Football: Teams to Be Announced 
SB Cooking Cooking Cao Italia Garden Gourmet Old House Workshop Hometime Woodwright Scl Model Austin Crty Units Lonesome Pine Special 
m Furniture Dt Fred Treat MolorWeek StreamsKJe Old House Garden Woodwright Hometime Gourmet Collectors Gourmet        Alexander Tracks         is,   Model 
SB WWF Wrestling College Football: North Carolina at Georgia Tech Telecasi Beauty and the Beast Baywatch 
SD Babesworld Movie  'Swamp Thing''                         Star Search Lifestyles-Rich Movie   'Moscow on the Hudson' Emergency 
ESPN Outdoors CoBege Gameday College Football Big Ten Conference Game                                                     |Scorebrd     |Colege Football: Teams to Be Announced 
TMC She's Out Movie: "D.O.A."                                                              1 Movie    Making Mr Right                          Movie    Catch Me rl Vou Can                                         1 Movie    Rainbow Drive" 
Worth 
Watching 
.f.esiii ill .in 
The best in 
entertainment 
and information 
is on your public 
station, Channel 
27. Check the 




i mo no UDdroot voini 
PIZZA OR PASTA SHOP 
300 E.WOOSTER 
354-4660 




Pick-up or Delivery Only 
Free 4 Pack of RC or any other 
Pop with any size PIZZA 
Expires 10-30-91 
117 East Court St.    B.G.     352-4068 
more than just copies! 
Get the BEST PRICE - Call Us 
Copying • Printing • Typesetting 
Screen Printing • Word 
Processing • Trophies • Plaques 
• Certificates 
12    Friday, octoder IB. 1991 ThS INSIDER 
SATURDAY EVENING 
6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00    I    9:30        10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 
O[News CBS News B<g Chuck WKRP World Series Baseball Game Six - Braves or Pirates at Twins or Blue Jays News Movie   The Enforcer" 
o CBC News Real Fishing Don Cherry NHL Hockey: Detroit Red Wings at Toronto Maple Leals CBC News Country Beat 
IB Nt«l CBS News Wh. Fortune Cash Exp Work) Series Baseball Game Six    Braves or Pirates at Tw« > Bur Jcyi News Star Search Awareness 
ID News NBC News Entertainment Tonight Gclclen Girls Torkelsons Empty Nest Nurses Sisters News Saturday Night Live 
8> College Football American Gladiators Boss? Gro Pains Young Riders Commish ArsemoHail                    |Fn the 13th Series 
•ft Club Newtons Lawrence Welk Show Michael Feinstem Talking With Oavid Frost Lonesome Pine Special Earth          | Austin City Limits 
€0 European Tony Brown Lawrence Wei* Show Wonderful World ol Disney Movie: "Or. Jekyll and Mr Hyde Move:  War ol the Worlds 
€B Grudge Match Emergency      Missing Cops Cops Video Best Worst Comic Strip Live Stuntmasters Super Force Lightning 
© Stuntmasters Star Trek: Next Gener. Cops Cops Video Best Worst News Pistons Ultimate Challenge American Gladiators 
ESPK College Football BoorabnJ College Football Teams to Be Announced Football Scoreboard SportsCenter                   | HolKJay 
TMC Rainbow Drive' Cont'd Movie   Dirty Dancing"                                             Movie "She s Out of Control                                   |MOV*'  Blood on Satan s Claw 
SUNDAY AFTERNOON       OCTOBER 27,1991 
11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 1:00 1:30 2:00 2:30 3:00 3:30 4:00 4:30 5:00 5:30 
O Wall SI Jrnl Face Nation In America NFL Today NFL Football: San Francisco 49ers at Philadelphia Eagles Telecast Lou Grant 
o Coronation B»st 'ears Meeting Place Canada Hymn Sing Colours CFL Football: B C Uons at Saskatchewan Roughnders World Alive 
ID Real Estate Coaches Coaches NFL Today NFL Football: Chicago Bears at New Orleans Saints                                                               Rock           1 Family Ties Kingdom 
ID Sunglasses Rock In America NFL Live NFL Football: Cincinnati Bengals at Houston Oilers NFL Football: Pittsburgh Steelers at Cleveland Browns 
m Larry Jones Week-David Brmkley Close-Up Business     [Telecast Home Again   Williams TV Memories TBA Golf: Merrill Lynch Shooloul 
m Tony Brown Colores' Firing Line Business Autism: Learning to Live Marian Anderson Market Editors One on One [McLaughlin Geographic 
6D Degrassi C!u5 One on One Adam Smith Movie   "Mrs. Miniver Previews Lawrence We* Show Doctor Is In Images 
S3 Quantum Wireless TV Browns Halloween With the Addams Family"      [Movie:   How to Commit Marriage Charles Harry-Hendr. Tarzan Superooy 
09 American Gladiators Star Trek: Next Gener. NBA Preseason Basketball: Dallas Mavericks vs Detroit Pistons Movie: "Rocky IV Boss' Family Ties 
ESPN Reporters SportsCtr NFL Gameoay Horse Show Jumping         Nice Triathlon                   Hydroplane Racing            Road Race Horse Racing: Remington Cycling 
TMC Shadows Just Belore Dawn Movie. "Uncommon Valor" Movie  "The Package Movie: "Limit Up" 
SUNDAY EVENING 
O 
6:00 6:30 7:00 7:30 8:00 8:30 9:00 9:30 10:00 10:30 11:00 11:30 12:00 12:30 
News CBS News 60 Minutes Wodd Senes Baseball: Game Seven -• Braves or Pirates at Twins or Blue Jays News Srskel Arsenio Hall 
o Bonanza ■May Hour Movie: "The F«t Circle Venture CBC News Capital City 
o News CBS News eOMmutes World Series Baseball: Game Seven -- Braves or Pirates at Twins or Blue Jays News Movie: "The Road Warrior" 
CD NFL Football Mark-Bn       Eerie Ind Man-People Pacific St. Movie: "White Palace News Sports Roggins Justice 
o ABC News   [Emergency World ol Discovery Videos Funniest Movie: "A Stranger In the Family" Editors WKRP 8WW 
m Lawrence Weik Snow Creatures Great S Smal Nature Masterpiece Theatre Quality   Or Else Ideas P,g'fl Files Sign-Off 
m Nat Cole      [wild Am. Austin City Limits Nature Lost Worlds Masterpiece Theatre Mrs. Noah No. Hon. Previews 
€S Star Trek  Next Gener True Colors Parker L. In Color Roc Married... H Head Sunday Comics Star Trek TBA TBA 
CD Golden Girls uvoo True Colors Parker L In Color Roc Married... H Head News Sports Xtra M-A#S-H       |M'A#S-H Kenneth Copeland 
ESPN Cycling Speed NFL NFL Footoal: Washington Redskins at New York Giants NFL SponsCenter NFL Great NFL Great 
Twe Movie "Crocodile Dundee Movie: "Texasville"                                                         [Movie: "Psycho IV The Beginning           [Movie    The Packagp 
SPECIALS 
Sm       Med     Lg    XLg 
Cheese   »3     s4.25    s5     *6 
PlZZCV -mm»m. 
OPEN 4PM 





Not valid with any 
other offer 
Bowling Green Only 
|J 
COUPON 
Matrix Winning .Styles 
A winning ityle can rake you anywhere. 
especially if you enter the Winning Mylea 
swerpiuket Grand priar It a irlp for two 10 
AuMralia'Ovcr I.5O0 additional priiri 
Plu« with every lull me Maitii purclmc. gel inttant 
ferauh Off Canto good for FREE Mum Hut ( ire 
product i 
BE MY GUEST AT THE AUSTRALIAN OPEN1 





Anntll.     Hair Studio 
10* OFF Any Service With A Student I.D. 
KftortK   I.i|M's 
(•*       < oiiip.H I l)is< s        ^1 
.    ■ M   r& ^*^ &     1/   Rock & Local usic\V      J» ^ . >/Tye Dve Shirts 
SMphMtt • T«rt • MIMV • Pa* 
llffiffmm 
$1.00 oft 
w/ this AD 
$6.00 or more. No limit" 
Stickers 
Expires 10-24/91 
Sale, special order, consignment, or traces excluded 
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Weekend is last chance to 'Blast From the Past' 
Freddy Fa/con is a rrmnstay ot 
Homecoming weekend. (Photo 
Courtesy Pubic RekMons) 
This afternoon, students from 
both Bowling Green and Toledo 
will compete in the "Intramural 
Sports Clash," a multi-sport event. 
The events will begin at 4 p.m. on 
the fields near the Ice Arena 
Tonight at 8:30 p.m. "the Blast" 
will be held in Lenhart Grand Ball- 
room. There is no admission 
charge and it is designed to be 
more of a party than a dance, ac- 
cording to Gayle Thatcher, home- 
coming public relations director. It 
is a semi-formal mixer that wel- 
comes both couples and singles. 
A television, a video recorder and 
free cable service will be raffled. 
The Alumni Association will be- 
gin its weekend of activities at 
6:30 p.m. with the annual Honor- 
ary Alumnus Dinner at the Holley 
Lodge, 1630 E. WoosterSt. 
Scheduled to be honored as hon- 
orary alumni are Marian Moore, 
wife of former University President 
Hollis Moore; Ken Schoeni, an 
administrative assistant in the ath- 
letic department; and the late Co- 
linne Anderson, wife of famed Fal- 
con basketball coach Harold "An- 
dy" Anderson. Reservations for 
the dinner can be made by calling 
the Alumni Center at 372-2701 
UAO weekend movies will be 
"Grease" and "This is Spinal Tap " 
The finale of Homecoming will 
begin Saturday morning with a se- 
ries of receptions and brunches. 
An all-campus open house will be- 
gin at 9 am at the Mileti Alumni 
Center. 
At 1 p.m., attention will turn to 
the football stadium as the Alumni 
Band presents its annual pregame 
show and William Ficken, a 1963 
graduate of the University, will be 
presented with the Alumni Service 
Award. 
Then at 1:30 p.m., the Falcons 
will meet the Rockets for North- 
west Ohio football bragging rights. 
Bowling Green leads the series 
29-22-4. 
The Board of Black Cultural Ac- 
tivities, in conjunction with the 
Black Student Union, will close out 
the weekend's events when they 
sponsor the annual Homecoming 
Ball beginning at 6 p.m. in the 
Northeast Commons. 
All Homecoming activities are 
being coordinated by UAO. 
Lettermen tickets available for Parents Weekend    November is Career 
Month at University Harmony and romance will fill Anderson Arena when Bowling 
Green State University welcomes 
the Lettermen back for their third 
Parent's Day performance on Nov. 
9. 
The trio, whose hits include 
"The Way You Look Tonight," 
"Put Your Head on My Shoulder," 
and "Goin' Out of My Head," were 
featured in the 1985 and 1988 
shows. 
"They are true entertainers and 
their Bowling Green performances 
have been very popular. I've never 
seen a crowd disappointed in a 
Lettermen show," said Larry We- 
iss, assistant vice president for 
University relations and director of 
alumni affairs. 
Over the last 25 years the Let- 
termen have sold 20 million re- 
cords and played 7,000 sold-out 
shows. Original member Tony Bu- 
tala, Ernie Pontiere and Donovan 
Scott Tea combine a smooth blend 
and unique harmony to make them 
one of the most enduring trios 
worldwide They have played 
concerts in Japan, the Philippines. 
Thailand, Singapore, Hong Knong, 
France, Mexico. Canada, Chile, 
and Saudi Arabia in addition to 
their extensive touring in the U.S. 
The opening act will be the De- 
Pue Family Musicians. University 
Mozart performance 
The Bowling Green State Uni- 
versity College of Musical Arts' 
Collegiate Chorale, A Cappella 
Choir, and the Bowling Green 
PhNharmonia will present Wolf- 
gang Amadeus Mozart's "Re- 
quiem" 3 p.m. Sunday, Oct. 27, in 
Kobacker Had of the Moore Musi- 
cal Arts Center. 
Richard Mathey, director of 
choral activities, is conductor for 
the work. Soloists are soprano Al- 
ison Ruble, alto Jayne Herman, 
tenor Kevin Manley, and bass Jef- 
frey Baueman. 
Ruble, a sophomore majoring in 
vocal performance, has appeared 
in campus productions of "The 
Magic Flute." "The Bartered 
Bride," "The Long Christmas Din- 
ner" and "Hin und Zuruck." She is 
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. 
Thomas Ruble of Ashland. 
Herman, of Sylvania, is a second 
year graduate student majoring in 
mueic-aduoetiof*  
Manley is a senior majoring in 
music education. He is the son of 
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Manley of 
Xenia. Manley will also be appear- 
ing as a cast member in Bowling 
Green Opera Theater's upcoming 
November production of "The 
Student Prince" by Sigmund 
Rom berg. 
Bauman, son of Mr. and Mrs. 
Ken Bauman of Concord, Mich., is 
a second year graduate student 
majoring in voice. He made his 
professional debut in "La 
Boheme" with the Lenawee Opera 
and appeared as Sarastro in Bowl- 
ing Green Opera Theater's "The 
Magic Flute" last spring Bauman 
will also perform the role Dr. Engel 
in "The Student Prince." 
Tickets are $3 for students and 
senior citizens, $5 for others. 
They can be purchased by calling 
^IMondayFriday 
professsor of music Wallace De- 
Pue and his four sons, all accom- 
plished violinists, will play a range 
of music from country to the clas- 
sics. They are the recipients of the 
American Music Conference's 
1989 Amateur Music Family of 
the Year Award. DePue has writ- 
ten a special piece to debut at the 
1991 Parents Day show. 
The Alumni Association, which 
is sponsoring the event, is now 
accepting advance reservations 
for the performance. Ticket prices 
are $15, $11 and $7. Visa and 
MasterCard orders will be accept- 
ed by phone at 372-2701. 
Reggae at BG 
November 2 
The 7th Annual One Love Reg- 
gae Party, which will feature the 
Columbus based band "The Ark." 
promises a "really good time" for 
an. says Errol Lam, adviser to the 
Carribean Association. 
The party, which is Saturday, 
Nov. 2 In the Lenhart Grand Ball- 
room, has been brought back year 
after year because people enjoy it 
so much, according to Lam. 
"Reggae music Is very infec- 
tious and real vibrations come 
from the music.. .There is a mes- 
sage In the music that gives a 
sense of universal greeting" ac- 
cording to Lam. 
"The Ark," who play the latest 
Reggae hits, originals and clas- 
sics, features four members and 
was formerly known as Addis.   . . 
Career Development Month 
starts a week early, featuring 
workshops from Oct. 25 through 
November. 
The workshops will deal with a 
number of career fields. All the 
workshops are sponsored by stu- 
dent organizations. "This was 
done so the workshops would 
meet student needs," according 
to Cindy Colvin, assistant director 
of Academic Enhancement. 
"Many time students do not rea- 
lize the relationship between who 
they are and the choices they 
make concerning their field of 
study," says Deb Vetter, Coor- 
dinator of Career Development for 
the Counseling and Career Devel- 
opment Center. 
"The goal of Career Develop- 
ment month is to heighten aware- 
ness that there is a process stu- 
dents go through when implement- 
ing career plans," Vetter says. 
"Some students will go through 
the career development stages 
subconsciously, but some need 
direction," according to Vetter. 
Stage one is self-exploration, 
which many students skip, says 
Vetter. "Most students come to 
college in stage two and do not 
realize it is wrong until they come 
to a hurdle in their course re- 
quirements," according to Vetter. 
"Students should evaluate their va- 
lues, interests, and abilities in 
stage one but many make that de- 
cision some other way," says Col- 
vin. 
In stage two students Identify 
with an occupation after assessing 
their anilities    tho decioion CAD he. 
affected by peers or the student's 
parents," Colvin says. 
Students gather experience in 
stage three and sometimes this is 
where some will find they are not 
happy with their choice. 
Stage four is the final stage 
where the job search or applica- 
tion for graduate school begins 
All of these stages are handled 
by the offices represented on the 
Career Services Advisory Council 
(CSAC). The CSAC is responsible 
for organization of Career Devel- 
opment Month. 
For more information call Uni- 
versity Placement Services at 
372-2356. 
WSA offers Japan film today, 
Halloween party next Friday 
"It's not just a video and lecture, 
it's a place to go, to talk and meet 
friends," says Renu Mahajan of 
the World Student Association, 
about the organization's special 
coffee hours today from 
1 30-330 p.m. Taking place in 
the WSA lounge on the 11 th floor 
of Offenhauer West, this is a spe- 
cial edition of WSA's weekh/cof- 
fee hours, normally Thursdays 
2:30-4:30 p.m. Special coffee 
hours are once a month and focus 
on a specific culture. They are 
free and open to al. 
Another special event for WSA 
is the Halloween party, which will 
be on Friday. Nov. 1 from 9 p.m.-1 
a.m. in the Amani Room. Although 
it is not required, everyone should 
-wear-a costume, says Renu. ! 
I 6 •m.-5 p.m. - Art Exhibit 
"'HISPANIA'," works by Hispanic 
I artists Irom Ohio Free and open to 
all BGSU McFal Center Gallery 
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m. - Art Exhibit 
"Alrican American Sett Portraits. 
Standing With'Withstanding " Free 
| and open to all Fine Arts Gallery 
9 a.m .-5 p.m. - Display 
"Ephemeral Sculpture 
Performance Costumes of Sha Sha 
Higby " Free and open to all 
Kennedy Green Room. Moore 
Mustcal Arts Center 
10 a.m.-2 p.m. - Homecoming 
Merchandise Sale Open to al 
Foyer. University Union. 
Noon - Graduate Student 
Luncheon 
$1 donation Open to all United 
Christian Fellowship Center. 313 
Thurstm 
' 1:30-3:30 p.m. - Career Fair 
Operation MORE: Minorities on 
the Road to Employment 
Sponsored by University 
Placement Services Lenhart Grand 
Ballroom. University Union 
4:30 p.m. - TV Program 
Campus Connection "Wood 
Cable Channel 24. 
7:30 p.m.-Volleyball 
BGSU at Miami University Oxford 
8 p.m. - Concert 
GmWhali String Ensemble with 
MichalaPetn Open to alt Call lor 
ticket into Festival Series, 
sponsored by College ot Musical 
Arts Kobacker Hal. Moore Musical 
Arts Center 
8 p.m. - Planetarium Show 
"Destination Universe. Our Future 
in Space "Si donation suggested 
Open to all Planetarium 
8 p.m. - Theatre Production 
"Veronica's Room." by Ira Levin 
Open to all. Tickets available at 
door Sponsored by BGSU 
Department ol Theatre 405 
University Hall 
8,10 p.m. - UAO Homecoming 
Movie 
"Grease   $1 50 with BGSU ID. 
210 Math Science 
8:30 p.m.-Midnight - 
• Homecoming 
The Blast Party. Dance. 
Semiformal Free and open to all 
Lenhart Grand Ballroom. Union. 
Midnight - UAO Homecoming 
Movie 
"This is Spinal Tap" $1 50 with 
BGSU ID  210 Math Science. 
111 a.m.-1 p.m. - Clinic 
L—J Weight Room Awareness. Free and 
f^v open lo all Student Recreation 
| Center 
11 p.m. - Rugby 
I BGSU v Indiana University 
I College Part Rugby Field. 
11:30 p.m. - Homecoming 
I Football BGSUvs University 
I Toledo Doyt Perry Field 
2 p.m. - Theetre Production 
•Veronica's Room," by Ira Lewi. 
Open to all Tickets available at 
door Sponsored by BGSU 
Department ot Theatre 405 
University Hal 
4 p.m.-Soccer 
BGSU vs Eastern Michigan 
University Cochrane Field. 
7 p.m. - Volleyball 
BGSU at Bail State University 
Muncie. Ind 
8 p.m. - Graduate String Quartet 
Coffeehouse Concerts." Open to 
al Sponsored by Grounds for 
Thought and College ol Musical 
Arts Grounds for Thought coffee 
shop. 
8 p.m. - Hispanic Heritage Month 
El Cabdo Viento music ensemble 
Free and open lo all Bryan Recital 
Hall. Moore Musical Arts Center. 
8 p.m. - Theatre Production 
"Veronica's Room." by Ira Levin 
Open to all Tickets available at 
door. Sponsored by BGSU 
Department ot Theatre 405 
University Kill 
8p.m.-Classic Movie 
The Scarlet Letter " Free and 
open to all Gish Film Theatre. 
HannaHall 
8,10 p.m. - UAO Homecoming 
Movie 
"Grease." Si 50 with BGSU ID 
210 Math Science. 
8 p.m -Midnight - Homecoming 
Ball 
Featuring comedian Brook Lane. 
S1   Open to a* Sponsored by 
Board of Black Cultural Activities 
and Black Student Union Amani 
Room. Commons 
Midnight - UAO Homecoming 
Movie 
This ts Spinal Tap " S1 50 with 
BGSU ID 210 Math Science 
8,10 a.m. - Church Services 
PJ"« St Johns Episcopal Church, 1509 
[ E Wooster 
8,10 a.m., Noon - Church 
Services 
St   Atoysius Church. 1 50 S 
| Enterprise 
8:30.11 a.m. - Church Services 
St Mark's Lutheran Church. 315 
S College (Sunday school at 9 45 
a.m.). 
9,11 a.m. - Church Services 
First United Methodist Church. 
1506 E Wooster 
9:30 a.m. - Church Service 





10 a.m. - Church Service 
Proul Chapel. 
10 a.m. - Church Service 
First Presbyterian Church. 126 S. 
Church. 
10.11:30a.m..; p.m. - Church 
Services 
St Thomas More Parish. 425 
Thurstin 
10 a.m.. 0 p.m. - Church Services 
Dayspring Assembly of God. 
17360 N. Code Highway. 
10:15 a.m.- Church Service 
Christ Community Church. 123 
Court St 
10:30 a.m. - Church Service 
Peace Lutheran Church. 1026 
West Pearl (Sunday school at 9:15 
10:30 a.m. - Church Service 
Agape Church of Prayer. United 
Christian Fellowship. 313 Thurstin 
(Bane study at 8:30 a.m.). 
10:30 a.m. - Church Service 
Trinity United Methodist Church. 
200 N. Summit (Sunday school at 
9:16am.) 
10:30 a.m. - Church Service 
University Lutheran Chapel. 1124 
E Wooster 
10:30 a.m. - Church Service 
University Christian Church. 1040 
Choral Reneersal He*. Moore 
Musical Arts Center. 
10:30 a.m.. 0 p.m. - Church 
Service. 
First Baptist Church. 749 S. 
Win ter garden. 
10:30 a.m., 1:30 p.m. - Church 
Services 
Village View Church of Chriet 801 
West Poe Fid 
10:4s i m. - Church Service 
Fist Christian Church, 876 





10:45 a.m. - Church Service 
Faith Temple. 175 State St 
(Sunday school at 10am) 
10-45 a.m. - Church Service 
Deliverance Tabernacle Church ol 
God. 1 7202 N Mercer (Sunday 
school at 930 am ) 
11 a.m. - Church Service 
Maumee Valley Unitarian 
Unrversalist Congregation SchaHer 
Hall. 130 W Indiana. Perrysburg 
(Religious education al 10 a.m.). 
11 a.m. - Church Service 
Foursquare Gospel Church 205 
Sand ridge 
11 a.m., 7 p.m. - Church Services 
New Horizon Pentecostal Church 
ot God. 620 Second St (Sunday 
school at 10am) 
2-5 p.m. -Art Exhibit 
"African American Self Portraits: 
Standing With/Withstanding " Free 
and open to all Fine Arts Gallery 
3 p.m. - Concert 
Fall Concert Band and Fall Wind 
Ensemble Free and open to all. 
Kobacker Hall. Moore Musical Arts 
Center 
5:30 p.m.-Meeting 
Worid Student Association Free 
and open to all 11 th floor, 
Offenhauer West. 
6:30 p.m. - Church Service 
Faith Temple. 175 State St 
7:30 p.m. - Planetarium Show 
"Destination Universe, Our Future 
in Space "S1 donation suggestod 
Open to all Planatarium. 
8 p.m. - Concert 
Bowling Green Brass Quintet Free 
and open to al. Bryan Chamber 
Series. Bryan Recital Hall. Moore 
Musical Arts Center 
10 p.m. - TV Program 
Campus Connection " Wood 
Cable Channel 24 
18 a.m.-S p.m. - Art Exhibit 
I"'HISPANIA!." works by Hispanic 
I artists from Ohio Free and open to 
I all BGSU McFaii Center Gallery 
19 a.m.-4:30 p.m. - Art Exhibit 
I "African American Self Portraits: 
I Standing With Withstanding " Free 
| and open to all Fine Arts Gallery 
9 a.m.-5 p.m. - Display 
"Ephemeral Sculpture: 
Performance Costumes ol Sha Sha 
Higby." Free and open to ail 
Kennedy Green Room. Moore 
Musical Arts Center. 
4:30-4 p.m. - Matting 
Men's Issues Discussion Group 
Free and open to al Faculty 
Lounge. University Union. 
8-8 p.m. - Meeting 
BGSU Juggling Club Si semester 
tee Open to al. Eppter South gym. 
8:30 p.m.-Meeting 
Amnesty International. Free and 
open to all 306 Harms Hall 
7 p.m. - Auditions 
1992 Humanities Troupe Free and 
open to el. Sponsored by BGSU 
Theatre Department 402 
Unrversrty Hal 
7 p.m. - Auditions 
"Charlotte's Web," by 
Treenouse Troupe. Free and 
open to all. Sponsored by BGSU 
Theetre Department. 400 
University Hall. 
7 p.m.-Meeting 
Christian Student Fellowship Free 
and open to al Capital Room, 
University Union 
7 p.m. - Meeting 
Students for Ethical Treatment of 
Animals Free and open to al. 





7:30-9 p.m. - Bible Study 
Free and open to el Sponsored by 
Christian Outreach Ministry Talt 
Room. University Union. 
7:30-9 p.m. -Meeting 
Time Out lor Cathoiocism." Free 
and open to al. Anttoch Library, St. 
Thomas More 
8 p.m. - Concert 
Westbrook String Quartet. 
Youngstown State University Free 
and open to al. Bryan Recital Hall. 
Moore Musical Arts Center 
8 p.m.-Meeting 
Students for Lite Free and open to 
all Faculty Lounge. University 
Union 
8 p.m. - International Film Series 
Cranes are Flying." (1957) 
Russia Free and open to al Gish 
Film Theatre, Hanna Hall 
8-9 p.m.-Meeting 
Christian Science Organization 
Free and open to al. Canal Room. 
University Union 
17 a.m.-Bible Breakfast 
I Open to al University Lutheran 
I Chapel. 1124 E Wooster 
19 a.m.-4:30 p.m. - Art Exhibit 
"African American Self Portraits 
IStanding With'Withstanding " Free 
I and open to all Fine Arts Gallery 
9 a.m.-5 p.m. - Display 
"Ephemeral Sculpture 
Performance Costumes ol Sha Sha 
Higby " Free and open to all 
Kennedy Green Room. Moore 
Musical Arts Center 
11 a.m.-Bible Study 
Free and open to all United 
Christian Fellowship Center, 313 
Thurstin 
3 p.m.-Lecture 
"Effective Leadership in Higher 
Education " Free and open to aU 
Gerald Saddiemire Lecture Series 
Alumni Room. University Union 
4 p.m. - Intramurals 
Coed Triples Volleyball entries due. 
108 Student Recreation Center 
8-7:30 p.m.- BQSU Karate Club 
Registration fee Open to all. Gym. 
Eppier Center 
7 p.m. - Auditions 
"Charlotte's Web," by 
Treenouse Troupe. Free and 
open to all. Sponsored by BGSU 
Theatre Department. 400 
University Hall. 
7 p.m.-Auditions 
1992 Humanities Troupe Free and 
open to all Sponsored by BGSU 
Theatre Department 402 
University Hal 
7 p.m.-Volleyball 
BGSU vs University ol Dayton. 
Anderson Arena. 
9:15-10:18 p.m. - Ice Skating 
BGSU Skating Club Open to all 
Ice Arena 
18 a.m.-5 p.m. - Art Exhibit 
I   'HISPANIA'.    works by Hispanic 
I artists Irom Ohio. Free and open to 
I al. BGSU McFal Center Gallery 
[9-11:30 a.m. - Academic 
I Advisement 
I For hearing Impaired majors. 444 
| Education Building, 
9 a.m.-4:30 p.m - Alt Exhibit 
"African American Sell Portraits 
Standing With/Withatanding." Free 
and open to al. Fine Arts Gallery 
9 a.m.-5 p.m. - Display 
Ephemeral Sculpture: 
Pertormence Costumes of Sha Sha 
Higby" Free and open to al. 
Kennedy Green Room. Moore 
Musical Arts Center. 
11:30 a.m. - TV Program 
"Campus Connection " Wood 
Cable Channel 24 
CM 
Noon - Forum 
President Olscamp's Student Open 
Forums. Free and open to all 
Room 221. McFaH Center 
3 p.m. - Soccer 
BGSU at Michigan State University 
East Lansing 
3:30 p.m. - Seminar 
Dr. James Qmnn. University of 
California-Davis   Impact of Habitat 
Fragmentation on Diversity and 
Extinction '' Free and open to ail 
Sponsored by Department of 
Biological Sciences. 330 Life 
Science Building. 
4 p.m. - Intramurals 
Men's and Women's 
Cross Country entries duo  108 
Student Recreation Center 
6:30-7:30 p.m. - Meeting 
l Can Quit" Group Free and open 
to al. Sponsored by Student Health 
Service and Student Weliness 
Center Student Health Service 
Lobby 
7 p.m. - Meeting 
Progressive Student Organization 
Free and open to al. University 
Christian Fellowship. 
8 p.m. - Forum 
"Peace in the Middle East." Free 
and open to al. Sponsored by 
International Relations 




Organization. Free and open to all 
114 Education Building 
8 p.m. - Theatre Production 
"Mother Hicks." by Suzan Zeder 
S3 Open to all Featuring BGSU 
freshmen. Joe E Brown Theatre, 
University Hal. 
9 p.m. - Meeting 
Peace Coalition Free and open to 
all United Christian Fellowship 
Center, 313 Thurstin 
9:16 p.m. -Meeting 
Resident Student Association Free 
and open to on-campus students 
Second floor. Student Services 
Building 
9:30 p.m. - Meeting 
Reach-Out social service 
organization Free and open to all 
106 South Hall 
9:30 p.m. - Reflections and 
Devotions 
Free and open to al. University 
Lutheran Chapel. 1124 E. 
Wooster 
Is a.m.-5 p.m. - Art Exhibit 
l"!HISPANIA!.' works by Hispanic 
Iartists from Onto. Free and open to 
I aft BGSU McFal Center Oakery 
19 a.m.-4:30 p.m. - Art Exhibit 
I "African American Self Portraits 
I Standing WittvWithatanding." Free 
| and open to al Fine Arts Gallery 
9 a.m.-6 p.m. - Display 
"Ephemeral Sculpture: 
Performance Costumes of Sha Sha 
Higby " Free and open to al 
Kennedy Green Room, Moore 
Musical Arts Center. 
2:80-4 p.m. - Coffee Hours 
French language and company 
Open to all French House. 
6 p.m. - Co-Dependent a 
Anonymous 
Free and open to al. First 
Presbyterian Church, 120 S. 
Church St 
9 p.m. - Meeting 
Students To Elect A Mayor. Free 
and open to al 101 Business 
Administration 
6-7:30 p.m. - BQSU Karate Club 
naujttgaMuu fee Open to el. Gym. 
Eppier Center. 
6-8 p.m. - Seminar 
"Co-opand Cosby." Free and open 
to all Sponsored by Cooperaltve 
Education Program, Minority 
Business Student Association, and 
University Placement Services 
Amani Room, Commons. 
7-8:30 p.m. - Wellness Pursuit 
Program 
$10 material charge. Open to al. 
Sponsored by Student Health 
Service and Student Wellness 
Center Student Health Service 
lobby 
7:30 p.m. - Lecture 
"The Emmigration/Acclimation 
Problem of Russian Jews." Barry 
Kudtowrtz Free and open to all 
Sponsored by Russian Club 
Conference Room 101. Shatzel 
Hal 
7:30 p.m. - Variety Show 
Thursday Night Live. Free and open 
to all Sponsored by BGSU Bible 
Studies. Ice Arena lounge 
0 p.m. - Concert 
Jazz guitarist Cal Collins $7 adults. 
$ 5 students Sponsored by 
College ot Musical Arts Bryan 
Recital Hall. Moore Musical Arts 
Center 
8 p.m. - Theatre Presentation 
Original production by Carmen 
Akcia Morale Free and open to all 
Hispanic Heritage Month. 121 
West Hal 
8 p.m. - Theatre Production 
"Mother Hicks." by Suzan Zeder. 
$3 Open to all Featuring BGSU 
freshmen Joe E  Brown Theatre. 
University Hall 
8:30 p.m. - Meeting 
Lesbian and Gay Alliance Free and 
open to all United Christian 
Fellowship 
9 p.m. -UAO Classic Film 
"Dead Reckoning." with Humphrey 
Bogart Free and open lo all Gish 
Film Theatre, Hanna Hall 
I 8 a.m.-5 p.m.-Art Exhibit 
I "iHISPANIA"." works by Hispanic" 
I artists from Ohio Free and open to 
I all BGSU McFall Center Gallery. 
111:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m. - Seminar 
I "Career Choices in Music." Free 
land open to all Sponsored by 
ISigma Alpha Iota Choral Room. 
| Moore Musical Arts Center. 
Noon - Graduate Student 
Luncheon 
$1 donation Open to all United 
Christian Fellowship Center. 313 
Thurstm 
4:30 p.m. - TV Program 
'Campus Connection.''Wood 
Cable Channel 24 
Jg  7:30p.m.-Hockey 
*N  BGSU at Ohio State University. 
Columbus. 
7:30 p.m. - Volleyball 
BGSU at Eastern Michigan 
University Ypsilanti. 
• p.m. - Concert 
Santiago Jiminez. Jr., conjunto 
accordion $7 adults. $5 students. 
Musical Crossroads Series, 
sponsored by College of Musical 
Arts. Kobacker Hall. Moore Musical 
Arts Center 
8 p.m. - Theetre Production 
"Mother Hicks,'' by Suzan Zeder 
S3. Open to al. Featuring BGSU 
freshmen. Joe E. Brown Theatre, 
University Hal 
8,10 p.m.. Midnight - UAO Movie 
"Misery." $1.50 with BGSU ID. 
210 Math Science. 
CM 
I Noon-4 p.m. - Flag Football 
i Tournament 
I Alpha Gamma Delta Sorority 
I Philanthropy Open to fraternities 
I and sororities. Intramural fields 
II p.m.-Football 
I BGSU at Western Michigan 
I University Kalamazoo 
1 p.m.-Rugby 
BGSU vs Ohio Northern 
University College Park Rugby 
Field 
2 p.m. - Soccer 
BGSU vs University of Dayton 
Cochrane Field 
4 p.m.-Volleyball 
BGSU at Central Michigan 
University Mount Pleasant. 
7:30 p.m. - Hockey 
BGSU vs Ohio State University 
Ice Arena 
8 p.m. - Theatre Production 
"Mother Hicks." by Suzan Zeder 
$3 Open to all Featuring BGSU 
freshmen Joe E Brown Theatre, 
University Hall 
8,10 p.m.. Midnight - UAO Movie 
"Misery." $1.50 with BGSU I D 
210 Math Science. 
10 p.m.-2 a.m. - Ethnic 
Masquerade Dance 
Charge at door. Open to al. Prize 
for best costume Sponsored by 






I 2 p.m. - Theatre Production 
I "Mother Hicks." by Suzan Zeder 
$3 Open to all Featuring BGSU 
I freshmen Joe E. Brown Theatre, 
| University Hal. 
3 p.m. - Concert 
Mozart and the Age of 
Enlightenment. Mozart's 
"Requiem." $5 adults. $3 
students, senior citizens Kobacker 
Hal. Moore Musical Arts Center 
4-6 p.m. - Meeting 
African American Graduate Student 
Association Free 304 Mosety 
Hal 
5:30 p.m. - Meeting 
World Student Association. Free 
and open to all. 11th floor. 
Offenhauer West 
8:30 p.m. - Church Service 
Faith Temple. 175 State St. 
10 p.m. - TV Program 
'Campus Connection.''Wood 
Cable Channel 24. 
18 a.m.-S p.m. - Art Exhibit 
| "'HISPANIA!." works by Hispanic 
| artists from Ohio Free and open to 
I al BGSU McFall Center Gallery. 
I 4-8:30 p.m. - Alcohol Awareness 
I Week 
"Give It Up, Live It Up." Free and 
I open toad Sponsored by Kohl, 
I Prout. Harshman Dunbar. and 
I Residential Servtcea. Easy Street 
I Cafe 
4:30-6 p.m. -Meeting 
Men's issues Discussion Group. 
Free and open to al Faculty 
Lounge. University Union. 
8-8 p.m.- Meeting 
BGSU Juggling Club $ 1 /semester 
lee. Open to al Eppler South gym. 
8:30 p.m. -Meeting 
Amnesty International Free and 
open to al 306 Hanna Hal 
7 p.m. - Meeting 
Christian Student Fellowship. Free 




7 p.m. - Meeting 
Students for Ethical Treatment ot 
Animals Free and open to al. 
United Christian Fellowship Center. 
313Thurstin 
7:30-9 p.m.-Bible Study 
Free and open to all Sponsored by 
Christian Outreach Ministry. Taft 
Room. University Union. 
7:30-9 p.m. - Meeting 
"Time Out for Cathotocism " Free 
and open to all. Antioch Library. St. 
Thomas More Church. 
8 p.m. - Meeting 
Students lor Lite Free and open to 
al. Faculty Lounge. University 
Union 
8-9 p.m.-Meeting 
Christian Science Organization 
Free and open to all Canal Room, 
University Union 
6 p.m. - Movie 
"The King and His Jester " Free 
and open to all. Gish Film Theatre. 
Hanna Hal 
7 a.m.-Bible Breakfast 
I Open to al. University Lutheran 
Chapel, 1 124 E Wooster. 
[ 8 a.m.-5 p.m. - Art Exhibit 
"'HISPANIAt." works by Hispanic 
artists from Ohio Free and open to 
| all BGSU McFall Center Gallery 
11 a.m.-Bible Study 
Free and open to all. United 
Christian Fellowship Center. 313 
Thurstin. 
8-7:30 p.m.- BQSU Karate Club 
Registration fee Open to all -Gym. 
Eppler Center. 
8-10 p.m. - Alcohol Awareness 
Week 
Talk Show. Free and open to all 
Sponsored by Interfraternity 
Council. Panhellenic Council, and 
Honors Student Association. 
Lenhart Grand Balroom. University 
Union 
9:18*10:16 p.m. - Ice Skating 
BGSU Skating Club Open to all 
ice Arena 
10 p.m. - Alcohol Awareness 
Week 
Mocktails and hors d'oeuvres Free 
and open to all Sponsored by 
G AM M A andP AR.T.Y. 




9-11:30 s.m. - Academic 
Advisement 
For hearing impaired makxs. 444 
Education Building, 
11:30 a.m. - TV Program 
"Campua Connection " Wood 
I Cable Channel 24 
I 3 p.m. - Soccer 
I BGSU vs University ol Akron. 
| Cochrane Field. 
4-8 p.m. - Alcohol Awareness 
Week 
Putt-putt. Free and open to all 
Student Recreation Center. 
6:30-7:30 p.m. - Meeting 
"I Can Quit  Group Free and open 
to all Sponsored by Student Health 
Service and Student Wetness 
Center Student Health Service 
Lobby. 
7 p.m. - International Career Fair 
Free and open to all Northeast 
Commons 
7 p.m. - Meeting 
Progressive Student Organization 
Free and open to al. University 
Christian Fellowship 
6 p.m.-Meeting 
BGPRO Bowling Green Public 
Relations Organization 203 West 
CO 
8 p.m. - Concert 
Herbert Spencer, horn, and 
Richard Ciotlan. piano. Free and 
open to all Faculty Artist Series 




Organization Free and open to all 
11 4 Education Building 
8-10 p.m. - Alcohol Awareness 
Week 
Mocktrial. Free and open to all 
Sponsored by Student Legal 
Services  1 16 Business 
Administration Building 
9 p.m.-Meeting 
Peace Coalition Free and open to 
al. United Christian Fellowship 
Center, 3l3Thurstin 
9:15 p.m.-Meeting 
Resident Student Association Free 
and open to on-campus students 
Second lloor. Student Services 
Building. 
9:30 p.m. - Reflections and 
Devotions 
Free and open to al University 
Lutheran Chapel. 1124 E 
Wooster 
111 a.m. - Alcohol Awareness 
I Week 
I Mock Drunk Driving Accident Free 
I and open to all Sponsored by 
I Never Again Student Services 
I parking lot. 
12:30-4 p.m. - Coffee Hours 
I French language and company 
I Open to all French House 
5 p.m. - Co-Dependents 
Anonymous 
Free and open to all First 
Presbyterian Church. 126 S. 
Church St 
6 p.m. - Meeting 
Students To Elect A Mayor. Free 
and open to all 101 Business 
Administration. 
8-7:30 p.m. - Alcohol Awareness 
Week 
George Obermeir Free and open 
to all Lenhart Grand Balroom, 
University Union 
8-7:30 p.m. - BQSU Karate Club 
Registration fee Open to all Gym, 
Eppler Center 
7-8:30 p.m. - Wellness Pursuit 
Program 
$ 10 material charge Open to al 
Sponsored by Student Health 
Service and Student Wellness 
Center Student Health Service 
lobby 
7:30 p.m. - Alcohol Awareness 
Week 
Pumpkin carving contest 50 cents 
Open to all Sponsored by UAO. 
Lenhart Grand Ballroom, University 
Union 
7:30-10 p.m. - Alcohol Awareness 
Week 
Haunted House 50 cents. Open to 
al Sponsored by UAO Lenhart 
Grand Balroom, University Union 
7:30 p.m.-Variety Show 
Thursday Night Live Free and open 
to aN. Sponsored by BGSU Bible 
Studies Ice Arena lounge 
8 p.m. •• Concert 
Student jazz combos. Free and 
open to si. Bryan Recital Hal. 
Moore Musical Arts. 
8:30 p.m. - Meeting 
Lesbian and Gay AHance Free and 
open to al United Christian 
Fellowship 
9 p.m.-UAO Classic Film 
"Touch ot Evil " Free and open to 
al Gish Film Theatre. Hanna Hall 
10:30 p.m. - UAO Frighttest 
Movie 
"Pink Floyd. TheWal "$1 or free 
with costume Open to al Lenhart 
Grand Balroom. University Union. 
CM 
I Noon - Grsduste Student 
I Luncheon 
l$1 donation. Open to al United 
I Christian Fellowship Center. 313 
I Thurstin 
11:30-3:30 p.m. - Career Fair 
I Operation M O R E   Minorities on 
I the Road to Employment 
I Sponsored by University 
I Placement Services. Lenhart Grand 
I Ballroom. University Union 
1:30 p.m.-Seminar 
"Hispanics m the Workplace." Free 
and open to all Sponsored by 
Hispanic Graduate Student Union. 
Amani Room, Commons. 
4:30 p.m. - TV Program 
"Campus Connection " Wood 
Cable Channel 24 
7:30 p.m.-Hockey 
BGSU at Lake Superior State 
University Sault Ste Marie, Mich. 
8 p.m. - Alcohol Awareness 
Week 
AAW Dance Free and open to all 
Sponsored by BACCHUS Board 
Lenhart Grand Ballroom, University 
Union. 
8,10 p.m. -UAO Movie 
"Pump Up the Volume " $1 50 
with BGSU ID 210 Math Science 
Building 
Midnight - UAO Movie 
"Heathers " $ 1 50 with BGSU ID 
210 Math Science Building 
Midnight - Alcohol Awareness 
Week 
Bonfire and smg-along Free and 
open to all College Park 
11 p.m. - Rugby 
iBGSUvs Kent State University 
I College Park Rugby Field 
1:30 p.m. -Football. 
I BGSU at Miami University. 
| Oxford. 
17 p.m.-Volleyball 
IBGSUvs Western Michigan 
I University Anderson Arena 
7:30 p.m. -Hockey 
BGSU at Lake Superior State 
University Sault Ste Mane, Mich 
8,10 p.m.-UAO Movie 
"Pump Up the Volume    $ I 50 
withBGSUID 210 Math Science 
Building 
Midnight-UAO Movie 
Heathers' $1 50 with BGSU ID 
210 Math Science Budding 
9 p.m. - Party 
One Love Reggae Party Open to 
al. Sponsored by Caribbean 
Association. Lenhart Grand 
Ballroom, University Union. 
13 p.m. - Soccer 
I BGSU at Cleveland State 
I University 
4 p.m.-Volleyball 
BGSUvs University of Notre 
Dame. Anderson Arena 
5:30 p.m -Meeting 
Wortd Student Asaoostion Free 
and open to el. 11th floor. 
Offenhauer Weat 
8 p.m. - Concert 
Valne Kantorski. pianist, and John 
Bentley. oboe and English horn. 
Free and open to al Faculty Artist 
Series Bryan Recital Hal. Moore 
Musical Arts Center 
10 p.m. - TV Program 
"Campus Connection    Wood 
Cable Channel 24. 
The Prevention Center will 'have a cow' during Alcohol Awareness Freak Week 
The Prevention Center will 
"have a cow" during Freak Week 
Oct. 21-25. Freak stands for Find- 
ing Responsible and Entertaining 
Alternatives on "Kampus" and is 
the university's portion ol National 
Alcohol Awareness Week. 
The cow will walk around cam- 
pus wearing a feedbag and pass- 
ing out one dollar and a fact sheet 
to everyone who correctly an- 
swers drug and alcohol related 
questions. Losers will still get the 
fact sheet 
This will be the largest alcohol 
awareness week ever at BG, ac- 
cording to NAME. It will include 
free pizza, prizes and mocktails at 
Easy Street; putt putt golf at the 
Student Recreation Center ("Don't 
Drink and Drive"), a mock trial and 
a mock accident complete with fire 
engines. U AO will help with a 
Haunted House and pumpkin sale 
Freshmen present 'Mother Hicks' 
The Department of Theatre pre- 
sents an all-freshman production 
of Suzan Zeder's "Mother Hicks." 
The production will be presented 
in the Joe E. Brown Theatre on the 
second floor of University Hall on 
Wed.-Sat.. Oct. 23-26 at 8p.m. 
and at 2 p.m. on Sunday. Oct. 27. 
"Don't judge a book by its 
cover" is the theme of this 1930s 
depression era story about per- 
ceptions. The show Is a highly 
theatrical presentation with both 
comic and tender moments that 
examine the three "outsiders" 
who deal with other people's per- 
ceptions. 
Directed by John Russell Mul- 
lens, a theatre graduate student, 
the cast includes: Jon Grega. an 
undecided major from Canton, 
Amy Kochur, math major from 
Dover, and Allison Weeman, mu- 
sic major from Grove City. 
Chorus members include: Mat- 
thew Vasko, undecided major 
from Berkey, Rourke Littlefield, 
undecided major from Toledo, 
Brian Wright, undecided major 
from Troy. Morgan Hotlensmith, 
musical theatre major from Stow, 
Betty Lou Rowe, Deaf Education 
Major from Kitts HiH, Corey John- 
son of Germantown, Michelle 
Johnson of Pickerington, and Jim 
Ruhlen of Upper Sandusky. 
Tickets can be purchased at the 
theatre box office in University 
Hall or by calling 372-2719 be- 
tween the hours of 10 a.m.-2 p.m. 
and 4 p.m.-7 p.m. weekdays. 
Remaining tickets will be sold at 
the box office immediately before 
the performance. 
in the Lenhart Grand Ballroom 
Friday there will be a dance in the 
ballroom and a bonfire at college 
park 
The Well will line Ridge Street 
with tombstones bearing statistics 
on alcohol and drug related 
deaths. Phi Mu will give out cards 
that allow designated drivers to 
get free soft drinks at bars. 
George Obermeir will speak on the 
effects of alcohol with "creative 
humor," says Kelly Saunders Co- 
ordinator of Freak Week. 
Raffle tickets will be sold for 
over 35 prizes, including a resume 
pack at Kinko's, free pizza, and 
free movie passes. 
Intrafraternity Council will offer 
prizes for sororities and fraterni- 
ties with the highest attendance at 
Freak Week events. 
This year the Prevention Center, 
which is sponsoring Freak Week, 
hopes the event will win a first 
"I can Quit" meetings offer help 
For those of you who are trying 
to decide whether to quit smoking 
or have tried and failed, Student 
Health Services is starting "I Can 
Quit Group Meetings" on 
Wednesday, Oct 23 from 
6:30-7:30 p.m. In the Health 
Center Lobby. This group is 
different than other groups be- 
cause it focuses on people's indi- 
vidual needs. 
"Each person uses smoking for 
a different reason," according to 
Jean Wright of the Student Well- 
ness Center. 
The purpose of the meetings, 
besides providing an individual 
focus, is to work on weight and 
stress management as well as the 
special problems that cause re- 
lapses. They will explore "what it 
is that makes people go back and 
what support is there," says 
Wright. 
The group meetings will provide 
discussion as well as information. 
Conversations will be held to help 
students decide what it is about 
smoking that gives them pleasure. 
Students worry about stress, 
says Wright. What they do not 
know, according to Wright, is that 
many ex-smokers are calmer be- 
cause they no longer have the 
emotional peaks of a nicotine high 
battling the lows of those times 
when they can not smoke. 
For more information call the 
Student Wellness Center at 
372-8302. 
place award over competing uni- 
versities nationwide. They have 
always had an honorable mention 
for alcohol awareness week. "This 
year we have higher expectations, 
more events, and more campus 
cooperation," according to Saun- 
ders 
The goal of alcohol awareness 
week is "to be as visible as possi- 
ble," so people will "actually learn 
something, so look for the cow," 
says Saunders. 
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GREEN 
Green Sheet is published by the 
Bowling Green State University 
Office of Student Pubfcations for 
students, faculty and staff 
The next issue of Green Sheet 
will be published November 8. It 
wl« cover events occuring 
November 8-Oecember 8. The 
deadline to submit information for 
that Issue is noon Wednesday. 
November 6 
Ad events must be submitted In 
writing to the Green Sheet editor. 
210 West Hall. There is no charge 
to have an item listed. 
Editor. Tom Rodda 
Calendar: Jason L. Hunt 
Staff Wrier Mike Slaughter 
Production: Jackie Erlon 
I a a.m.-4:30 p.m. - Exhibition 
I Mid-American Conference. 
I Melaismrthing. Free and open to a* 
I Fine Arta Gallery 
14:30-8 p.m.-Meeting 
I Men'a issues Discussion Group 
I Free and open to al. Faculty 
I lounge. University Union 
| Hat 
8-a p.m. - Meeting 
BGSU Juggling Club S1 /semester 
tee. Open to al. Eppier South gym. 
8:30 p.m. - Meeting 
Amnesty International. Free and 
open to al. 306 Hanna Hat 
7 p.m. - Meeting 
Christian Student Fellowship. Free 
and open to al Capital Room. 
University Union. 
7 p.m.--Meeting 
Students tor Ethical Treatment of 
Animate. Free and open to al. 
United Chrieoan Feaowship Center, 
313Tnurstm. 
7:30-8:30 p.m. - Fresh Mart 
Classes 
Free and open lo al American 
Cancer Society and Student Health 
Service/Student Wetness Center. 
Student Health Service lobby. 
7:30-8 p.m. - Bible Study 
Free and open to a*. Sponsored by 
Christian Outreach Ministry. Taft 
Room, University Union. 
MM p.m. - Meeting 
"Time Out for Cathotociam." Free 
and open to el. Antioch Library. St. 
ThomeaMore 
I p.m. - Concert 
Fan Wind Ensemble Free and open 
to al Bryan Recital Hat. Moore 
Musical Arts Center 
« p.m. - Meeting 
Studenta for Life Free and open to 
al Faculty Lounge. University 
Union. 
in 
8-9 p.m. - Meeting 
Christian Science Organization 
Free and open to all Canal Room. 
University Union. 
• p.m. - Movie 
The Family Game.' 11984) Japan 
Free and open to al GishFilm 
Theatre. Hanna Hal 
I 7a.m.-BibleBreakfast 
I Open to al. University Lutheran 
I Chapel. 1124E Wooster 
18 ■.m.-4:30 p.m. - Exhibition 
I Mid-American Conference 
I Metalsmithmg Free and open to al 
| Fine Arts Gallery 
11 a.m. - Bible Study 
Free and open to al United 
Christian Feaowship Center. 313 
Thurstin. 
4 p.m. - Intremureli 
Coed Waltybel entriee due. 108 
Student Recreation Corner 
4-7:30 p.m.-- BQSU Karate Club 
Registration fee Open to al. Gym, 
Eppier Center 
» p.m. - Concert 
Arthur Greene, piano. Free end 
open to an Bryan Recital Ha*. 
Moore Musical Aria Center. 
9:15-10:15 p.m. -Ice Skating 
BGSU Skating Club Open to al. 
Ice Arena. 
9-1130 a.m. - Academic 
I Advisement 
I For hearing impaired majors 444 
Education BuHding. 
I a.m.-4:30 p.m. - Exhibition 
I Mid American Conference 
Metalsmithing. Free and open to all 
| Fine Arts Gallery 
11:30 a.m.-TV Program 
"Campus Connection " Wood 
Cable Channel 24. 
Noon-Forum 
President Otscamp'a Student Open 
Forums Free and open to al. 
Room 221. McFal Center. 
Chapel 
3:30 p.m. - Seminar 
Dr Robert Waasce, University of 
Florida. Gaineevile. "Jungle 
Medicine." Free and open to el. 
Sponsored by Department of 
Biological Sciences 330 Ufe 
Science BuHding. 
•:30-7:30 p.m. - Meeting 
"I Can Quit" Group. Free and open 
toal Sponsored by Student Health 
Service and Student Wetness 
Center Student Health Service 
Lobby 
7 p.m.-Meeting 
Progressive Student Organization 
Free and open to al University 
Chnstien Fellowship 
7 p.m. - Volley bell 
BGSU vs University of Toledo 
Anderson Arena. 
7:30-1:30 p.m. - Freeh •tart 
C lessee 
Free and open to al American 
Cancer Society and Student Health 
Service/Student Wetness Center. 
Student Health Service lobby 
I p.m.-Meeting 
BG PRO Bowling Green Public 
Relations Organization. 203 West 
Hal 
. 
8 p.m. - Lecture 
"The One Thing We Did Right." by 
Juan Wifaams. Free and open to al. 
Sponsored by UAO Lenhart Grand 
Ballroom. University Union. 
8 p.m. - Meeting 
Fashion Merchandising 
Association  Free and open to all 
McFal Assembly Room. 
8 p.m.-Meeting 
International Relations 
Organization Free and open toal. 
114 Education Butting 
9 p.m. - Meeting 
Peace Coetraon Free end open to 
at United Christian Fellowship 
Center. 313 Thurstin 
8:16 p.m. -Meeting 
Resident Student Association Free 
and open to on-campus atudenta. 
Second door. Student Services 
Bu4ong. 
•:30 p.m.-Meeting 
Reech-Out social aervtce 
organization Free end open to el. 
106 South Hal 
1:30 p.m. - Relied lone and 
Devotions 
Free and open toal. University 
Lutheran Chapel. 1124 E. 
Wooeter 
• a.m.-4:30 p.m. - Exhibition 
Mid-American Conference 
Metatsmntwig Free and open to all 
Fine Arts Gelery 
2:30-4 p.m. - CoMee Houra 
I French language and company. 
| Open to at French House. 
6 p.m. - Co-Dependents 
Anonymous 
Free and open lo el. First 
Presbyterien Church. 126 S 
Church St 
6:48 run. - Women's Basketball 
BGSU vs Athletes In Action 
(exhibition) Anderson Arena 
6 p.m. - Meeting 
Students To Elect A Mayor. Free 
and open toal 101 Business 
Administration. 
8-7:30 p.m. - B0.su Karate Club 
Registration tee. Open to el Gym, 
Eppier Center. 
7-8:30 p.m. - Wellness Pursuit 
Program 
$10 material charge Open toal 
Sponsored by Student Health 
Service and Student Wseneea 
Center Student Hearth Service 
lobby 
7:30 p.m. - Variety shoo 
Thursday Mght Live Free and open 
to al. Sponsored by BGSU Bible 
Studies, ice Arena lounge. 
• p.m. - Men'■ Baeketbell 
BGSU vs Ragnone'a Al-Stars 
(exhibition). Anderson Arena 
8 p.m. -TheatreProduction 
'TDe Donde?," by Mary Gallagher 
$6 adult. $4 students, senior 
citizens Eve Marie Saint Theatre, 
University Hal 
8:30 p.m. - Meeting 
Leebien and Gay Alienee. Free end 
open to al United Christian 
Feeowshlp 
• p.m. - UAO Classic Film 
"West Side Story " Free end open 
toal GiahFiimi Theatre.H*»yj._. ', 
